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Maya Astronomical Rituals Recorded on Yaxchilan Structure 23 

CAROLYN TATE

Usin}^; the (llassk Maya’s own historical record as dtK umentation. art historians 
are coming to a partial understanding of the lives of elite Maya individuals and the 
rituals they performed. One Maya site rich in hieroglyphic texts and pictorial 
symbolism is Yaxchilan. hxated in Chiapas. Mexico on a l>end of the Usumacinta 
River. On thirty-three of the eighty-eight structures at Yaxchilan. hicn>glyphic 
inscriptions are carved on lintels and other sculptural forms assixiated with 
architecture. The in.scriptions record historical individuals' in political and ritual 
contexts. Thus the historical records are directly asscxiated with particular struc 
tures and provide information alx>ut the function oi the ancient buildings. Armed 
with a preliminarv knowledge of the dates and individuals recorded on the 
monuments, epigraphers and art historians have approached the question of the 
nature ol the depicted ceremonies and how they punctuated the cyclic continuum of 
Maya ritual and political life.

'I'he figural lintels of Yaxchilan Structure (fig. 1) contain some of the most 
explicit yet enigmatic portrayals of Maya ceremonialism. I he three lintels' are set

' Thai manv fif{inTs in Maya an wrrr hiMorKal inclividuah and n<M was demonstrated by I'aliana 
Proskouriakoii in "Hislorkal Impikaiions oi a Pattern «>f Dates at Piedras Negras, (•uatemala,*' ^mmron 
Aniufuity, XXV, HNk). 470. Her evidence was the existence of sets of recorded dales, each set assiK'iated 
with a specilk glyph shown to Ik * nominal, rhe dates as.sotialed with each name spanned a normal 
human lifetime, and appeared to lx* birth, accession, and death dates lor real human beings.
* The four lintels now ass«Kiated with .Sirtmure 25 were all definitely hxated in the d<Hirways of that 
building, however, the original Ux at ions «»l Lintels 24 and 2.'> was contusing Ix'cau.se of (xxir dixiimenta- 
tk>n on the (>art of A. P. Maudslav, who first published photographs of Lintels 24 and 2.5 in Hioiogia 
CeniTaii-Amrnratu, lamdon, I8H‘M*H>2. During his brief visit in IHH2. he photographed one ol the lintels 
asstxiated with the structure he called Hou.se (L and he Kx>k one with him to Kngland. The lintel 
prepared for travelling was severely trimmed, and the front edge was chipped off before it had ever been 
photographed. 1‘he lintel whose fmnt etige is still unknown is Untcl 24. The following year the other 
lintel found at House (• was thinned (its fnmt edge sliced off and retained) and shipped ti> Kngland upon 
Maiidslavs reipiest. In I8‘l7 Maler cleared up the pniblem pmvenieiue by finding the pile <4 limestone 
chips resulting from the thinning of the lintel with no front edge in Imnt of the left or eastern dixirway of 
the siriK tore, and the remainder of the lintel from whk h the tarved portion of the lintel with the serpent 
•cene had Ix'en cut in ln>nt ol the central dixirway. In Maler's ssheme of enumeration of structures and 
lintels, whk h is the one currently in use. they were called Lintels 24 and 25. ( Teobert Maler, “Researches 
in the (k*niral Portion of the Lsumat ini la Valley." Mrmotrs of the /Vo/mdi Musfum. II. no. 2. HH).5). These 
two lintels are presently in the British Museum, although ihev have recently been exhibited in the show 
“BUmk I of Kings" at the Kimlx'll Art Museum and the Cleveland Museum of Art. 1 Jnlel 2h was excavated 
by Maler from liter rulktie near the northern d<Mirway of the sirmiure. It was removed to the Museo 
Nackmal de Anlm|x>logia e Historia (MNAH). in Mexko Lily, in MMVf. lanlel 2.5. on the %vest side, was 
discovered in P<79 bv the Insiiiulo Nackmal de Anln>|K>logia e Historia (INAH) of Mexko. It is in situ. 
Drawings oi these four lintels are published bv Ian Graham in C.arpm of M<na Htemghphu ln.vnptums, 
CambrKlge. MA. vol. IH-L l‘*77. .5.5-.5«; and vol. HI-5. I9H2. I5.5-L5b. Untels 24. 2.5. and 26 are carved 
with two figures cas h. Uniel 25 is purrlv givphk .
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over ihe three doorways on the Iront (northeast) side of the structure. Lintel 24 (fig. 
2) shows a sumptuously dressed, kneeling woman pulling a thornvcord throuj^h her 
tongue while a sicnky man dressed in a loincloth and cape holds a (laming torch 
over her head. This depiction of hUxKlIetting is one of the most graphically accurate 
and elegantly renderetl in the Maya corpus. On Lintel 25. over the central doorwav, 
(fig. 3) two serpentine forms interlace. The open jaws of the upper serpent contain 
the bust of a human figure with a tall headdress, a spear and a shield. The lower 
serpents jaw frames a supernatural head. In the lower right of the scene, a woman 
gazes at the upper figure while holding a (>askei of pointed objects and spotted 
strips. Lintel 26. which was in the right-hand <loorwav as one faces the building, 
shows a man holding a spear gesturing at a woman who holds a Jaguars head (fig. 4).

The images and hieroglyphs of these lintels have l>een the subjects of several 
iconographical and epigraphic investigations. The identity of the male figure was 
established as a king calle<l “Shield Jaguar”' after his name glyph (hKaied at F 2 on 
Ijntel 24 |fig. 2): and at f 2 on Lintel 25 {fig. .“^)). The figure in the long robe was 
identif ied as female aiul she is known tcxlay as l.ady X<k . which is the Maya word for 
“shark”* after her name glyph (at (i 5 on Lintel 24 (fig. 2); at I 1 on Ijntel 25 [fig. 3)). 
That the rituals portrayed here involved autosacrif ice was demonstrated by Tatiana 
Proskouriakoff She noted the correlation between the bhMxlletting scene on Lintel 
24. the verb on that lintel (at C 1 is the obsidian lancet, glyph T7I2'). and the 
instrument in the blo(Klletting fx)wls on Lintels 25 and 14. and she identified 'T7I2 
as the glyph for bUxKlletting." The .scene on Lintel 24. then, is accepted as a tongue

’ inilial work on iht* iiiMriplioiis ol Vaxchilan was |niblishcci In laliana 1‘roskouriakoH aficr her 
discovery ol lhc hislorkal tonicnj «»f the Rlyphs at Piedras Nef?ras. in "Hislorkal Data in the Inscriptions 
of Vaxchilan.” HUudtm de ('.ultuTa Maya, Mexicci Citv. Part I. on the inscriptions ot .Shield |agiiar. was 
published in vol. Ml. Part 2 «ni Bird Jaguar was published in vol. IV. ItMH. I77-2IO. She
named the two major l.ate Classic rulers. .Shield Jaguar and his son. Bird |agiiar (now known to havel>ecn 
Bird Jaguar IV). I he nic knanies were derived ln)m the pictorial elements of the kings' nominal glyphs. 
‘ Portrayals of women in Maya art weir proven bv I'atiana ProskourikoK in "Portraits of Women in Mava 
Art.” in S. K. Ixahmp. ed.. m {‘rr-Columhuni An and Archafolo/^, Cambridge. MA. HMil. HI-8‘». In
her article, Pniskouriakoff did nc« identilv the names of specific women. The woman on the lintels of 
Vaxchilan Structure 2S was nic knamed I.adv Xoe hv Linda Sc heie after l«>m {ones discovered thexor was 
the source ol the Knglish word ‘'shark" ( Icim Jones, " The Xc k  . the .Sharke. and I he Sea Dogs: An 
Historical Kneounter." in V. M. Kields and M. (i. Rol)ertson. eds.. Fiflh Ihirrufuf Hnund TaMr, Monterev 
IflH.'i. 211-222.
' J. Kric S. Thompson devised the givph designation svstem most rommonlv used to refer to givphs 
without presuming an interpretation. He gave each main sign and each aflix a numlx*r. When a Mava 
glyph IS referred toby a number prefixed bv T, it means that the givph can be found in A Catalog of Maya 
Hifntglyphs. Norman. l‘Hi2.
*1'aliana Proskouriakof f. " The Hand-grasping-fish and .-kssociated (dvphs on Classic Mava Monuments."
in K. Benson, ed.. Mrsoamrnran WnUng ,St.Um.c. Washington. DC. H*7j. I72.
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2. Yaxchibn Unicl ‘24. frnm Ian (iraham and Kric von Kuw. Corptis of Maya Htemghpfitf /n.w-n^ioru. IIM,
Yoxthilan, Pcabxlv Museum Prcjw. (a>pvrighl 1977 bv ihc Prrsidcni and Fellows of Harvard (ailirgc
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3. Yaxchilan I-inirl 25 • a. underside (left), b, front edge (right) • from Ian (irahaiii and Krit v<ni Kuw. 
Corpm nf Maya Hifmglyphir ImrnfMiom. Ill-I. Yaxfhitan. IVahtKiy Musenni Press, (aipvright l‘»77 bv the 
President and Fellows of Harvard (k)llege
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4. Yaxchilan I.inlcl 2H • a. underside (Ich). b. in>nl ed^c (rif{bt) - Irom Ian ('•rabam and Knr von Kuw. 
Corpus of Mara Hiemglyphtf Imrnptions, III-I, YaxrhUan. IVahody Museum Press. (^>{>yrighl 1977 by the 
President and Fellows of Harvard College
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bUxMlk'tiing by I^dv X(k  on the dale 5 Kb 15 Mac 9.^.17.15.12 (October 23. 709
A.I).).^

Kaiiv interpretations of Lintel 25 were made before the date was recognized as 
the date of Shield )agiiars accession, and iKdbre the historical individuals proirayed 
were identif ied. Proskouriakoff noted the warrior outfit of the emerging figure, 
and dubbed it the "spirit of a long-deceased warrior...whose apotheosis is sym 
bolized by the serpent and the mask.She thought his name must Ixf contained in 
the secondary text, which is now known indubitably to name l^dy Xtx (at I 2). She 
did not comment on the absence of a portrait of Shield Jaguar, whose name appears 
at F 2.

(feorge Kubler described the bl(M)dletting on Lintel 24 as "peniteniial'' and the 
"serpent rising in standing coils from an altar” on Lintel 25 as a vision." This view 
implied a narrative sc^cpience among the images of Structure 23 which is not 
supported by a continuous reading order of the glyphs. I'his suggestion of narrative 
sec^uence—that on Lintel 24 the woman performecl a sacrificial rile which caused a 
loss of bUxKl leading to hallucination, portrayed on 1 jntel 25. and from which she 
eventuallv recovered, as shown on Lintel 26—was elalx)raied by Linda Scheie and 
Mary Miller. They suggest that. " File scenes portray different points in the same
ritual that compose a narrative whole__They note that the special headdress
worn bv Uidy Xtx on Lintel 24 is one frecjuently ass<xiated with bUxxlleiiings which 
include captive sacrif ice. According to Sc heie and Miller, after l^dy Xcx lets bicxxl 
on Lintel 24. she experiences an ecstatic vision of an anonymous warrior, portrayed

’ Muvii (iiiio liavr nunv the* nioM ini)M>rlanl ones brin^ thr Calriular Round and the latiig
Camnl. I he Calendar Round Ueompoited ol two permuiating cyde^. one of 260 days, (the lutUun) and one 
of %.') dav!i. (ailed tlx' hanh. In the lutlkin. each day is named by a number ln>m M.1. and one of twenty 
dav naine%. lor example, .'i Kb. providing 2()U uniquely named day» which then repeat ad infinitum. The 
/i(uiA(oiKiM» of eighteen named month.ieadi having twenty day». plus five unlucky days in a mini-month 
named I'aveb. Thii.s in the l.itilel 24 date, l.'i Mac is the haah dt*signation.

I he lamg (a>iint is simpiv a count ol elapsed days since a dav designated as the "beginning" by the 
Mavas. It is expressed with phue notation usually having live positions. The rightmost position or the la.st 
one it) an ins<ri|>tion is the number of days. Twenty days makes a uma/. which is the second place fn)m the 
right in the iiiMri|Mion. Kighteen uinafi (IH x 20 days = !tf>0 days) ecpials a tun, a peritxl ol ^00 days, 
roughly (-(|uivalenl to a M>lar year. Iwentv turn etpials a knlun. (20 x !0>0 days - 7.200 days) or nmghly 20 
years. Kntuns are expressed in the lourth position fnmi the right in the lamg (amnt notation. Twenty 
AaJimc (20 x 7.2(M) days = I44.<M)0 days) make one haktun. a (>eri(Ki of 400 tuai. Baktum are noted in the 
lillh place from the right. Tor example, the l.intel 24 dale is 0 haktuns. I.S kalum, 17 turn. !.'> uinals. and 12 
kitii or days since the "lirst" day of the present era of the Mava. That same day is expressed as ^ Kb in the 
twlkm and l.'i Mac in the haah.

The cpiestion of the correlation )>elween the Maya reckoning and the Julian calendar is still under 
deliate. My own work with a.sironomical observations at Yaxchilan lends a great deal of support to |. Kric 
S. Thompsons original correlation number of .'>K428.'). reevaluated by Kloyd laninsbury in "A.stronomkal 
Knowledge and its I’ses at Bonampak. Mexico." in A. Aveni. ed.. Arrhofoo-Umnomy in thr Nrw World, 
l.ondon. 1082.
■ Pniskouriakolf. 1005. I.’>0.
" (k'orge Kubler. Thr Art and Archilerlurr of Annml Amrnca. 2nd ed.. lamdon. 107.'*. 167.

landa Scheie and Mary Miller. The Blood of A'ingi. Ihrui-sty and Ritual in Maya Art. Fort Worth. 1980. 
177-178. In this bemk. the authors call l.ady Xc k  the principal wife of Shield Jaguar. The present author is 
more cautious, and. in view of the lack ol a statement of marriage, and the fact that l.ady Xor is never 
named as a mother, prefers not to call laidv Xoc a wife.
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on Lintel 25. I'he hallucination is due at least in part to her massive blood loss. 
These authors interpret Lintel 26 as the image of l^dy X(k . having recuperated 
from her hallucination, and assisting Shield Jaguar in his battle preparations.

Although the notion of a narrative sequence among these scenes is a fascinat 
ing one. the structural arrangement of the iconographic and hieroglyphic informa 
tion does not support a narrative reading of the scenes. The previous interpretations 
of the lintels also did not take into account data involving an important planetary 
conjunction and other calendrical and astronomical rituals discovered by this 
author. The previous analyses do not reveal why the specific dates for blocKlIettings 
recorded on Structure 23 were selected or what political or religious significance the 
dates might have had.

'Fhe majority of Maya in.scriptions give dales for accessions and Pericnl F.nding 
ceremonies held on f ive tun intervals. Of the eight surviving hieroglyphic dales 
inscribed on the lintels of Structure 23. only one is typical in the sense of the content 
of most Maya inscriptions. That dale is known from another in.scription (Structure 
44. Step III) to l>e the accession of Shield Jaguar I to the throne of Yaxchilan. Rather 
than using one of several common accession expressions, the creator of this lintel 
used a blcMKlIeiting statement. So the accession is not specif ically mentioned; only 
the accompanying bloodletting is recorded in Structure 23. I he other eight verbs 
recorded on the lintels of Structure 23 can be categorized as three “(iod N” 
(TIOHa) events, two “fire” ( ri22:563a) events, one tongue blocKiletting (1 1:60:757 
59.712:24), the completion of 45 turn of rule by Shield Jaguar, and one verb 
(T232.586:58:82) that is as yet undeciphered, lb name the events with these 
nicknames is obviously unsatisfactory, yet the “(h x I N" event, though recognized in 
other inscriptions, is incompletely understood as are the "fire” events." In other 
words, although they are undersiocxl to be verbal, and to be similar to other glyphs 
in the Maya corpus, the verbs of Structure 23 remain as mysteries.

I'he events of Structure 23 are the most enigmatic of those of the three 
decorated buildings erected during the reign of Shield Jaguar. A comparison of the 
content of the inscriptions and images of the sculptures ass(xiated with the other 
buildings reveals the special function of Structure 23. Structure 41. on the highest 
hill at Yaxchilan. was decorated with five towering stelae showing Shield jaguar as 
the captor of various prisoners on one side, and offering blood on the Period 
Ending'^ on the other side. Clearly Structure 41 was a memorial to his military 
conquests. The in.scriptions of Structure 44 lintels and hieroglyphic steps lie Shield

" Linda Schclc. Maya Glyphs: Ihr Verbs. Austin. 1982. 211. .Shield (aguar's accruion, page 211. (»od N 
events. (>age 113. Fire events. |>agc 111. These latter two events are nicknamed alter the mainsignsoT their 
glyphic rom|x)unds.
'* Ihe stelae 18. 19. and 20 of .Struttiire 41 were theorrtkallv reconstnuted by ('.anilyn Tate. "I'he 
('.osmologkal Stelae of Yaxchilan." a paper presented at the Sixth Rtuind Table of Palempie. |une. 1986. 
forthcoming. I he term "IVrMKli« Fruling" refers t«> specifk stations of the la>ng (aiunl. I(»r example.
9.13.0. 0.0 is the ending of the 12lh kaiun, 9.13..’>.0,0 is the ending of the 4th /un of the 13ih kalun:
9.13.10.0. 0 is the ending of the fhh lun of the 1.3th kaiun: and 9.13.1.3.0.0 is the ending of the 14th lun of 
the 1,3th huun. These .3 tun intervals were the dales on whi<h Mava kings w t it  ex|>e<led to perforate tlreir 
penises in bIcMxf satrifke. and manv Mava stelae are memorials to lire renewals «»f time ihnxigh the 
sacrifices of the kings.
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)af?uar’s captures to those of his ancestors. In neither of those structures is Lady Xoc 
mentioned. So it is clear that the inscriptions of Structure 23 differ in nature from 
other texts pertaining to the life of Shield Jaguar, and that they commemorate some 
kind of rituals. But what were these rituals? (^an nimivalions for their performance 
hy a woman on these non-Peri<xl Knding dales be found in the historical record at 
Yaxchilan?

lb provide informed answers to these questions, it has been necessary to 
establish a historical context by making a preliminary reading of every available text 
in the published and unpublished corpus of inscriptions of Yaxchilan. This yielded 
a long date list, a genealogy, and a preliminary understanding of the events, equal to 
the one outlined above. It was necessary to supercede the structural appmach. Was 
there a system implicit in the peruxliciiy of Maya dates? The Maya scholar J. Eric S. 
Thompson suspected so. He proposed “...the mathematical approach, which 
involves computing the distance between dates, with which a given glyph is 
asscx'ialed. and seeking a common factor to account for these distances—

Tor this paper, all dales in the lifetime of Shield Jaguar were tested for evidence 
of peruxlic repetition in the solar year or in any of the other numerical cycles known 
to have l>ccn important to the Mayas: 260, 360, 399, 584. 819. The Julian 
equivalents for Maya dales were checked to see if they might record such celestial 
events as the first appearance of Venus as morning or evening star, and prominent 
conjuctions of planets.'* In this way. it can be shown that for Structure 23. the 
important astronomical considerations seem to be the summer solstice, the first 
annual zenith passage of the sun over Yaxchilan. and an important conjuclion of 
jupiter and Saturn. A list of the dales discussed is provided for reference (see Table
D-

A preliminary interpretation of the function of Structure 23 is based on several 
lines of evidence: 1) a structural analysis of the glyphs; 2) the application of 
Thompson's “mathematical approach” to the dates recorded; 3) the symbols re 
corded on the carved lintels; and 4) the placement of the iconographical informa 
tion among the carved surfaces.'*

J. Krk S. rhomp!H>n. Mma Hirmgiyphtr WrUing, Srd cd.. Norman. 1971. 26S.
Ptanrlary and solar positions in ihc Hlh century A.I), were rct«>nslrucled usin^ Bryant ruckerman, 

Planftan, l.unnr. and Solar Ihuiltnm: A.I). 2toA.O. I649.al h'nf-datandTm-daj lrUm<aL\. Philadelphia. 1964.
Structure has been extavated and consolidated by Roberto ((arcia Moll of the Instittiio Nat ional dc 

Anirt>t>olt>Kia e Hi.stt>ria ol MexKo. He found several tombs, some very lavish. Unf«>rtunatelv. the data arc 
unpuhlishetl and unavailable tt> me.



Table 1. IiinrilK-tl Dales a( Yaxehilaii l*rrtiiu*iu m Structure 2S

LC CR Event Protag. Str. Mon. Julian
(9.11.18.15.1) 7 Imix 14 Zotz 4,Fire SJI 44. Sp IV 5-6-671

first zenith oassaoe
(9.12. 9. 8.1) 5 Imix 4 Mac A SJI 23. L25 10-19-681

** 44, Sp III
(9.13.13.12.5) 6 Chicchan 8 Zac D LP 24. L 27 9-8-7059.13.17.12.1() 8 Oc 13 Yax B BJ3 10. L29-30 8-23-709(9.13.17.15.12) 5 Eb 15 Mac B1.N SJI. X 23. L 24 10-23-709

28(365 25) + 4 since accession SJ
80(365.25) + 4 since accession BJ3
Jupiter and Saturn aligned, stationary

(9.13.17.15.13) 6 Ben 16 Mac B1 SJI.LIS 55. L53 10-24-709
9.14. 8.12. 5 11 Chicchan 13 Yaxkin Fire Xoc

Id. L J2
23. L 26e 6-20-720

summer solstice
(9.14.11.15.1) 3 Imix 14 Chen N Xoc 23. L25e 8-1-723

compi 52(360) since Sir 44. So IV
(9.14.12. 6 12) 12 Eb 0 Pop N Gl? 23. L 26u 2-7-724(9.14.12. 8.9)? 10 Muluc? 17 Uo ? Xoc 23. L23e 3-15-724?(9.14.14. 8.1) 7 Imix 19 Pop Anniv SJI. X 23. L23u 2-26-726

compi 45(360) reign
77(260) since So IV

(9.14.14.13.17) 6 Caban 15 Yaxkin Fire Xoc 23. L 23u 6-22-726
summer solstice

9.14.15 0. 0 11 Ahau 18 Zac 7 7 23. A 7 9-13-726(9.15. 6.13.1) 7 Imix 19 Zip Fire SJI. X 11. L56 4-4-738
94 (260) since So IV. 1st a V as MS

(9.15. 9.17.16) 12 Cib 19 Yaxkin Flap SJI. BJ3 40. St 11 6-22-741
summer solstice(9.15.10.17.14) 6 lx 12 Yaxkin D SJI 24. L 27 6-15-742
10(365.24) since 44 Sp V

" • • 40. St 12 -" * 19. A 1 •(9.15.16. 1.6) 5 Cimi 19 Yaxkin Flap BJ3 13. L33 6-21-747
summer solstice

9.15.17.15.14) 3 lx 17 Zip D Xoc 24. L59-28 3-30-7499.15.19.15.3) 10 Akbal 16 Uo 0 LIS 24. L 28 3-9-7519.16. 0.13.17) 6 Caban 5 Pop C Q BJ3 21. L 16 2-5-752
36(260) since L 23 Fire event
26 360 since L 23 Fire event9.16. 1. 0. 0 11 Ahau 8 Zee A BJ3 33. L 1 4-29-752
* • 10. L30

* * 40, St 11 ■" " " 40. St 12 »(9.16. 1. 0.9) 7 Muluc 17 Zee 4 BJ3 22. L 21 5-8-752
first zenith passage(9.16. 4. 1.1) 7 Imix 14 Zee C JS BJ3 1. L8 5-5-755
84 (365.25) Since Sp IV
first zenith passage

" star BJ3.L Ik 42. L41 »(9.16. 4. 6.17) 6 Caban 10 Zac Fire LXoc 24. L 28 8-23-755
41 (260) since L 23 fire event
5 (260 since capture of Q19.16.17. 6.12) 1 Eb 0 Yaxkin Flap BJ3 2. L9 6-16-768

LEGEND
Events: 4 = 4-tezotz 

A - Accession
Anniv = Anniversary or Periodic Commemoration 
B = Birth
BL = Bloodletting
C » Capture, followed by the initials of the captive 
0 = Death 
Rre = Fire Event
Rap = Flapstaff-Summer Solstice Event 
N = God N event 
PE = Period Ending 

_ Star = Shell-star event.
S»pWv»s Q = Captive Q. JS = Jewelled Skull.
rrotagonists: SJI = Shield Jaguar I. BJ3 = Bird Jaguar III; SJ2 = Shield Jaguar II 

X = Lady Xoc; LGS = Lady Great Skull; LIS = Lady Ik Scull; L Ik monuments: A = Altar: L = Lintel: Sp = St^; St = Stela
LP = Lady Pacal; 
Lady Ahpo Ik.
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The hieroglyphic lexis of Lintels 24. 25. and 26 plus Lintel 23. which appear in 
the northwest wall of the building (figs. 5 and 6) can be paraphrased briefly as 
follows. Implied information is contained in brackets, and supplemental explana* 
lions in parentheses.

Lintel 24
A ■ B la: On 5 [on 5 Eb] Eb 15 Mac [9.13.17.15.12] (October 28, 709

A.D.)
B lb - C 1: He is letting blo<xl with the obsidian lancet 
D 1: ?
E lb - F 3: 4 Katun Uird. Shield Jaguar, the (’.aplor of Ah Ahaual. Lord 

of Yaxchilan
G 1: She is letting bUxKl
(; 2: p

G 3: l^dy Xoc
(; 4: l.ady Batab"’

Lintel 25
A I: 5 Imix 4 Mac [9.12.9.8.11 (Oaober 19. 681 A.D.)
B 1: He let bUxKl
G 1: His flint shield
D 1: He of fire. Ghac
E 1: p

K 1: 4 Katun Ixml
F 2: Shield Jaguar
F 3: The captor of Ah Ahaual
F 4: Lord of Yaxchilan. Bacab
G 1: She is l^dy Maize
G 2: ? (title)
H 1: title
I 1: Lady Xoc
1 2: p

I 3: ? Yfaxchilan”
J I - 2: Its change of
K 1 - 2: zero days, seven uinals, two tuns
L 1: two katuns
M 1 - M 2: since the previous bloodletting [5 Imix 4 Mac]
N 1 - N 2: count until 3 Imix 14 Ch'en [9.14.11.15.1] (August 1, 723 

A.D.) [the completion of fifty-three tuns since zenith passage, 
9.11.18.15.1]

0 2: “God N" event

“ This paraphrase is qurxed fn)ni Schclc and Miller. 1986. 187.
” Ibtd.. 188.
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P 1 - Q 1: 
P 2 - Q 2: 
R 1 - S 2: 
T I - U 1: 
T 2 - U 2: 
V I - W 2:

?, in the house (verbal phrase) 
l^dy of Sacred Lineage 
L^dy X(K (her titles)
She of' Mai/e 
? of ^’axchilan
Under the auspices of the Captor of Ah Ahaual, Shield Jaguar. 
Lord of Yaxchilan

Lintel 26 - front edge
A 1 - G 2: (Can be reconstructed as) 9.14.8.12.5. 11 Chicchan 13 Yaxkin

(June 20, 720 A.I).) (summer solstice)
H 2 - J 2: (she did a] fire event in the house
K 1 - M I: (titles of) l.ady Xw 
N 1: under the auspices of
M 2 - N 2: Shield jaguar of Yaxchilan

Lintel 26 • underside
O I • O 2; On 12 F.b 0 Pop (9.14.12.6.12] (February 7. 724 A.D.)
O 3: (“(h k I N” event)
P 1 - R 1: (protagonist not securely identified)
S I - T 1; His doing (an event with a bundle, perhaps sacrifice)
U 1 - U 2:
U 3: } (title)
U 4: 4 Katun lx>rd
V 1: 'I'he captor of Ah Ahaual
W 1; Shield Jaguar
X 1: Sacred lx>rd

Lintel 23 • underside
M 1 • N 1: 
M 2:
N 2:
M 3:
N 3:
M 4:
N 4:
M 5:
N 5:

M 6- N 6 
M 7 • N 7 
M8-N8

Its change of sixteen days, five utnais, and zero turn 
count from 7 Imix
19 Pop [9.14.14.8.1) (February 26, 726 A.D.) the completion 
His five tun.s and three'" katum as Lord of the Lineage 
Sky Title
The captor of Ah Ahaual 
Shield jaguar. L^>rd of Yaxchilan 
count until 6 Caban
15 Yaxkin [9.14.14.13.17] (June 22, 726 A.D.; summer sol 
stice) (there was a) fire event 
? (verbal phrase)
(female titles)
Lady West Batab, Lady U)rd *

* The three fca/um in ihc inMriptkm arc recorded in error he (he Mava Mribe. and should be two.
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O 1 - P 1: Lady Xoc
O 2: Lady Bacab
03-PS: (eroded)
O 4 - P4: }
O 5: 4 Katun Lord
P 5: (eroded)
O 6: The captor of Ah Ahaual
P 6: (eroded)
O 7: Shield Jaguar
P 7: l^>rd of Yaxchilan
O 8 - P 8: ertxled'''

ntcl 23 - front edge
This icxl is p<K>rly undcrsUMKl. The numth date is 17 Uo. and the tzolktn 
date may be 10 Miiluc. This C^aleiidar Round during the life of l^dy Xoc 
falls on 0.1*4 12.8.9. The instription names her in several relationships. 
One relationship (expressed at C 2a) is to 1-ady Pacal ((^ 2b). who may be 
the mother of Shield Jaguar.
E 1: (l^dy X<k  is) Child of the mother
F 1 - E 2: l-tdy Xibalba
F 2: (I^dy X<k : is) (^hild (>f the father
G 2 - j 1: Katun Secondary U)rd ? ? X(k  ?
The end of the inscription is p(M>rly understtMxl but names l^dy Xoc again 
in the last glyph. This is the only parentage statement for a female at 
Yaxchilan.

Structure 23 was probably dedicated on the Perhxl Ending 9.14.15.0.0. a date 
which appears on Altar 9. which .stood in fmnt of the building. It was situated on a 
terrace approximately three meters above the Great Plaza of Yaxchilan. When it was 
completed. Structure 23 was composed of two vaulted chambers subdivided into 
three front and two rear areas. The lintels were probably painted sky blue^‘ and 
could be seen from the Plaza below. The exterior cornice frieze was decorated with 
stucco masks of long-no,sed supernaturals and a serpent was stuccoed under the 
vaiiltspring on the interior of the front chamber. Traces of paint remaining in the 
front chamber suggest that it was painted with polychrome scenes.*'

Following this preliminary discussion of the meaning of the figural scenes and 
the hieroglyphic texts, are the results of the investigation of the numerical and

"* IhcM* {wraphraws arc run imcndcd l«> be scholarly decipherments, which wimld reejuire lengthy 
drxumentation. I he paraphrases are based on the work of latiana Proskouriakoff. linda Scheie, Ptter 
Mathews, and David Stuart. References to the wi»rk of these scholars appear throughout this paper. 

Maler. l‘.H)S. \h^.
Inlormation on the preservation «)f paint and stucco at Structure 2.^ is based on my observations at 

Vaxthilan fnrm 198.1 to 1985.
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calendrical relationships among the events recorded on Structure 23 and some 
other events which were politically and ritually important to the Structure 23 rituals.

Maya rulers ceremonially recalled events of their own and previous reigns. 
Several types of such commemorations are clearly d<xiimentecl in the hien>glyphic 
record. One type of commemorative ceremony is the celebration of the completion 
of one or two katum of rule by a particular ruler. Bird Jaguar 111 of Vaxchilan (father 
of Shield Jaguar) erected two such stelae: Stela 3 upon the completion of his f irst 
kaiun, and Stela 6 when he completed his second kaluti of rule."

In Structure 23. one such commemoration is recorded, the completion of forty- 
five tuns of rule by Shield Jaguar, but it seems that several other commemorative 
events were implicit iti the dates selected for this ceremotiy. The forty-five turn of 
reign celebration held on the date 7 Imix 19 Pop was also the completion of seventy- 
seven tzolkim (77x260 days) since an important event previous to Shield Jaguars 
accession which tKCurred on the first annual zenith pass;ige of the sun over 
Yaxchilan that year. The zenith pa.ssage event was recorded on Structure 44. Step IV 
as 7 Imix 14 Zotz (9.11.18.15.1; May 6, 671 A.!).).■' Zenith passage appears to have 
been an important station of the year at Vaxchilan. as shown bv several other events 
of a similar nature also <xcurring on the first annual passage of the sun over the 
zenith (approximately May 6).-^

The ritual dates recorded on Structure 23 fall into three more categories: those 
on the tzolkin day 6 Caban, those which <xcurred on summer .solstice, and one which 
was marked a planetary conjuction and solar year anniversaries of two reigns.

I.ady X(x performed two very important rites on dav <> Caban, and Bird jaguar 
IV. son of Shield Jaguar, performed in one more that is catendricallv linked to hers. 
Shortly after the completion of forty-five noa of Shield Jaguar’s reign. l-i<ly X(x did 
a fire event on 6 Caban 15 Yaxkin (Lintel 23). This date fell on summer solstice that 
year. Many years later, on 9.16.0.13.17. just before his accession. Bird Jaguar IV. son 
of Shield Jaguar, took an important captive on 6 Caban 5 Pop (recorded on 
Structure 41 Hieroglyphic Staircase Step III. and on Structure 21. Lintel 16). This 
date was 26 x 360 days and 36 x 260 days since l^dy X<x s fire event. This would 
seem to be a coincidence, except for one additional unusual event. Seven years after 
her death, I.ady X<x performed another fire event on 6 Caban 10 Zat. This date was 
41 x 260 since the Lintel 23 fire event. 5 x 260 days since Bird Jaguar’s capture of a 
person nicknamed “Q", and exactly forty-six solar years after Birtl jaguar’s birthday. 
The posthumous event was recorded as the last clause in the series of obituaries 
recorded in the continuous inscription of Structure 24 lintels. This building was 
doubtless commissioned by Bird Jaguar IV to record the death dates of his 
grandmother, mother, father, and l.ady Xix:—an example of the special ritual

" Proakouriakoff. 1964. I84-18,‘>.
** Pmskoiiriakoir gives ihe lx»ng Count for 7 Imix 14 Zotr Step IV of Smiciure 44 as 9.11.18.1.').I. It 
could al.v) possibly be the next otiurrcnce «>f the Calendar Round. 9.14.11.10.1.
** DiKUs.sk>ns of the u.ses «if the solar year, the zenith pas.sage. and a v»lar horizon calendar will appear in 
Carolyn rate. "The Use of Astronomy in Political Statements at Vaxchilan. Mexico." in A. Aveni. ed.. 
World Arfharoo-Umnomy. lx>ndon. forthcoming.
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6. Pbn of Yaxrhibn Structure 23. (drawing: author)
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relationship that cxistetl between Bird Jaguar IV and l^idy X(k . (kcasionally Mayas 
recorded historical personages peribrining posthumous events, but the nature of 
these events is not yet understocMl.

The two summer solstice events recorded on Structure 2S also link the ritual 
activities of Bird Jaguar with Uidy \<k  . Kighi events recorded at Yaxchilan fell on 
summer solstice, and those performed by rulers are characterized by a consistent 
costume uni(|ue to the event/' The earliest two performed at the site were done by 
Lady Xc k  . six years apart. One is recorded on the fn>nt edge of Lintel 2b. and one 
on the underside of Untel 23. I suspect that the from edge of Lintel 24 also 
recorded a summer solstice event. Among the Maya, summer solstice is the day that 
the sun lies on its side, and demands human interces.sion to straighten its path. 
Among mcKlern (^horii Maya, summer solstice was the day that authority was 
exchanged among ingoing and outgoing officeholders.*'" I he summer solstice 
events performed by male rulers at Yaxchilan cKcurred at similar crucial points in 
the political life of the city. l.ady Xc k  s summer solstice events did not fall on days of 
shift of rulership. but perhaps were intended to assist the sun along its path.

One of the ceremonies commemorated at Structure 23 was designed similarly 
to King (^han Bahlum's veneration of his fathers accession anniversary at Paleii(|ue. 
another contemporary Maya site in Chiapas. In studying the dates a.sscKiated with 
the (m>up of the Cn>.ss at Palencjue. Floyd la)unsbury cliscovcred that a four-day 
ceremony, which was recorded in the Temple of the Sun and in the Temple of the 
Foliated (Toss. cKcurred during a spectacular .stationary conjunction of |upiter and 
Saturn.^’ This ceremony, which began on 2 (ab 14 Mol. also cxcurred on the 75th 
tropical year anniversary (plus fourteen days) of the accession of King Pacal. the 
father of (]han Bahlum. A related event on 5 Kb 5 Kayab. recorded on the same 
monument, commemorated the eighth tropical year anniversary of Chan Bahlum's 
own accession.

The verb asseniated with the first day’s ceremony is an ‘inverted sky ” event. 
The verb as.scKiated with the second day of the ceremony. 3 Caban 15 Mol. is a (k k I 
N event." In the corpus of Maya hieroglyphic inscriptions, the next known C.(k I N 
event is recorded on Yaxchilan l.intel 24. I.ady Xc k  is shown pulling a cord through 
her tongue while Shield Jaguar stands by with a flaming torch. The primary text 
uses the T712 bloodletting verb naming Shield Jaguar as the protagonist. The 
secondary text begins with a Ck k I N verb and names (i! (of the Paletujuc Triad)” as

“ A compleir analysis of (he .summer solstkc evenis and their signirUame will appear in an article by 
Carolyn late. “ The Summer .Solsike (Trcmonics of Bird Jaguar IV of Yaxchilan." Estudim de C.ukura 
Maya, Mexico (aty. forthcoming.
" Rafael (iirard, Im  Mayas. Mexcio (aty. 1966. 2(K)-2()I.
” Floyd {.ounsbury. “Mayan Attention to JupiterH Departure from the Second .Stationary Point." a paper 
presented at the II Oxford International Omference on Archaeoastronomy. Merida. Yucatan, lanuarv. 
1986.
* Neither "inverted sky" nor "(k>d N" events are well iinderst(K>d today; for existing *vork on these verbs. 
»ee Linda Scheie. Notebook for the Mtrya Htewghpfuf Workshop at Texas. Austin. 19H4. 100. 118. and 124, 

The most informative explanation of C.l and the other Maya “god.s" appears in Scheie and Miller. 1986. 
Scheie. Peter Mathews, and David Stuart. Referrmes to the work of these scholars appear throughout 

the paper.
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the actor. I his dale. 5 Kb 15 Mac. 9.13.17.corresponds to Oc io Ik t  23. 709 
A.D.. when Jupiter and Saturn were stationary and aligned (for several weeks), and 
their aligninent was even closer than the previous stationary conjunction of |uly 20. 
690 A.I)., used to create a hierophany with the accession anniversary of l^cal at 
Palenque.

In other words. Shield Jaguar. l.ady X(k , and their ritual advisors may have 
known of the spectacular use of the planetary conjunction as reinforcement of the 
divinity of the lineage at Palenque. The next time such a conjunction <Kcurred 
(nineteen and one-half years later) they (trchesirated a similar event. They cele 
brated the 80th tropical year anniversary (plus thirty-nine days) of the accession of 
Shield Jaguars father, and the 28ih tropical year anniversary (plus four days) of 
Shield Jaguar himself, with a ceremony, depicted on Ijntel 24. in which I^dy Xm let 
her bl(KKl.

Kmm the paraphrase given alx)ve of the texts of the four lintels of Structure 23. 
it is obvious that no continuous reading order was used to give continuity to the 
series of events. I his lack of continuous reading order can f)e contrasted with the 
inscription of Structure 24. a small mortuary building immediately northwest of 
Structure 23.

Figure 7 is a diagram of the dates and content of the hien)glyphic instriptions 
on Structures 23 and 24. As mentioned, the Structure 23 lintels carried information 
on both undersides and front edges, while the later Structure 24. built in the 
beginning of the reign of Bird Jaguar IV. had information placed on the front edges 
of the lintels only. What Figure 7 does not indicate is that the obituaries'" of 
Structure 24 are linked by Distance Numbers in an insrripiion that reads continu 
ously across the three lintels. However, on Structure 23. Distance Numl>ers do not 
connect events from lintel to lintel. No continuous reading order is apparent. Fhe 
earliest dale on Structure 23 is the 5 Imix 4 Mac (9.12.9.8.1) accession on the 
underside of the central Lintel 25. Rather than prmeerling chronologically to the 
front edge of the .same lintel, the next event appears on Lintel 24 underside, then 
Lintel 26 fnmi. Lintel 25 front. Lintel 26 underside. In other words, the chnmologi- 
cal order of the dales was not the emphasis for the composition of events on the 
lintels. But other patterns can be determined. Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of 
the classes of events. A (iod N event appears on the undersides of Lintels 24 and 26 
and on the front edge of Lintel 25. "Fire" events, which fell on the summer solstices, 
are recorded on Lintel 23 underside and on the front edge of Lintel 26. The most 
crucial event. Shield Jaguars accession, appears over the central doorway, and 
appears to be the pivotal point for the distribution of the other information. Fhe 
calendrical material is also organized in a particular pattern. Fhe Lintel 25 
inscription begins on the underside with the Calendar Round. On the front edge of 
that lintel, the inst ription begins with a Distance Number which leads to another 
date. Conversely, on Lintel 26. a Utng Count appears on the front edge. Fhat date is 
four <um earlier than the dale on the underside, so the order of reading pnxeeds

The obituai7 nature of the inxriptkms of Structure 24 wa first noted by Ptxnkourukofr. I96S. 162
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tn>m from edge to un<ierside. I'lie undersides of Lintels 24 and 2ti begin with a li 
liKative preceding a Calendar Round. On Lintel 2(i. the ti hxative replaces a 
Distance Numixr and serves to indicate that there is a link l>etweeii the two 
inst riptions. and that two separate events are being recorded.

This is a major clue to the original content of the now demolished inscription 
on the front edge of Lintel 24. Since we can see that there is a symmetrical 
organization to the information, and since the front edge of Lintel 26 Ixgins with a 
Umg Count which is the date for a “fire” event on summer solstice, it is reasonable to 
assume that the fn>nt edge of Lintel 24 also l>egan with a l..ong Caiunt and perhaps 
recorded a summer solstice fire event that (xcurred prior to the date on the 
underside of I.iiuel 24.

Subtle symmetries in the distribution of iconographical details also appear. For 
example, on the outer lintels. (24 and 26) l-idy X<h  has a bUxxly mouth, signified by 
the dolled st rolls at the corners of her mouth.’' On lx)ih outer lintels. Shield Jaguar 
wears small heatls tied on in lieu ()f his formal headdress, one a fleshetl ahau. or 
l.ord. and one a jewelled ahau. or “jester g<xl.“

The central image of the structure depicts Shield Jaguars accession (on Ijntel 
25). This portrayal of accession is atypical, relative to the Maya corpus, but shares 
some characteristics with other accession images. There really is no standard 
accession image. Scenes vary from site to site. Often rulers accepting insignia or 
headdres.ses (Palenque. Bonampak). are shown in a cosmogram including a celestial 
and a terrestrial monster and ancestors (Piedras Negras and Yaxchilan). or hold (»od 
K manikin sceptres or serpent bars (Naranjo, 'Fikal, Machaquila. Quirigua). I he 
Lintel 25 accession image shows Shield Jaguar already in possession of his royal 
insignia. Instead of holding a (nxl K manikin sceptre,'^ he is the living Cx k I K. 
emerging, as (icxl K frequently d<x*s. from the mouth of a double headed serpent. 
Another oblic]ue reference to (h k I K is the fact that this is one of the rare 
monuments in the Maya area whose glyphs have been carved in mirror image to its 
usual left-io-right reading order. Mirrors are infixed in supernaturals in Maya art, 
and Ch k I K wears one in his forehead. This lintel, with its vertically-situated 
serpents, was placed at the center of the structure, its image acting as the central axis 
anmnd which the other events and images are symmetrically distributed. The event 
of Shield jaguar's accession, recorded here, is also recalled by a solar year 
anniversary in the dale of Lintel 24, and by a forty-five tun pericxlic commemoration 
recorded on Lintel 23.

This simple analysis of the distribution of symlx>lic and calendrical elements in 
the iconographic program of the four lintels of Structure 23 indicates that events

” Thai ihc KTolls on lady X»xY moulh indicated Wood was discovered by Linda Scheie and elaborated 
uptm by David .Stuart in "Royal Auto-Sacrirkc Among the Maya: A Study of Image and Meaning." RES. 
VIIA’III, 1984. 6-20.
” I he rt>lc «>l (iod K and mirnirs in accession scenes and texts is explored in Linda Scheie and Jeffrey 
Miller. "Ihc Mirror, the Rabbit, and the Bundle: Accession' Expressions from the Classic Maya 
Inscription," Dumbarton Oaks Studies m Prr-Cotumbian Art and Arrhaeohfp. no. 25. Washington. DC:.
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and Images were synimeirkally disirilniied around ihe temral axis of Shield 
Jaguars aciession. The designers ol ihe program went to great trouble to avoid the 
appearance of (oniinuity among dales and ritual s<enes. That the events portrayed 
occurred on distiiut dales is emphasi/etl by the fact that no two of the costumes are 
alike. This suggests that the Maya wished to convey that these were dif ferent riles. 
Although bUxKlIelting is alluded to in each monument, rather than showing l.ady 
X(K in continuous frames of action, she appears on the left lintel with a bl(KMly 
mouth, on the central one with no blo<xl on her face, and bio<Kly cheeks again on the 
right-hand one. This brings into question the previous interpretations that the triad 
of lintels presents a narrative sequence. I he portrayals of action are emblematic 
moments in the ritual lives of Shield Jaguar and l.ady X(h  .

The use of |. Eric S. rhompson's “mathematical approach" to calculating 
intervals between dales yielded a new dimension of understanding of these lintels. 
The events in the historical record of ^’axchilan do not stand alone in a linear 
fashion but rather, past events are delilK^rately linked to and likened to present ones. 
My study of pericxiicity and asin>nomical signif icance of Yaxchilans dates was not 
confined to Structure but included all the dates of Yaxchilan. From this larger 
study, it can Ik * concluded that the concentration of astronomical and calendrical 
events in one building is unusual at Yaxchilan. and only <xcurre<l on one other set of 
lintels, that of Structure Ib. which commemorates, among other things, a bUxxllct- 
ting held on the anniversary of the death of l.ady X<x.”

The nature of the hieroglyphic record of Structure 2!^ contrasts with Shield 
Jaguars other two structures, 41 and 44. Six of the eight surviving events have 
astronomical or calendrical signif icance, and all the events involve l^dy X(x. who is 
not mentioned in the other structures. At Naxchilan. I.ady X(x was only nanjed as 
the protagonist of events with an astronomical (omponeni. She never acted on 
Perkxl Endings, as did the mothers of the kings' heirs. This sugge.sts that her role 
may have been specialized as A.stronomical Priestess. I.ady X<x was so influential in 
the Yaxchilan ritual-political theater that the next king. Bird Jaguar IV, incorpo 
rated two women into his court, l^dy lx and I.ady Ah Pop Ik, who.se duties were to 
perform non-Peri(xi Ending ceremonies just as Ixuly X<x had done.'*

** Carolyn Talc. The Ijtnguage of SyrnhoL* m the Ritual t'.rn'imnmeni of Yaxfhilan, I>x:loral OiMcrtalion
presenied al the llnivcrsity ol Texas. August. 198<». 4.S7-4.HH.
** ('.amlyn Tate. “The Royal Women of Yaxchilan.' a paper presented al the Primer .Simposio
Internacional de Mayisias in Mexico C'.iiy. IUH5. publication forthcoming.
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(Carved on lx)(h Iront edge and underside, the lintels of Structure 23 were 
designed to hold the maximum quantity of information. Both the sky-blue under 
sides and the glyphs on the front could l>e seen by the populace in the Plaza. I'he 
rooms of .Structure 23 contained spacious benches for ceremonial activities, and 
niches for the storage of ceremonial objects. It must have l>een important to situate 
this building near the public gathering place and to display the activities of Lady 
X<K to the public.

Structure 23 became the iconographic mtxiel for the lintels of two more 
bl(HKiletting structures built at Yaxchilan—Structure 21 during the reign of Bird 
Jaguar IV. and Structure 20 during the reign of Shield jaguar II. Structure 23 
incorporated the record of the esoteric rituals which the ruler deemed most vital to 
the Yaxchilan populace: his own supernatural accession, those which demonstrated 
that the very planets held still to celebrate the anniversary of his and his father's 
accession, those which indicated the accuracy of the knowledge of Shield Jaguar and 
his astronomer priestess about the elusive solar year, and the blood sacrifices 
necessary to sanctify these events.

University of Texas 
Austin, Texas
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UNDA KOCH

IVo Lorenzetti Landscapes: Documents of Siena’s Territorial
Expansion

Two small undocumented landscape panels in Siena's Pinacoteca, traditionally 
labelled City by the Sea and Castle on the Shore of a Ijtke, have fascinated historians of 
Sienese art for many years (figs. I and 2). Devoid of istoria. they are unusual in what 
they appear to depict as their main subjects—bird's eye views of buildings (loylike yet 
resembling real medieval architecture) in naturalistic landscape settings. For this 
alone the works are to be acknowledged as unique among surviving early Italian 
panel paintings. But they contain a number of other anomalous and intriguing 
features as well, such as the small nude figure seated at the edge of the water in the 
lower right-hand corner of the ('.tty by the Sea (fig. 1) and the large grey rcx:k 
formations l(M)ming in the foreground of the Castle on the Shore (fig. 2). marking a 
strange contrast to the rolling hills and valley l>ehind them.

A body of scholarship focusing not only on the problems presented by the 
subject matter but also concerning the dating, attribution and original context of 
the panels, has arrived at a number of diverse conclusions leaving these works only 
slightly less enigmatic than before. I bis paper proposes solutions to some of these 
problems by oflering new evidence which. 1 feel, greatly contributes to our 
understanding of the panels. 1 will argue that the paintings represent two specific 
and important towns belonging to the Commune of Siena in the IVecento and that 
the works were commissioned as visual records of the development of these sites 
under the auspices of Siena very early in the century. The panels. 1 believe, are to be 
regarded as propagandistic statements of Siena's territorial expansion in the contado 
during the early fourteenth century. A new date for the panels, around the end of 
the first decade of the century, will be proposed here based on contemporary 
documents regarding the building and settling of the sites. With this new dating in 
mind, the panels will be discussed in relation to a very early period of artistic activity 
of the Lorenzetti brothers.First, however, a brief survey of the divergent views on the 
panels will serve to orient the reader to the state of research from which this study 
takes its point of departure.

Most scholars date the panels generally to the first part of the Trecento and, 
although historically attribution has been divided between Ambrogio and Pietro

A brief version of this paper was pixscnlcd as part of the annual "Symposium on the History of Art" at 
the Frick Collection on April 12.198.'). My work on this topic originated in a seminar given by Dr. james 
Slubblebine on “Problems in F^rly Italian Painting" in the Fall of 1984 at Rutgers University. I am 
grateful to Dr. Slubblebine for encouraging me to pursue this research and wish to thank him for his 
enthusiastic guidance and support along the wav. I am aware that Professor Michael Mallory of Brooklyn 
College holds different opinions about the two panel paintings discussed here and have spoken with him. 
I thank Pmfessor Mallorv for kindly sharing his research with me.
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l.f:tft*:y*A#’ '>«(hcrcidcim(if<las Ialaniom-and dated c.13()9-l311). icmpcra on panel. Siena. Pinacolcca 
(photo: Soprintenden/a. Siena)

lx)ren/.clti. Ambro^io is most commonly noied as their author uxlay.' This ascrip 
tion is based primarily on the visual relationship of the works to the celebrated 
allegorical landsc:ape fresco representing the EfjecLs of Good Goi>emment in thr Country 
painted by Ambrogio in 1338-1339 in the Sala della Pace of Siena’s Palazzo Pubblico 
(fig. 3).^ Features in the fresco such as mlling hills lined with trees and arable fields 
and streams are notable for their resemblance to the Sienese conlado. I'he two small 
panels, displaying the same sorts of elements, share this novel topographic approach 
to landscape representation. Though few art historians have offered a specific dale 
for the panels, most lend to regard them as roughly contemporary with this work.' 
As noted above, however, the landscape panels contain no narrative and in this way

'A summary of ihc early atlribudons is found in C. Brandi. Im  regia Ptnofotrea dt Sima, Rome. 19.33,128; a 
more updated summary is given by U. Feldges in tjindsdiafl oi» Topograptusrhrs PortrOl: l)er Wtedrrbfginn 
der euTopdufhm IjouLvhaflsmaleTri in .3ieru>. Bern. 1980. 69. The %vorks are displayed in the Pinacoteca 
under the authorship of Ambnigio and are listed in the museum catalogue under “Ambrogio?" (see P. 
Torrili, Im Ptnacattta Nauonale di Sima, dipinti dal XII al XV %efoto. Crenoa. 1977. 113.
’Among those who specifically mention the relationship are H. Weigelt. Stmev Pointing the Trecento, 
Florence. 1930. ,S4; Feldges. 78; and F.. ('.arli. !m PtUura Senne del TWemto. Milan. 1981. 209.
’Wcigelts comment, 54. reflects the generally held view: "As regards date, the two landKapes cannot be 
far removed from the fresetx^ and were probably painted a little later."
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2. CaUle on the Short of a Ijtht (here idetuiried as Paganico and dated c.1309-1911), tempera on panel. 
Siena. Pinacoteca (photo: Soprintendenza. Siena)

are set apart from the large frescoed allegory.*
Several scholars have refuted the rrecenio dating and l.orenzetti attribution 

proposing that the panels were pnKluced in the early QualtnKenio by one of the 
Sienese International ('lOihic painters such as Sa.ssetta. (tiovanni di Paolo or Sano di 
Pietro, artists recognized as being innuenced by the earlier masters, (icorge Rowley, 
for example, argued that the continuity of the ground plane seen in these 
landscapes was unknown to the fourteenth century but is typical of the work of the 
fifteenth-century Ciothic painters.' Abraham Ronen and Federico Zeri went further 
to suggest that the paintings are merely fragments, and. therefore, anonymous

'For ihc most recent inlerprelalion of the Good Goitnimenl frescoes see U. Feldgcrs-Henning. “'I he 
Fictorial Pit)grammc ol the Sala della 1‘ate: A New lnterpretation.''/7unut/ of the Warburg and ('.ourUmid 
Institutes, XXXV. 1972. 14.‘>*152. For an earlier interpretation see N. Rubinstein. "Political Ideas in Sienese 
Art: the Frescfics of Amhmgio l^oren/ctti and Taddeo di Bartolo in the Palazzo Vithhiko," Journal of the 
Warburg and ('.ourUiuId Institutes. XXI. I9.'>8. 179-207. See also F.. Borsinik. Ihe .Mural hunters of Tuscani, 
Oxford. 1980. 94-98; F^. (larier .Southard. TheF rrsroes m .Simai Ihslaao IhMuo 12/iV-l5 Studies in Imagrri
and Relations to other Communal Palates in Tustani. New York and l.ondon. 1979. 271-299.
*C. Rowley. Ambrogio IxtrenuUi. w>l. I. Princeton. I9.S8. 74. Rowley. 75. also dis<usses the architecture and 
toylike morphologs of the nKks and trees.” all of which he feels point to a Quattmcenio dale.
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details of larger religious altarpieces by one of these later artists.* These proposals, 
however, have been strongly opposed.

Ronen's and Zeri’s arguments that the panels are fragments of larger altar- 
pieces were invalidated with the publication in 1977 of the results of a technical 
analysis of the two works.^ The analysis established that the panels have been cut 
down only on their left sides, by an estimated nine centimeters, and that the 
remaining sides are smooth and intact. Therefore, the compositions of the paintings 
must be considered as substantially complete.*

Richard Offner disputed Rowleys remark about the ground plane, stating that 
"if applicable to the fifteenth century in Siena, such a principle is derived from her 
fourteenth century precedent" and points out that such a continuous plane is 
already present in Ambmgio’s Good GovernmnU landscape.’ He insisted that the 
panels must be rreccnlo works particularly because the architecture is very different 
fn>m the more "accessory and atmospheric' renderings in Quattrocento Sienese 
painting. He argued that the method of lighting the structures in the small panels 
by opposing extremes ol light and dark planes at right angles descends from the 
thirteenth century and is exactly the system appearing in another small panel 
painting, the Temptation of Christ on the Mountain, originally part of Duccio's Maestd 
dating 1308-1311 (fig. 4)."* The similarity between the miniature cities in the 
Temptation (fig. 5) and the Ci/y by the Sea (fig. 1) is striking and has been noted by 
others." In both there is a bird's eye view of walled towns characterized by tall 
doorways, closely set vertically oriented buildings, brick tile roofs and generous 
displays of windows and crenellations.

One of the most intriguing problems posed by the paintings has concerned the 
question of what precisely they represent. Although several scholars in the past 
accepted them as self-sufficient compositions representing ideal or imagined 
landscape views, this notion is beyond explanation within the known range of

•a . Roncn, “A Dcuil or a Whole? A Rcconsiruction of the So-Called lx>renzeiti l.andscapes in ihe 
Pinacotcca Siena." MUlnlungm dfs KunsUmtomthfs tmtituU m Floma. X. I96.t. 286-294- Ronen, 
286-287 argues in favor of the circle of (iiovanni di Paolo but in his conclusion. 295. wavers between a 
Trecento and Quattrocento dating for the panels. He states that they may be the work of an unknown 
Trecento imitator of Ambn>gio. For his discussion of the paintings as fragments see 288-289. F. Zen. 
“Richerche sul Sassetta. U l»ala delf Arte della Una (1425-1426)." Quaderm S Embtfma. vol. II. Bergamo. 
1975 22-.54 Zeri attributes the panels to Sas.setta believing them to be landscape fragments of the 
Miniers altarpicce for the Arte della Una. Others who have suggested that the panels are fragments 
include Weigclt. M; F.. Cecchi. Sifneu PatfUen of iht Trrrmto. Undon and New York. 1931. 116-117; C. L. 
Raggianti. “Mappamundiis Volubilis." Cntua darie. VIII. 1961. 46-49
’Torriti. 115-116. .
•Presently the Tift by the Sea measures 22,8 cm x 35 cm (length along top; along the bottom 55.5 cm). I be 
CastU on the Share of a l^ke measures 22.5 cm x 55 2 cm. Feldges. 1980. 69-70. misinterpreted the results 
of the analysis and. therefore, states that the panels were cut down on both sides. This error allowed her to
suggest a rec«)nstructk>n for the panels which is impossible. See note 69.
*R. Offner. “Rcflcciions on Ambrogio [.orenzetli." Gazette des Beaux Arts. LVI. 1960. 236.
*^lbid., 256-237. Offner is non<ommittal regarding the attribution of the landscape panels, stating, 
“whether the two panel landscapes are by Ambrogio or by another hand the afnnities noted here commit
them inevitaWy to the earlier fourteenth century.
"See. for example. Weigelt. 54; ( jrli. 1981, 209; Feldges. 1980. 71.
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artistic commissions during the Trecento or even Quatlrwento in Italy.'* However, a 
practice did exist in Siena by the early rreccnto of portraying actual towns 
belonging to the ('ommune. I he Effects of Good Gox>emment in the Country, already 
noted, is the most famous example (fig. 3). The naturalisiically rendered coun 
tryside is interspersed with castles and towns referring to actual communal 
pos.sessions so important in contributing to the power and wealth of the Sienese 
Republic.*' One very important town, f'alamone. is specifically identified with the 
inscription “TAl.AM" (fig. 6).'^ Even before the Good Gowmment frcsto was 
commissioned, castles ac(]uired by the (Commune were being frescoed in the 
adjoining Sala del Mappamondo. A 1314 dcKument records the decision to paint the

\ White. Art and ArrhUftturr m Itah, I2i0-H00. HamK>ndj%w>rih, 1966.
*M-255.

P«WR« HcnninK. l-‘>81.'>9; Borsook. 54-36; S«>uthard. 286.
«>uihard. 286.
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4. Shop of Duccio. TTif Trmptalion of ('.hmt on thr 
Mountain, I30H-1S1I. tempera on panel. New York. 
Frick Collection (photo: Collection)

newly surrendered town of Giuncarko in (his room and indicates that there were 
already at least two other painted castles on the walls by that time.‘' Later, in 1330 
and 1331. Simone Martini was paid to paint the recently acquired towns of 
Montemassi. Sassoforte. Arcidosso and C>astel del Piano."*

rhis tradition has suggested to some scholars that the two landscape panels 
may also represent actual towns in the Sienese contado though the majority of 
attempts to identify specific sites has been cursory and the results untenable.” A 
notable exception, however, is found in the contribution of Knzo Carli. a scholar who 
supports the Ambrogio l^>renzetti attribution. He proposed first in 1954. and has 
maintained in several publications since, that the (Uty hy the Sra represents the town

•VW.. 215.
2SO-23I. These I'revocs. as well as those painted in 1.514 and earlier in the Saladel Mappam«)nd<>. 

are mostly lost or as yet undiscovered. For the coninwersial debate regarding the recent discovery of a 
ircscoed castle in this room and its implications for the (iuidonrrw da Fogltano, previously accepted as the 
work of Simone Martini, see ('». Moran. “Appunti: Noviti su Simone Martini? An Investigation 
Regarding the Fxjiiestrian Portrait of Cuidoriccio da Fogliano in the Siena Palaz/o Pubhlico." Paraf(onf. 
XXVIII. 1977. 81-88; M. Mallory and (i. Moran. "C.uido Riccioda Fogliano: A ('hallenge to the Famous 
Fresco l.ong Ascribed to Simone Martini and the I)iscc»very of a New One in the Palazzo Pubblico in 
Siena.” Studies m Ironography. 1981-1985. 1-15; M. Seidel. “(.'aUrum frmgatur tn palaiw; 1. Rkerche storiche e 
iconografiche sui ca.stelli dipinti nel Palazzo Pubblicn di Siena." f'mspeUn<a. XXVIll. 1982. 17-41; L. 
Bellosi. "Caslrum fnngatur in paiatio; 2. Duccio e Simone Martini pittori di castelli senesi a I'esempio come 
erano." PmsprUiia, XXVllI. 1982. 41-65.
'’Brandi, 129. ncKes a past suggestion that the Cuy by the Sea may represent Siena and the CasUe on the 
Shorr, Falamone; M. (.. Oisiiani Festi. "Ambnigio Ixirenzrtti e San Miniato." ('.ntua d'Arte. 1961. 57-46, 
suggested that the CiZr represents San Miniato al Tedrsco.
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5. Detail of fig. 4

of Talamone on the lyrrhenian Sea. the very site specifically identifiable in the Good 
Government (fig. 6).'" He admits that the appearance of the town has changed greatly 
since the fourteenth century, but points out that its situation on a ixK'ky promontory 
and the fact that it is still dominated by the remnants of a citadel (fig. 7) relate it to 
the painted panel (fig. I).'" He further suggests that the small nude figure, a female, 
seated near the water with her clothes di.scarded beside her (fig. 8). can be explained 
by the presence, just to the right of the town, of a nnky inlet known by tradition as 
the bagno delle donne ("bath of the women") (fig. 9).^'

Carli has remained uncertain alxnit the identification of the site depicted in the 
other panel, the Castle on the Shore (f ig. 2). suggesting only that it may represent a 
location on either the l^ke of Chiusi or of Montepulciano. In this way, the two 
together could be seen as representing the eastern and western borders of the 
Sienese territory.*' He feels, moreover, that the panels may have been part of a 
secular piece of furniture, such as a cabinet, along with other similar panels now 
lost, and that the cabinet may have contained d(Kuments relating to the various 
sites.”

'I'he present study began with an attempt to identify with more certainty the 
sites represented in both panels, (^arli's hypotheses seemed a .step in the right

'*E. C^arli, Ambrogio lA}rrmelif, Milan, I9.'i4, n.p.; K. (larli, Guuia Hrlla Pmaroieca di Sima. Milan. 19.S8. 29; K. 
Carli and A. C.ain>la. Thr Palazzo Pubbhfo .Virmi. Rome, 1964, I.V2: Carli. Pirtro r Ambrogw Ijirmzetli.
Mibn, 1971, 37; (brli. 1981, 208. In 1930 Weigek. .'>4, mentioned with regard to the by thr Sra that 
there is also a seaside town in the Good Gm'emmmt, namely I'alamone. Shortly before (brlis initial 
proposal, W. Braunfels. MiUrlaUrrlirhe Stadtbaukun.\t in der Toshana. Berlin, 19.33. 19.3. mentioned in 
passing that the Ci/v may allude to Talamone and that the Gastle on thf Shorr may represent another site in 
the Sienese state. Feldges, 1980, 79-81. agrees with Carli and expands the discussiion of the Talamone 
tdentifk ation. .She proposes that the Gasllf may depict " Talamone veerhio." .See note 69.
'*Carli and ('.airola. hH>4. 1.32.
^Ibid.; Carli. 1981, 208. lorriti, M3, follows Carli's hypexhesis. For Brandi. 129. and Ronen. 292. this 
detail was inexplicable.
"Carli. 19.34. n.p., 19.38. 29. and 1971. 37; Torrili. 113.
"Carli. 19.34. n p
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direction; his comparison of the view represented in the City by the Sea with the 
topography of ralamone, while not offering proof of identity, does present 
tantalizing evidence. It suggests, too. that the apparently more anonymous site 
depicted in the other panel may offer topographic evidence not yet recognized and 
that the town itself may l>e substantially changed in appearance from earlier times. 
However, it is clear that we must begin elsewhere in the search for secure 
identifications of the sites depicted in both panels.

I have found that a primary resource for this task is the abundance of surviving 
d<xumenls from fourteenth-century Siena which deal with all matters concerning 
the (ontado communities. Many of these records have been copiously collected and 
interpreted by s( holars giving a fairly clear picture of the Commune's policies in the 
contador' With this dtxumentation the Ci/v h the Sea can be substantiated as a 
represeniaiion of I'alamone as Carli proposed. Furthermore, the site depicted in the 
Castle on the Shore may now be identified as Castelfranco di Paganico, a small but 
important community Uxated iH'tween Siena and I'alamone. 'Fhese dtxuments not 
only secure the IVecento dating for the works but suggest that they were commis 
sioned earlier than previously supposed. They pn)vide. as well, a means by which 
the small panel paintings might be undersuxxl in their original context.

William Bowsky emphasizes that under the rule of the Council of the Nine, 
from 1287 to 1353. the (Commune of Siena actively involved itself in what he 
descrilx's as a "consciously pursued programme" of territorial expansion.” During 
this peri(xl Siena acquired numerous towns and castles primarily through sys 
tematic investment and purchase, though cxcasionally by force, building a network 
of strongholds in the outlying territories.” It is this expansionist effort, in fact, 
which is rellected in Ambrogio’s Good Goi>emment m the ('.ountry in the Sala della Pace 
as well as in the frescoed castle programme in the Sala del Mappamondo.” While 
some rontado communities served principally as military outposts or security points, 
many towns were acquired with the additional intent of improving them physically 
and developing them to their fullest commercial potential.” I'alamone and (^as- 
lelfranco di Paganico may be regarded as paramount examples of the latter 
instance.”

The moM useful vmrrcs arc 1.. Banchi, “I Porti della Marcmma durante la Rcpublica," Archivto Storuo 
llaltano. scries II. vol. X. part I. 5H-84. part M. 79*91; W. M. Bowsky. Thf Ftmnff thf ('.ommuru of Siena. 
Oxford. 1970; W. M. Bowsky, A Medinnl Italian Commune, Siena under the Nine, Berkeley, 1981;
Braunfels. 1953. 77-78; (J. (^hierici. ■'Paganico." Rassegna d'arte Srnese, XV. 1922. 21-33; A. Lisini, // 
rmtiluto di Siena i>olganuaio nel MC.C.CJX-MCC.C.X. 2 vols.. .Siena. 1903.
"Bowsky. 1970. 25.
^'‘Und.. 21; Bowsky, 1981. 194. / caslelli del Srnese: Struiturr fortificate deU'arra Senese-Grosselana, vol. 11, Siena, 
1976. 252. di.scu.s.ses how it is an example of the "politica" of Siena toward the rontado and its castles that 
the ('.ommune. instead of dcsintying the defenses of a population, concentrated on creating a populated 
renter for a solid military base.
*^e notes 4 and 16 for references relating to the importance and meaning of the programs in these two 
rooms.
"’Bowskv. 1970. 21. and 1981. HM,
"Talamone and Paganico are discussed together as major building enterprises by bexh Braunfels. 77-78. 
and Bowsky. esp. 1970. 21-25.
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6. (k-iail <>l li){. ^

Acquisitions were made in various pans of Tuscany, but the favored region for 
expansion lay in the area southwest of Siena known as the Maremina/"* At least since 
the last decade of the thirteenth century, the Commune desired to have a port on 
the sea in this region, and finally, in 1303. succeeded in purchasing lalamone. 
located in the lower Maremma south of (;rosseto. from the monks of Moniamiata 
(fig. 10).'" Almost immediately, huge amounts of money were directed toward the 
development of the small harlx>r town into a major Mediterranean seaport.'" 
Talamone's fame and the importance of her role in the contado in the first decades of 
the fourteenth century are underscored both by her honored inclusion with an 
identifying label in the Good Go\>fmmfnt and by the special, though scornful, 
mention of the enterpri.se at ralamone by Dante in his Ihirgatorwy

Pagatiico. which came under the Jurisdiction of Siena much earlier than 
Talamone. was designated a “('astelfranco" in 1292 and l)ecame the heaclcjuarters of 
one of the three major vicariates in the conlando in 1303." Like lalamone, Paganico 
is strategically IcKated in the Maremma, lying almost exactly midway between Siena 
and I'alanione on the bank of the .second largest river in riisc anv, the Ombrone (fig. 
10).'^ Sources indicate that the development of this site, like lalamone. was a major

**Bow»ky. 1970. 21. and 1981. I‘.M,
*^icna's early desire to have a port i.s expres-sed in a statute of the late thirteenth century included in the 
Constitution of .Siena ol I.IOtl-i.SlO. Dist. i. 44fi (l.isini). It is quoted bv Banchi. vol. X. part I, 77. On the 
purcha.se of lalamone see Braunfels. 77; Bowskv. 1970. 23. and 1981, H.*).
*'Bowsky. 1970. 24,
"Tu li vedrai ira quella gente vana 
che spera in lalamone. e perderagli 
piO di s)>eran/a ch'a tmvar la Diana;
nw piii vi perderanno li ammiragli. (Purgatono, XIII. 151-154)

"Bowskv. 1970. 21 and 1981. 146.
"ChierKi. 21-22; Bowskv. 1970. 21.
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undertaking on behalf of the Republic in the early years of the new century; it 
represents a rare example of the Commune's endeavors to build an entire town ex
NOI*0."

That the towns of I'alamone and Paganitoare, indeed, those represented in the 
small panels can 1h * argued using several documents from the first decade of the 
fourteenth century relating to their development. We must begin with Paganico 
since its identification is dependent on one very important dtKument—a statute 
enacted in May 1305. elaborating pmvisions for both the construction and the 
settling of the town.’*' According to the statute, specific buildings were to be built at 
the expense of the Commune of Siena—a palazzo (the precise measurements of 
which are dictated), a church and a customs house. The new town, at first to be 
surrounded only by moats and fences, was to have a perimeter which would 
accomiiKxfate 150 to 200 houses. New inhabitants of Paganico were to be granted 
immunity from all major taxation for a period of ten years. The dcKument also 
designates several nearby communities which were to provide furnaces next to the 
town for the prtxessing of lime in order to carry out the work of building the town.”

rhe painted panel appears to reflect at least partially the (xmimune’s inten 
tions for the town as slated in 1305 (fig. 2). It depicts a palazzo and a small church, 
the two main public buildings which the (x>mmune itself would provide.'" That 
there are no containing walls or other buildings around these structures, but only 
fertile fields, must allude to the nascence of the town and the availability of lands to 
settlers. In connection with this, the strange rock formations in the foreground, 
always puzzling to .scholars in the past, can now be identified as limestone which, 
according to the d<Kumeni, was to be pn>cessed next to the site as a building 
material.'" I'he grey color as well as the carefully detailed inclined layers and 
horizontal breaks or joints are typical properties of natural limestone deposits.*" 
rhe conspicuous placement of the r<x:k, eclipsing the palazzo. emphasizes a direct 
relationship of this natural resource to the building pmject. I herefore, the panel 
painting, like the dcKumenl. would seem to have to do with the construction of the 
town and. by implication, the .settling of it.

An actual view of the modern town of Paganico explains why its relationship to 
the panel has previously gone unrecognized (fig. 11). Tt^ay the town sits high afx)ve

’7 rasulli. vol. II. 810. Bowsky. 1981. 194-19.^. indicalcs that the (x>mmunc built other “new towns” but 
d«K's not discu-ss them at length as he does PaKanko. His treatment of Paganico. as well as the discussions 
of Braunicis. 7K. and Chierki. 21 >.88. point to Paganico as a major, well-documented project approaching 
the scale of I'alamone.
'"'I'he entire ditcument is found in lisini, vol. I. Disl. I. Rub. COXVIII. The statute is partially quoted by 
Braunfels. 78. note 2.80. A discussion of the substance of the statute is found in Chierki, 22-23. and 
Bowsky. 1970, 22. See (Chierki. 22. and Bowsky. 1970. 21-22. regarding earlier plans for the construction 
of Paganico formulated in the 1290s.
'‘The statute gives the names of seven communities and even specifies the number of “bocebe" or 
openings which each of the furnaces must have.
'"'I'hough the document does not specify that the “palazzo” refers to the main puMk palace of Paganko. 
this may perhaps be inferred by the lack of any other designation.
**Rowley. 7.8. calls the rcKk formations an unexplainable detail but relates them to what he calls “arbitrary 
and conventional repoussoirs” whkh became popular in the fifteenth century. Ronen. 290. uses the 
foreground nxks as support for his argument that the panels must be fragments.
“From a conversation with Dr. Olsson of the (ieology Department at Rutgers University. March. 1985.
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the riverbank wiih ihe shoreline altered by a dev iation in the course ol the Ombrone 
early in this century.*' Although the small church of San Michele still stands near the 
southwest end of the town, its campanile visible in the photograph, the communal 
palace has been destroyed.*’ Furthermore, while limestone deposits are plentif ul in 
the Ombrone River valley, Paganico has no formation which soars as mountainlike 
as the artist’s conception suggests.*’ Despite these factors, the identification is 
supportable by other topographical features. For example, the town is indeed 
located on the flat plain of the river valley surrounded by rolling hills just as 
depicted in the painting (fig. 2).** Fortunately, loo, an old plan of the town exists 
showing the Ombrone before its deviation (fig. 12).*'' It reveals a clearly defined inlet 
in the bend of the river reaching toward the southwest e<!ge of the town. I'his same 
configuration is indicated on the trimmed left-hand side of the painting. Fhese 
visual comparisons, then, in conjunction with the <l<Kument. pnivicle a basis for the 
identification of the site as Paganico.

Almost contemporaneous with the 1305 statute regarding the building of 
Paganico are several d<xumenis relevant to the development of I'alamone. A statute 
enacted in May. 1304. the year after the purchase of the harlx>r. declares that, 
because the port of ralamone was deemed very usef ul, necessary and honorable to 
the Commune and to the citizens of Siena, the (loundl would convene every two 
months to discuss its completion.*** Soon afterward, in 1305 and 1306, according to 
records kept by the Biccherna. the old walls of 'Falamone were restored and new 
ones built, the old citadel was entirely rebuilt and a bridge was constructed.*' A 
document of March. 1306, provides for the building of churches and for the 
distribution of 100 farms to persons who would pledge to move to Falamone and 
build houses there.*" The expediency with which the latter plan was initiated is 
indicated by ad<Kumeni of April 4ih of the same year which lists the names of those 
to whom plots of land had already been assigned. It includes, as well, a rough plan (»f 
the town showing the lots with the proper names attached to them.*'* Several years 
later, in 1309, a delegation of three citizens visited Falamone. Fhey reported back to 
the government on progress there and suggested further improvements. As a result, 
a statute was enacted in October. 1309. providing for a lighthouse to be placed in the

*'Chierici. S2. discusses the physical effects which the deviation of the river had on the shoreline at 
Paganico and the danger it posed to the town itself.
Chierici. .SO; K. Rcpelti. Ihuonano grografico fuiro .«/onco titUa Toitana, Florence, vol. IV. 18.SS-184.5. 21; 

Giuda d'Ualut dfi Tounng Club Italuino Toscana, Milan, 1074, 627.
"Bowsky. 1981. 6; Repetti. vol, HI. 21.5.216.
**Repetii, vol. IV. 20.
**Chierici. 32.
•The entire d<Kument is found in IJsini. vol. I. Disi. I. Rub. L. I he statute is referred to by Braunfels. 78. 
note 229.

Banchi. vol. X. part 1. 82*83 and notes I and 3 on page 8.3.
**Bowsky. 1970. 24.

H»d. I he town plan of Falamone is repn»duced in B«»wsky. 1970. pi. 2. Braunfels. 77-78. discusses the 
April 4th dexumeni and calls the plan the oldest preserved town plan to serve the practical purfMise a 
*ctlletnent map. He comments that the drawing of Falamone corresponds to the provisions in the Mav. 
1305. statute for the building of Paganico.
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7. Panorama of Talamcmc (fn>m Nkolosi, H lUomle Marrmmano, 137)

port for belter security of the ships and for a wooden bridge to be build there to 
facilitate the loading and unloading of merchandise.*^ I'he same statute orders that 
a new road be built immediately between Paganico and I'alamone, thus continuing 
the road which already led from Siena to Paganico.'*

Because I'alamone was a previously existing town, the dwuments are primarily 
concerned with the rebuilding of certain structures and making other improve 
ments geared at developing the town into a working seaport. In a similar manner to 
the new community of Paganico. however. I'alamone was to be newly settled. The 
Biccherna records of 1305 and 1306 documenting the rebuilding of the walls and 
citadel at I'alamone cannot establish the identification alone even though these 
features figure prominently in the panel; such structures are too basic to medieval 
towns. However, two specific improvements mentioned in the dcKuments do help 
confirm the identification and suggest an association of the panel with the written 
sources and. therefore, with the early development of the port. The first is the 
bridge mentioned in the Biccherna registers as being constructed concurrently with 
the rebuilding of the citadel.'^ Though seemingly a minor detail, it is significant that 
a small drawbridge has been carefully included in front of the citadel in the panel 
(fig. 13). Secondly, and more convincing for the identification, is the intended

'"Banrhi, vnl. X. pari II. NO. (.Statute N.2I. c. 38Ht)
"Ibtd.. 80-KI. (Statute N.2I. c. 3K9t). For the new mad see also Bowsky. 1981, 201. 
^Banchi. vol. X. part I. 82-83 and note I on paffc 83.
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addition to the port of a lighthouse in 1309." A lighthouse is specially featured in 
the painting just outside the walls of the town at the edge of the promontory. The 
two ships hnated directly behind it and those at sea heading toward it emphasize its 
role as specified in the d(Kument—it was intended to provide greater security for 
the ships. It should Ik * noted that the ships are represented as anchored near a small 
jut of land barely visil)le in the extreme upper right corner of the composition. In 
reality there is no land mass beyond the promontory in this direction at Talamone 
(fig. 7). linlay the actual port is IfKated to the left of the town as presumal)lv was the 
case in the fourteenth century." Rather than cast doubt on the I'alamone identifica 
tion, however, this detail, like the exaggerated deposits of limestone in the other 
panel, seems a matter of artistic license to underscore the fact that the painting 
relates to the development of the town as provided for in the chKuments.

Although the I'alamone panel necessitrilv presents the viewer with a fully built 
town on the site, the probability that the work refers to the developmetii of the 
seaport in the first decaefe of the century is great if it is considered as contemporary 
with and as serving a similar purpose as the other panel, which more obviously 
represents the early stages of the development of Paganico. I'here is reason to 
believe that the two panel paintings do. indeed, belong together as a complimentary 
set, for several significant connections can be efrawn between the two towns 
themselves early in the fourteenth centurv.

In the discussion alK)ve it was seen that major initiatives were begutt almost 
simultaneously, in 1304 and 1305, to develop I'alamone and Paganico. In lx)ih cases 
this involved substantial building efforts as well as the offering of tax-free lands to 
attract settlers. I hough lalamone and Paganico are not isolated examples of this 
type of undertaking in the f irst decade of the century, they arc set apart from most 
other such communal endeavors in that they were lx>th very large scale enterprises 
and both were located strategically on important IxKlies of water." Furthermore. 
Paganico must have been viewed as an important mid-way security point on the way 
to the seaport of I'alamone. Significantly, it was deemed necessary in 1309 to 
construct a new road which would provide direct access between the two towns. That 
this mad was also considered an important asset in strengthening Siena’s control in 
the Maremma is suggested by a 1311 treaty with Florence allowing her the u.se of the 
port at lalamone; one of the conditions of the treaty was that the Florentine 
merchants must traverse the new road between Talamone and Paganico on their way 
to and from Florence.'**

With the recognition of these important links between the towns, the panel 
paintings which represent them emerge as a logical pair. Fhey are best undersKxKl 
as a type of visual chx umcnt reflecting the written laws of the first dec ade providing

"See nocc ."iO.
I hal the port is Icxatrcl on the ofher side of «hc town has hern verified bv pholoKraphs and my visit to 

Talamone in (Vuiber. I he Kt^i^raphiial features of the area ditlale this lixation for the pori.
Bowskv. 1981. I7fi. states that, "(treat leaps and pnijeits were exceptional." referring

speeificallv to lalamone. I hese sites near water would have t>een partic iilarlv important to .Siena since 
•hr city suffered frcim a lack of nearhv water smiries. See Bowskv. 19/0. 17-18 and 1981. 5-6. Kor ocher 
endeavors in the building and settling of towns see Bowskv. 1970. '2.5-28 and 1981. 194.
"Banchi. vol X. part II. 82-8.5.
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for ihe building and settling of I'alanione and Paganko and their joining by an 
important new road. There is ample reason to believe that the panels were 
commissioned between 1309 and 1311. The inclusion of the lighthouse in the 
Talamone panel establishes a lermintLs post quern of October, 1309, the date of the 
statute ordering the placement of a lighthouse in the port. Although the Paganico 
panel reflects one specific statute enacted several years earlier, in 1305, it is 
important to note that this law was included in the (kmstituiion of Siena translated 
into the "wlgare" for popular dissemination in 1309-1310.’" Moreover, the statute of 
1309 providing for the lighthouse at Talamone also orders the construction of the 
road between Talamone and Paganico. The physical uniting of the two towns at this 
lime presents tangible evidence that they were considered in relation to each other 
by C'.ommunal authorities at this crucial perknl in their development. It is pos.sible, 
though not as likely, that the panels were commi.ssioned as late as 1311 to celebrate, 
in addition to the development of the sites, the treaty with Florence stipulating the 
use of the new road.’"

”ln the prelate t«» his publi«ation ol the (.tmsiiiinion. I.isini, vol. I. iii-v. disruMes the imporianre «)f this 
body ol laws lor (he Oimmime and people ol Siena.
'“There is no asailable ret ord ol pretiselv when the road was heftnn or tompleted allhouf(h Bowskv. 1981. 
201, states that it was const rut ted during the second decade of the lourteenth centurv and cites, note SI. a 
dcKUtneni ol August. IS20. appmving provisions Itir the safetv and maintenance of the "new road." It 
must have been well underwav bv ISII in order to plav vi significant a role in the conditions ol the treaty.
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A dale laier lhan 1311 seems improbable for several reasons. Soon after this 
both Km-ns became victims of a series of sieges and occupations. Talamone was 
captured five limes between 1312 and 1328 and Paganico four times between 1313 
and 1333."' Although Siena continued efforts toward the reconstruction and 
defense of the sites and offered further tax immunities to encourage resettlement, 
the unhealthy climate of both towns and the inability of the Commune to prov ide for 
their defense discouraged settlers and prevented either community from becoming 
a .success.'’" It is the optimism of the initial venture which seems reflected in the small 
panel paintings. Moreover, only at an early dale would the specific references to the 
dwunients. especially those in the Paganico panel, have an immediacy for the 
viewer."'

Though it is impossible at present to determine with certainty the original 
setting of the two panels, that is, where and how they were displayed, several things 
seem clear, first, the small size of the paintings required a setting less spacious and 
grand than either the Sala della Pace or Sala del Mappamondo. At the same time, 
the importance of the enterprises which the paintings depict and the fact that they 
are assiK'iated with (.omnuinal endeavors strongly suggest that they were displayed 
in the Palazzo Pubhiico. that they, like the larger frescoed castles in the other rooms, 
had propagandisiic value and that they would also have been visible to the public."" 
It is possible that the panels were displayed in a room such as the main office of the 
Biccherna IcKated on the first floor of the Palazzo Pubblico and facing onto the 
Piazz.a del Mercaio."' I he Biccherna. one of the main f inancial agencies of Siena 
under the government of the Nine, was involved in the administration and control 
of the contado and seems to have been in charge of laying out money for purchases of 
lowns.'^ It also handled funds involved in road construction and maintenance."' 
There is ev idence, too, that a large number of citizens passed through the Biccherna 
of fice where certain kinds of taxes were received."" It is next to the benches of this 
office that the Constitution of Siena was chained for many years; this dtKument was 
vernacularized in 1309-1310 and written in large easily legible letters for the poor 
and unlearned."’

'•For ihc misfortunes ot Talamtme sec Banrhi, vol. X. part II. 84-91; Bnwsky. 1970. 2h and 1981. 176. For 
those of Paganko see C. A. Nkolosi. II Itloralr Marrmmano, Gmviflo-Orbftfllo. Bergamo. 1910 6S- Chierici 
■27-81; Bowskv. 1970, 22 and 1981. 194-19.5.
“'Banrhi. v«»l, X. part II. 89; Bowskv. 1970. 25 and 1981. 194-195,

According to Braunfels. 78. Paganico had its first walls before 1.128 at which time they were destroyed, 
""Southard, 21. and |. Urncr.CuUurrand Soaftyin Italy. I2W-N20. New York. 1971. 115. present evidence 
that the Palarzo Pubblico was open to the general public in the early fourteenth century and that the 
frescoes could be seen by all.
"'Southard. 168, For the proposed layout of the Biccherna offices see .Southard, xxxi. diagram 1. 
"•Btiwskv. 1970. 10 and 26. For a more complete discussion of the Biccherna and Siena% financial 
administration see Bowskv. 1970. 1-15.
"'Bowskv. 1981. 2(K).
""Southard. 168-164. .Southard. 164. slates that the subfects of the frescoes commissioned for the room 
can be explained by the fact that many citizens came here.
"Ujsini. vol. I. iv.
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10. Map !thowing l(Nation5 of towm in ihc Marcmma <hv John tig. lKi«rd on Bow^ky. Fmatur. Map 5)
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Carli's suggestion that the paintings formed part of a cabinet or other secular 
piece of furniture need not be ruled out."" The technical analysis of the panels has 
shown that their w o <k I fibers are disposed vertically. 'Phis is contrary to the 
hori/onial direction of fibers in predella panels. It suggests that the lalanione and 
I’aganico paintings were at one time juxtaposed one on top of the other as would be 
likely if they were part of a complex.'"' it seems less likely after our investigation, 
however, that the two works, complementary in themselves, were displayed along 
with other similar panels.

Whatever the precise melluxl of display, public access to the tiny panels seems 
necessiiry Idr the iunctions they must have servetl as visual documents of two of the 
Oommunes biggest building enterprises in the Sienese contado. Most citizens of 
Siena would have been iamiliar with the enterprises, either through public an* 
nouncement or display of the statutes.'" It is templing to think that the paintings 
were also intended to attract settlers to the sites, for this is one of the principle aims 
resealed in the statutes. The pr<Kc*ss of settlement of Ixuh towns is unlikely to have 
lK*en complete iK'Idre the panels were commissioned.'' There are elements in the 
paintings which, in addition to serving as identifying features of the towns, may be 
interpreted as enticements to settlers. In the Paganico panel, the provision of the 
church and communal palace, with the remarkably fertile and partially cultivated 
lields, and the obviouslv abundant resources of limestone idr the building of houses 
seem intended for the would-ln* settler (fig. 2). A specific attraction of the I'alamone 
panel, in addition to the charming town itself and working seaport, is the nude 
bather symlx)li/.ing the presence next to the town of a place for bathing (figs. I and 
K). Though not mentioned in the d(xuments, the bagno would have l>een considered 
an important recreational asset lx)ih by the Sienese government and the citizens.^*

“See refcretucs in mHc 22.
"*^lorri(i. 11.'). and diaf^rani on page I Id showing the direclion ot the wood fibers and the impressions of 
(nissbars. Keldf^es. I9S0. K0-H2. (hn>ugh a misunderstanding of the results of the analysis, suggests a 
reconstriK lion in which the two paintings would form parts of one horirontal panel with its center section 
missing.
''"I'he desire of the (kmncil of the Nine to spread knowledge of (Communal policies and undertakings to 
the people is evidenced by the special translation and display of the (a>nsiitution of Siena of l.*)()9-]SI0. 
Included in this Constitution are many laws regarding endeavors in the ronlado. Not only was the May, 
1.10.5, statute concerning the development ol Paganico (>an of the vernacularized codex, but also included 
was the May. 1104, law ordering semi-monthly council meetings to discuss the completion of the port at 
lalamone. See notes Id and 4d. It is probable that the citizens were also made aware of various other 
statutes enacted such as that pertaining to the lighthouse at I'alamone and the new mad. Tisini. vol. I. iv. 
suggests another meth«Kl of spreading such knowledge in fourteenth-century Siena—public announce 
ments in the streets and in the churches.
'Bowsky. 1970, 24, notes that the April 4th selilemeni plan of I'alamone shows several lots remaining 

una.vsigned. The continued efforts toward resetliemeni of I'alamone and Paganico in the third and 
fourth decades of the century suggest that the towns may never have been satisfactorily populated. See 
referent es in notes ,5d and dO.
^Bowsky. 19H1, .5. stales. " The presence of numemus mineral deposits calls to mind that the Sienese slate 
was well endowed with mineral springs and spas, fitted with splendid bathing and gaming facilities that 
were a pleasure to travelers and a source of pmfil to the commune.** See also Bowsky. 1970. ]H. That the 
hagno at I'alamone was not a spa but an inlet near the sea. dties not negate the recreational connotations 
the nude bather would have had for the viewer.
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II. Panorama of Paganko (from Nkolosi, II lUoraU Marrmmano, 62)

12. Plan of Paganico showing the course of ihr Omhninc 
River before its desialion (from C'.hicrki. Raaegna d'arlr 
Smtit, 25)
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I he two panel paintings, then, may have served as reminders to citizens, who 
entered the Palaz/o Puhblico to pay taxes and other dues, of the tax-free lands 
awaiting them at ralamone and Paganico.

n the two panels were commissioned and painted between 1309 and 1311, as I 
am proposing here, they would be exactly contemporary with the execution of 
Duccio's MdfsUi and, therefore, with the Temptation panel from the back of the 
altarpiece (lig. 4). The stylistic correspondence between the architectural structures 
in the two landscape panels and the Temptation, noted by Offner and others, now 
elicits further interest—the possibility must be entertained that these works were 
painted by a single artist. Phis has not been suggested before for two obvious 
reasons. First, Duccio was always considered in the past to be the sole executor of all 
the scenes on the Maestd including the Temptation. Secondly, the naturalistic 
landscapes depicted in the other panels were assumed to be more closely contempo 
rary with the Good Gox>emment in the Country of the late 1330s, well beyond the scope 
of Duccio’s activity.’' In recent years, however. James Stubblebine has proposed that 
Duccio was assisted by his workshop in the execution of the Maestd and that both the 
young Ambrogio Ix)renzelti and his brother Pietro were members of the this shop.’' 
Through stylistic analysis Stubblebine has assigned the Temptation panel not to the 
hand of Ambmgio but to that of Peiiro Lorenzetti.’' While the true author of the

’’Durcio ix known to have been active until about 1318.
’*). H. Stubblebine. "Durcio and His (>>llaborators on the Cathedral Maestd," Art Bulletin, LV. 1973, 
18.5-204; |. H. Stubblebine. Ihuno dx Buomnsegna and Hu School, Princeton, 1979, 39.
■'Stubblebine. 1973. I9H and 1979. 41.
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landscape panels nuisi remain a mailer of debate. Stubblebine’s logical assumption 
that Ambrogio and Pietro were trained in Duccios workshop and assisted the master 
on the AlaesUi between l!iOH and IMI allows the I'alamone and Paganito panels, now 
also datable to this j)eri<Ml. to remain within the realm ol I.oren/etli activity.'" One 
may imagine a young assistant in the major workshop of Siena, one adept at a 
specific type of architectural representation, being tailed to the Palazzo Pubblico to 
receive a tommission to paint two small panels not even the size of the individual 
scenes comprising the back of the Maeslti.''

While the toylike architectural renderings in the I'alamone and Paganito 
panels are explainable within the tradition of the very early Irecento. the approach 
lo landstape representation appears as an anomalv. Only one other such example is 
lo be found before the Good Government.'' Ixtndstape in Italian painting of the 
Trecento tended to follow the older formula for HKk-like landscape derived from 
Byzantine art. This traditional approach is found in the Temptation (fig. I) and 
throughout the Maestd. F.ven in later decades, artists, including the Iznenzetii 
brothers, continued to employ the Byzantine nnk-like landstape in their other 
works. '* I bus. it canot be siiid that the paintings which topographically represent 
the sites of lalainone and Paganico were more anomalous in the f irst decade of the 
fourteenth century than Ambrogio's Gih mI Goi>emment tn the Gauntry was in the 
fourth.

I lie early topographii at approach to landscape can only be explained bv the 
desire and. indeed, the necessity to render a precise IcKalion in the Sienese contado. 
If it were possible lor the mature Ambrogio to portray fairly accurately the Siene.se 
countryside in the IS30s. it also would be possible for a young Izirenzetti to do so 
more tentatively on a small scale many years earlier. While the architectural features 
of the panels recjuired the artists familiarity with the diKuments. the nnky 
promontory and inlet for bathing seen in the I'alamone panel and the valley and 
curving riverbank depicted in the Paganico panel necessitated his knowledge of the 
topography of the sites. Whether this knowledge was direct or indirect is dif Iicult to 
determine. We know that Simone Martini was .sent by the Siene.se government to 
visit Arcidos,so. Castel del Piano and Scan.sano before painting them in the Sala dell 
Mappamondo."" Yet it is less likely that a young assistant would have made such a

^*Scc Stubblcbinc. I‘.17.S. l‘»2. U)r his rca«»ning as lo why Duu io musi have been as.sisie<f by hi.s workshop 
in executing a substantial share ol the Mae.sUi.
”The average si^c of a scene on the back predclla. of which the TempUUion formed part, measures 44..'> cm 
^46 cm. The two landscapes must have originally measured alxmt 22.H cm x 42..'> cm. See note 8. 
^he only other panel painting displaying a naturalistic landscape similar to that in the (iixwi ('•m<emmmt 
and thought to date to the first half of the fourteenth century is the problematic Allegory of Redemption 
(Siena. Pinacoteca. no. 92) now attributed to Ambrogio. See Ibrriti. 117-118. Icirriti dates the panel 
between 1830-18.S.'i.
”See Pietro’s predclla of the CarmeUte altarpiece of 1.129 (Siena. Pinacoteca) illustrated in K. (^rli. Sienese 
^*funtmg. New York. 1981. figs. .‘>1-51. and Ambn>gio's Tu<o Mnatles Performed by Si. Nuhotas (Florence. 
Uffizi) fig. 56,
"Southard. 211; I. Moretti. “Simone Martini a Monienia.ui," ProspeUtxn, XXIII. 1980. 66-72. Moretii. 71, 
*8He 27. publishes the entire dcKument which mentions Simone's trip.
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trip. He may well have based his renditions of the areas on maps and descriptions of 
those who had visited the towns."' Equally important, of course, was his visual 
interpretation of the d(Kiiments of the first decade relating to the development of 
the sites. Realized in these two small panel paintings is the unusual combination of a 
visual reflection of written sources and an attempt to render actual landscape 
features in the Sienese ronlado which the fourteenth-century viewer could relate to 
his own visual world.

Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

"'FcldRcs. 1980. 81. suggests that the painter may have had the 1806 settlement map as a model for 
Talamone. This rough drawing alone, however. w*)uld not have been sufficient since it neither shows the 
buildings in their pmper places nor indicates much about the natural setting of the town. See Bowskv. 
1970. pi. 2.
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Durer’s St Eustace: A Personal Document 

RINA YOUNGNER

Kven though Alhrct hi Diner's .S7. Eustace engraving conforms to the traditional 
iconography of the saint, one elenient in the composition obscures its meaning. I'he 
intention of the traditional iconography is to show the moment of a worldly mans 
conversion and salvation: the soldier-hunter in the company of his horse and dogs 
witnesses the epiphany of the stag with the crucif ix between its antlers.' For this 
reason, the large dead tree in the middle of Diirers composition represents a break 
with tradition, for it intrudes into the charged space l>etween the saint and the stag; 
it mcxlifies and complicates the meaning of the image (fig. I).

Why did Diirer delilK'rately intrcKluce an element which interferes with the 
reading of the image and its iconography? Fhis paper contends that Diirer was 
referring to the death of liis father through the dead tree and that, in several ways, 
the engraving itself is a commemoration of this death. If this interpretation is 
accepted, the date of the engraving can l>e more firmly placed, and the engraving 
itself must be recognized as containing more complex meaning than has been 
previously assumed.*

Durer's father died on .St. Eustace Day. September 20. 1502. but in the two 
references to this death which survive. Diirer refers to the day as St. Matthews Kve. 
The first account is on the lone page surviving from a Gedenkbuch, now in the 
Kupferstichkabinett in Berlin, containing entries made from 1502 to 1514.' I'he

'Erwin Panofsky. "Dtircr s Si. Kmlarr." Hnord e/ the Art Mwifum. f*nncelon I'tuirruty. IX. 19.50, 2-10. In the 
northern tradition, the crucifix is between the stag's antlers; in the By/antine tradition, it is the bust of 
Christ.
*For a lengthy bibliography on this print, see Walter I.. Strauss, ed.. Albrrrht Durrr: Woodcuts and 
WooeMoch. New York. 1980. 104-107. Erwin Panofsky's article, “Diirers St. F.mlarr." traces the iconogra 
phy of this print. Michael Ixrvey, High HmavMince, l/>ndon. 197.5. S.5-.S8. succinctly outlines the 
importance of this engraving in its time. E«)r a succinct summary, see Christiane Andersson and Charles 
Talbot. From a Mighty Fortreu; l*nnts. Drawings, and Books m the Age of l.uthrr. /4^?-/546, ex. cat.. Detroit. 
1983. 248-251. See alsci Erwin Panofsky. The Life and Work of Albrecht Durrr. 1st Princeton Paperbac k 
Printing. Princeton. 1971; Mans Rupprich. ed.. Durrr: Srhnfthcher Sarhiass. 3 vols.. Berlin. 1956-1969; 
and Peter Strieder. ed.. Albrrrht Diirrr. N7I-1971. ex. cat.. Nuremberg. 1971.
Rupprich. I. 35. This folio has a provenance which begins in 17'.X), when it was in the possession of johan 
Ferdinand Roth. Deacon of St. fakob in Nuremberg. Although Rupprich dex-s not assert that the first 
entries were made bv Diirers hand as I.ange-Fuhse does, he does sav that the letter gat the top of the jwge 
i* Diirers hand and that Diirer himself wnKe aliout his mothers death in 1514. The folici prohablv was 
part of a large lx>ok since it is marked 59. whic h Rupprich lakes to lx- a page number. Nothing is known 
about what preceded or lollowed this lolio. The entries, in order, arc the death of Diirers father in 1.502, 
the incident of the comet and "blcHKi-rain" which fell on main people marking iheir clothes with cnisses 
in 1503. a statement of proper!v and liciuidaiion of debts in 1.506/1.507. and ihe death of Diirers mother in 
1514.
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\. Albrcchl Durcr. St. Emtarf. 1502. cnRravinR. Princeton. I'he Art Museum. Princeton University. 
Museum Purchase. I.aura P. Hall Memorial C'.ol!ection (photo: The Art Museum. Princeton University)
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2. Albrecht Durcr. hyrtraii the Arfu/j h'alhet. Albrecht Diirer. .SV//-/brtrni/, 1498. oil 4in
1497. oil on [>anel. IxHulon. The National (iai- jwnel. Madrid. Prado (photo: ARIXU M.AS.
lery (photo: The National (>allerv) Hartelona)

second more cursory account oi this death appears in a tamily chronicle which 
Diirer l>egan to asseml)le in 1524.* In lx)tli places Diirer wrote that his failier died in 
ihe early morning hours of the day of St. Matthews F.ve. He was hurled that very 
day: the Great Deathknell Hook of St. Loren/ Cluirch records the burial of the elder 
Diirer—on the day of St. Matthews F.ve. 1502.' Before Rupprichs definitive edition 
of Diirers Nachlass, there was some conf usion as to the exact day of the elder Diirer's 
death. This was due to the way Diirer designated the day: nach milleniachl I'or Si. 
Maltheus ahendl. Thus, ('.onway’s translation of the family chronicle is “after midnight 
before .St. Matthews F've (19 Sept.).” His translation of ih  tier uegUeri tiarhl x>or Saul 
Mathem ahent ist mein mter ferschiden, in the Gedenkbuch is. “in the night before S. 
Martins Kve (.ur)" which Conway identif ies as September 20." Kupprich identifies 
September 20 as the day of death in lx)th texts by Diirer and as the date of burial 
recorded in the Deathknell Hook of St. Lorenz Church. Kven though peoj)le referred 
to September 20 as the vigil for the major feast of St. Matthew on September 21. 
Jacobus de Voragines Golden Legend as well as the church calendar designated 
September 20 as St. F'ustace Day. Since St. Fustace is one of the Fourteen Holy

*Rupprich. 1. 27. I hcrc iirr f«>ur mamiM ript copies and cmr primed copy fmm (he M'ventrcmh (cntiiry of 
this family throniclc. None of them hack to the original, which is lost, but to an older cops. All (he 
extant topics agree quite closely.
^Rupprkh. I. 54. ntxe .5b.
*Williani Martin Camway. The WrUingi Albrecht Durrr. New York. 1958. 40
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Helpers who are venerated lor the efficacy of their intercessions on behalf of 
mankind, the l>ereaved son could have been comforted by the idea that his father 
had died on the feast day of this saint.'

Both in his portraits ol his father and in his written words, Diirer demon 
strated love aiul respect. The son was. moreover, his fathers favorite: Albrecht was 
the onlv son who had been sent to school and his father gave in to the boys desire to 
be an artist by apprenticing him to the Nuremberg painter. Michael Wolgemut." It is 
not surprising, then, that Diirers account of his fathers death in the Gednikbtuh is 
quite discursive.

Diirers lather had been ill with {lysentery. I'he surviving folio begins in the 
middle of the narrative:

...desired. So the old wife helped him up. and the night-cap on his head 
had suddenlv l)econie wet with great drops of sweat. Then he asked to 
drink, so she gave him a little Reinfell wine. He took very little of it and 
then desired to get into bed again and thanked her. And when he had got 
into lK‘d he fell at once into his last agony. The old wife quickly kindled the 
candle for him and repeated to him St. Bernard's verses, and ere she had 
said the third he was gone. (k k I Ik * merciful to him! And the young maid, 
when she saw the change, ran quickly to my chamlK’r and woke me. but 
before I came down he was gone. I saw the dead with great sorrow, because
I had not been worthy to be with him at his end__And thus. ..my father
passed away., the merciful (k k I help me also to a blessed end.'*

In that sharp moment. Durer felt unworthy of his father, perhaps regretting 
the contrast so obvious in the portraits of his father and himself of 1497 and 1498 
(figs. 2 and 8)."' I he lather is straightforward and simple; the son. self-absorbed and 
dandified. Diirers awareness of himself pnxluced a completely unprecedented 
succession of self-portraits throughout his life, from the childhood silverpoint 
drawing of 1484. through various paintings and drawings, to the late drawing of 
himself as the Man of Sorrows in 1522.” His self-consciousness and role-playing 
suggest how different Diirer was from his plainly dressed, pious father.

'C.athMtf F.nndopfdm, s. v. “Kustachius and companions." 627.
'‘In the Kaniilv Chronicle. Rupprich. I. beginning line 182; (>>nway, 5.5.
'X'.onway's translation. 40; Rupprich, I, 56.
"There are three versitms (4 the 1497 portrait »•! the elder Diirer. Anzclewsky makes a c«mvincing 
argument that the National (iailery portrait (#1958) is the original, although Michael Ix*s’eys discussion 
does not accept it as such. See Kcdja An/elewsky. Alhrrrh DiiTTr: Das Malfnvhf Wfrk. Berlin. 1971. 150-152; 
Mit hael la’vey. Thr (irnrutn School, \attorutl GciiUry C.aialoguf\, Ixindon, 1959. 26-27. The upper corner has 
the inscription. “1497 Albrecht Thurer der elter und 70 ior." Dilrer's Sflf-Portrait of 1498. Prado (#2179). 
is signed and dated under the window, “1498/ Das mall Ich nach meiner (restalt/ Ich was .Sex und Zwanrig 
]or alt (monogram) Albrecht Diirer." Apparently around 1627. when the city of Nuremberg owned both 
portraits, they were joined u>gethcr to form a diptych (An/clewsky, 149).
"There are thirteen self-portraits and many other "hidden" ones in Dilrerk oeui'rr.
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4. Hans Mullst hrr. (iraifstone Model for Herzog 
Ludwig der Gebarteten, 1435, sione. Munk h. Bav- 
crischrs Nationalmuscum (photo: Baycrischcs 
Naiktnalmiiscuni)

5. Anonvtnous. .Allegory of l.ife and Death. 
1480, (ripiych. Numnl>crK. (krrnianischcs 
Naiioiialnuistnim /u Number^ (photo: 
(•crmaniM hes Nalioiialtmiscuin)

'rhe passage m the Gedenkbtuh ends with Diirer enjoining the reader. "When 
you read o( the death of my pious father... remember his soul with an ‘Our Father* 
and an Ave Maria .Diirer. for his part. I assert, remembered the soul of his father 
with the engraving of St. Eustace. The son who was not with his father at the end. 
created an image of the saint who would intervene for his father in heaven.

lx)oking at the engraving in this light implies a lerminus posl quern of September 
20, 1502. It also allows us to understand how Diirer applied the Eustace story to his 
personal situation. I'he story is in Voragine's Golden I.egend: Eustace, whose pagan 
name was Placidus. was a commander of the Roman Army under Emperor Trajan.

'*Rupprkh. I. 36: Con%vay. 40.
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6. Albrrchl Durcr, Young Woman AtUukfd 
by Dfoih. 1495. engraving;, 114 x 101 mm. 
Qikago. The Art Insiiiuir of (ihicago. 
All rights rrsrrvcd. Hohn H. Wrenn Me 
morial (k)llcc»«)n..l952 (phcHo: I hc Art 
Institute of Chicago)

7. Albrecht Durer, S/. Jeromr in thf Desert, 
1496, engraving. C.incinnati. C.incinnati 
Art Museum. Bequest of Herbert (ireer 
French (photo: Cincinnati Art Museum)

t,

i
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While hunting with his soldiers, he fell from his horse on encountering a slag 
bearing a cross with the image of Christ between its antlers. Christ spoke saying. “O 
Placidus. why dost thou pursue Me? For thy sake I have appeared in this beast, for I 
am Christ, whom thou unwittingly adorest; thine alms-deeds have ascended before 
Me. and therefore am I come, that in this stag w hich thou didst hum. I Myself might 
hunt thee. 1 his scene establishes the identifying iconographv for St. Kusiace. By 
adding the prominent dead tree to the traditional iconography. Diirer conflated his 
fathers death with Kustace’s election. The moment depicted here (Kcurs when 
Placidus hears Christ .say. “I am come, that...! Myself might hunt thee.” Like 
Eustace, the elder Diirer had been called to immortal life.

FI veil the composition of this engraving is connected with the father’s death, for 
it echoes a long tradition of tomb symlxilism: a composition in which the kneeling 
portrait-figure of the deceased in the lower realm of lime and mortality worships 
the Frinity in the upper realm of Eternity. The relationship between the kneeling St. 
Eustace and the stag, for example, parallels that between the figure of Herzog 
Ludwig den (’.ebartelen of Bavaria and the Frinity in Hans Mullst her’s 1435 model 
for the Herzog's tombstone (fig. 4).'* Both engraving and tombstone show a warrior

“Jacobus dc Voraginc. The (iot/irn Ugmd. trans. Rvan and H. RippcrRrr. New Vork.T‘H>9. .'i.S.'i-'itil.
F^gar Hcrilein, Masarnos Tnntidt, Hoirncc. 1979. (races (he en(ry of hiparide (omh imagery inio 

southern (k-rmany fn>m Burgundy in the fiftecn(h cen(ury. Hans Mulis< her. sculptor, was born c. 1400 in 
Rekhenhoten in the Aligau and died in 1467 in L’lm. His work shows strong influences from Burgundy 
and Handers.
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at the lower left worshipping the apparition of (k>d to the right and above. Both St. 
Hustace and Herzog Ludwig lift their hands in prayer and wonder before a vision of 
salvation.

The symbolism of the obtrusive dead tree on the central axis confirms that this 
engraving is indeed a commemoration for Diirers father. Part of the complex 
imagery connected with the Tree of l.ife in the (iarden of Kden. the dead tree has 
been a long-standing symlx)l for the Christian interpretation of mortality.*' This is 
clearly the case in the anonymous triptych. Allrgory of IAje and Death, done around 
1480 and now in the (iermanisthes Museum in Nuremberg (fig. 5). The left wing of 
the triptych depicts a corpse lying iK'iween two dead trees, one standing and the 
other one broken, in a wintery landscape."* Durer used the barren tree as a symbol 
ol death in his earliest engravings, riuis. in Hom/iN Attacked by Death, of
anuind 1495 (lig. b), a seated young woman is amorously seized by the emaciated, 
wild figure of Death; a slim bare tree beside her reiterates the presence of death.

In other contexts. Diirer subtly plays on ass<xiations connected to dead trees. 
Susan Kurelsky has shown that the dead slump supporting the crucifix in Diirers St. 
Jerome Penitent in the Wildemes.\ of 1497 (fig. 7) symlx)lizes lx)ih the mortifying, that 
is, the deadening of the flesh of the penitent s;iint and physical death which is the 
entrance to eternal life.'' In Modest Woodcut #•/.• .S7. Anthony Visiting St. Paul in the 
Wilderness of 1502 (f ig. 8). the grove in which the asteiic saints are sealed contains 
both a standing dead tree and a tree stump; in the background, a slag walks through 
the trees. The stump and the <lead tree surely allude to asceticism and mortality; 
does the slag remind Diirer of salvation through faith? The two preliminary 
drawings for St. Anthon\ St. IViul the Wildemeys demonstrate that the dead
tree, the slump, and the stag are part of the iconography of these two ascetics (figs. 9 
and 10). The first sketch is a naturalistic drawing of a clearing in the woods with two 
figures at a fountain. In the second sketch, when the two saints and their attributes 
are intrcxluced. the stump, the dead tree, and the slag appear. In the St. Emtace 
engraving, the dead tree is a declaration of mortality in a context which carries the 
meaning of salvation. This is a picture of the fathers “blessed end.”

It is interesting to note that this very personal engraving recalls two different 
periods of Diirers life. The composition of the image goes back to the lime of his 
apprenticeship with Michael Wolgemut. Of all the examples which Panofsky

'' M-R- Benneu. "'rhe Ixgciul of ihr Circen rree and ihc Dry." ATchofolagirtU Journal. LXXXIII (Ser. 2. 
XXXIII). lx)ndon. 1929. 27; Rose l*ccbles. "The Dry Tree: Symbol of Death." Vassar Medirx'ol Studirs. New 
Haven. I92S. 597; Mirella Ix-vi d'Anrnna. The Garden the RenauMnee. 281-390; Gerhart Ladner. 
"V'e^elarian Symbolism and the Renaissance." De Artibus Opmcula Xt.. Euays tn Honor of E.rwin pQnofiky, 
New York. IWl. 303-322.

I.uire and K. WK^and.KalalogedeiGermaniuhenSatiorttUmuseums zu NUmberg, IheGemaidedes I) bis 16 
Jahrhunderts. Ix^iprig. 1937. 143. (#109/110). pinetvood, almost one meter high, from Oberrhein- 
Bodensee. c. 1480.
''Susan I). Kuretsky. “Rembrandts Tree Stump, an Iconographk Attribute of St. Jerome." Art Bulletin, 
I.VI. 1974. 171-180.
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9. Albm hi Durcr. Drau-ing of For- 
fil. pc*n ami bijtk ink.
Berlin, Kuplcrslic hkabinrtl. 
Berlin (phtMo: Jbrg P. Anders. 
Atelier in Museum Dahlein)

10. Albm hi Durrr. Drawing for St. Anthony U«i/» St t'aut m the WrWemew. pen an<l
black ink. Nuremberg, (iermanisches Naiionalmuseum ru NiimberR (phot«>; (k*r- 
manisches Nalinnalmuseum)
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II. Anonvmous, Comiemon of Si. Fustare, 1488. wtxidcui illustration for Jacobus Voraginc, Lthen drr 
Hethgen. Anton Kobcrgcr. 0>urtcsy Museum of Fine Arts. Boston. Maria Antoinette Evans Fund (photo: 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston)

discussed in his ariicle on the iconography of St. Eustace, the closest analogue to 
Diirer’s composition is the left half of the simple woodcut in the Heiligrnleben which 
Koberger published in Nuremberg in 1488 (fig. 11).'" In both woodcut and 
engraving, the kneeling Eustace is dressed in contemporary costume, wears 
prominent spurs, and holds his hands in a gesture that combines prayer and 
surprise. In both, Eustace, on the left, looks up to the stag on the right, and the dogs 
are at the picture plane.'" Diirer was connected to this small wcxxlcul in several ways. 
'I'he Heiligenlehen was printed by his grxlfather. Anton Koberger; it is a two volume 
(ierman rendition of Voragine’s Legenda Sanctorum which Koberger had already- 
published in numerous I^tin editions. Moreover. Wolgemut's workshop provided 
the illustrations for this Passional during Diirer's three-year apprenticeship there.'-"'

"Panofsky. “F.uMacc." 10; A. Schramm. Drr Bildervhmtuk tUr FriUtrwkf, XVII. 1934. 1-3. Panofsky
points out this com|)arison.
'*Amon K<)bcrgcr published “dass Passional, der Hcyligcn lebcn” on December 5, 1488 with new 
wtKidcuis contributed by Wolgemui’s workshop and the text taken from the “Heiligenlegenden'* of 
C.unther Zainer. Ausberg's first printer.
*®Walter Strauss suggests that .S7 Michart and the Dri'il. the double-size first print of the second volume. 
Das Wmirrtnl. mav he the y«»ung DOrers design. See Strauss. Woodrui. 16-17. The St. Eustace woodcut is in 
Das Wmtrrtryl.
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12. Albrecht Diircr. View of Arro. 1495. waicrcolor. Paris. 
Ixiuvre. ('.abinri ties Dcssins (photo: (ilichr dcs Musccs 
NatkmauK)

One tan .safely assume thal Diirer knew ihis edition; it is not stretching too far to 
suppose (hat the edition had some personal meaning for him. It was published 
during the peritnl when the young Ik )v was learning the profession he preferred, 
after trying to follow his fathers profe.ssion of goldsmith.

The second memory manifest in this engraving recalls Diirers first journey to 
Italy. The moment when Placidus enters a new world of Chri.stian faith lakes place in 
a landscape which derives from the artists first trip to Venice in 1495. Diirer 
recorded that first journey, both going and returning, in a series of watercolor 
sketches which evolved from topographic descriptive sketches to impressionistic 
atmospheric ones.*' Perhaps because these works were meant to l>e a private visual 
reconl, Diirer pnKluced a series of totally unprecedented, spontaneous, suggestive 
land.se ape sketches. The View of Area (fig. 12) could well be a source for the forlif ied 
castle of this engraving. We see the bare meadow below the impressive fortress 
translated into the medium of engraving.^- Both memories refer to periods when 
Diirer was actively def ining himself.

The commemorative nature of this engraving may also explain some of its 
unique features. It is the largest of the 95 copperplate engravings of Diirers oeuvre 
and at the same lime, it is his most detailed plate. I'his combination of size and

"Waller Kowhalskv. Albrrrhi Durrr: The Ijinduape Watrrfoioun, trans. P. Mcl>crm«»n. New York. 1973. 
"Panofskv. lAfr. II. 24. trntativelv idenliiicd the landM-ape with (he (lastic nf Srgon/ano.
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(Ifliialc workinansliip is whal makes the prim a tour-de-force, for tK)th of these factors 
lax the artists control in this physically deniandinj^ medium.*’ Michael I^vey has 
shown how this prim elevated the status of'engraving: working within the middle 
values dictated by alternating black and while lines. Diirer demonstrated that 
engraving could rival painting in the use of chiaroscuro and variety of invention.'* 
Finally. St. Eustace is anomalous l)ecause it is a large engraving of a devotional 
sul)jeci made lK*iween 1495 and 1505. a time when Durer's other large engravings 
were concerned with humanistic ideas or the spatial and proportional problems 
raised in the Italian qualir<Kenio.'' In this decade l)etween his two Italian journeys. 
Diirer fbuiul that w o <k 1c u is  were the f>etter metlium for emotional religious images 
and iliat engravings were more conducive for humanist and Italianaie themes. In 
this context, the St. E.ustace is out of place: it is a large engraving whose subject has 
no humanist interest. However, in connection with his father's death, the choice of 
sul)jeci iK'comes significant ami the lalx)r required to prcxluce the image has 
personal meaning. vStarting from the experience of his father's death. Diirer created 
an image symliolic of it: he shows the pagan general Placidus being transformed into 
the Christian St. Kuslace. At the same time, because the style required particularly 
intense and sustained concentration, the artist was able to sublimate his regret and 
mourning into an expression of hope for the salvation of his father's soul. ALso. with 
this engraving, he was able to challenge the best artists of his time.

In 1524. twenty-two years after his father's death. Diirer wrote alxuil it a second 
time. “When he saw death before his eyes, he gave himself willingly to it. with great 
palieiue, and he commended my mother to me and exhorted us to live in a manner 
pleasing to (h k I. He received the Holy Sacraments and passed away in a Chri.stian 
manner...(as I have described at length in another book) after midnight before St. 
Matthew’s Kve."'*’ Despite Durer's reference to the (iedenkhuch, this new account is 
significantly different from the first narrative. Famous and internationally re 
spected. he no longer fell “not worthy " to be with his father at his death. In the later 
version, he describes bimself as a deserving son who receives his dying father’s 
blessing.

University of Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

^In l.'ifiH. Vasari praised the enf^raving in his chapter on Marrantonio Raimondi. "Albrecht. ..engraved a 
nude figure in .v>mc clouds and a I'cmperancc with marvelous wings, holding a cup of gold and a bridle, 
with a iii()si delicate little landscape: and then, a St. Kustace kneeling before the stag, which has the 
Crucifix betvveen its horns, a sheet which is amazing, and particularly for the beauty of some dogs in 
various attitudes, which could not be more perfect." See (iiorgio Va.sari. Ln>es of the Most Enmml Pomten, 
SrulploTy and ArrhiUfL^. VI. trans. (iaston Due OeVere. Dindon, 191.'^. 97-98.
”lx*vcy. High Renax.\.uinff. S7-SH.
''h»r example, both the 1498 The TempUUwn of the Idler, a moralistic allegory, and The Sea Motuler. an 
arcane stc>ry. deal with the female nucte. The Adam and Ei<e of 1504 is a study of human proportions 
among other things, and The SalwUy of the same year is set in an Italianate perspective study. Even the 
early devcxional image of Si. Jerome PenUenl in the WUdemeu of 1497 is an Italian, not a northern theme. 
"Rupprich. I. 51; (a>nway. 40.
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Notes on Two New Views of Im  Samte-Baume by Herri met de Bles 

EDWIN BUIJSEN

In 1927. two Flemish laiulstapcs. atirilniied to Herri met de Bles and dating 
from the second cjuartei of the sixteenth century, were exhibited at the (iailery 
Schaffer in Berlin (figs. I and 2).‘ Both panels are dominated by similar fantastic 
rock formations: while it has always been assumed that they depict a fictive site, in 
fact it can lx* shown that they are lx)th representations of Ui Sainte-Bautne. a 
m6untainous cave in Provence, near Marseilles. According to legend, it was here 
that Mary Magdalen did a thirty year penance for her sins committed Ixfore her 
conversion. After her death, the Magdalen was buried in St. Maximin. a village near 
La Sainie-Baume.' During the Middle Ages. lx)th the grotto and her grave became 
popular pilgrimage sites, espec iaily for Flemish pilgrims, who called the mountain 
Sint Marie Magdalene ter Spelunken.’ This articles identification of the two 
paintings as representations of Sainte-Baume is based on their resemblance to 
other depictions of the mountain, and on the iconography of their figures which 
depicts legends relating to the Magdalen.

As Kexh has suggested, painted views of I-a Sainte-Baume enjoyed a remarka 
ble popularity in Flanders during the first half of the sixteenth century.^ Fwo works 
in particular appear to be related to the Schaffer panels: Unuiscapr with Ecstaxy of

I would like lo express inv thijuks to Nicolette C, Sluvter-SeijUen lor her iritu.tl re.wlinK o( earlier drafts 
of this artide. and to ('.vnthia I.;iw'reme lor helping me with (he iraii.slation tr<im the Diitth.
'Figure 1: lMndsrnf>f with ii Hutiltng Ihriy. .19 x .“iO cm. Pnnenance: Berlin, (iall. .Sc hiiller I92.^»; exhibition 
‘Dr. Schaffer u, i)r (i<Mtschewski.‘ Berlin. Nov. 1927. no. 42. Present liKation unknown. See M. J. 
Fricdlander, Early S'flherlandnk /btn/ing Xlll. l,ciden. 197.'). no. 9.') as M. met de Bles.

Figure 2: Mounlam Ijtndvapr. 21.5 x 27.5 cm. Provenance: exhibition i)r. Schaffer u. Dr. 
(iextschewski,’ Berlin, Nov. 1927. no. 41; Berlin, (’.oil. Dr. A. Jafl^ 1919; Amsterdam, (a)ll. H. Wet/lar. cat. 
1952. no. H; exhibition (iall. P. de Bik t . Amsterdam 1955; I'.S.A.. Private (a>ll.; Pari.s/lamdon. (iall. j. 
Kraus; Amsterdam, (iall. Waterman, since c. 19H0. .See Friedlander. no. KM) as M. met de Bles.

It should Ik  noted that, although both panels evidently show c haracteristics of (he sivie of met de 
Bles. it is neither completely certain whether thev were made hy the master himself or his workshop, nor 
that thev arc by one and (he same hand. Because the purpose of this article is more inconographic than 
stylistic, these ((uestions shall remain unanswered and Friedlanders attributions are maintained.
*For the history of the mountain and recent photographs of the actual site, see M. Dickman Orth. "The 
Magdalen Shrine of l.a Sainte-Baume in 1516. A series of miniatures bv (icHlefrov Ic Batave (B.N.Ms.fr. 
24.955)." Crazfltr dr\ Hfaux-Arls, XCVIII. 1981. 201-214. I'he legend of the Magadelen in northern France 
appears in j. de Voragine. Ihf I^grnda Aurra law drm Ijtlfwisrhru uhersflzl iwn Richard Bmi). Cologne. 
1969. 470-482.
’A. Viaene. "Sint Marie Magdalene ter Spelunken. een bedevaart uit het oude vlaam.se strafrccht." 
Btekorf. l.XX. I9t>9, 145-148. gives a survey of the many Flemish pilgrims who visited the mountain. 
Among them were not only pious souls, but also criminals who w t it  sentenced to make a pilgrimage to la 
Sainte-Baume or St. Maximin. See also j. van Herwaarden. Opgflegdr hrdfvaarlrn. dissertation As.sen- 
Amsterdain. 1978. 72. 165. 170. 700. 70,'i. 706.
*R. Kix h. "l.a .Sainte-Baume in Flemish l.andscapc Painting of the 16th Ontury," GaiMe de% Braux-ArU, 
l.XVI. 1965. 271-282.



I. Auributcd lo Mcrri mei <lc BIcs. Ijind^ap* Uj i Samlr fiaumf) with Hunling Party, c. 1525-1550. oil on 
panel. Present Iwalion unknown (phojo: K.K.D.)

Mary Magadalen (fig. ascribed to Joachim Patinir. c. 15I5-I5I9, (Zurich. 
Kunsihaus); and MoutUain iMiidscape (fig. 4), a.stribcd lo Herri met dc Bles, c. 1540, 
(Berliii-I)ahlem. (ictnaldcgalerie der Siaatlicben Museen). The first shows a view of 
the mountain with a number of details corresponding with the actual site: these 
include the plateau, which can be reached by a winding path, the steep mountain- 
wall with its flat upper side, the small chapel of St. Pilon on lop, and two chimney 
like nxk formations on the left. While in reality Ui Sainte-Baume forms part of an 
extensive mountain range, in the painting it is shown in complete isolation, filling 
the left side (>f the picture and thus adapted to a compositional scheme favored by 
Patinir and his followers. The tiny figures hovering in the sky above emphasize the 
fact that this is the mountain of the Magdalen. They represent her ecstasy, an event 
which took place seven times a day, when angels lifted the saint up to heaven where 
she was allowed to see a glimpse of the bliss to come.'

'Dc Voraginc. 477-479.
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2. Aurihutcd to Hcrri mci dc BIcs. l/indscape IIm Sainle Haume), <. I525-1550. oil on piincl.
Amstcrdaiii. (>allrry Waterman (phtMo: Waterman)

I ho painting by niel dc Blcs in the Bcrlin-Dalilcin museum corresponds 
compositionally with the Zurich panel, which is probably a workshop copy after a 
lost original.'’ Met de Bles must have l)cen familiar with I’atinirs ct)inposition 
because, with exception of the ecstasy, he has adopted detail after detail in his own 
less formalized style: the wotKlen bridge, the group of buildings on the plateau, and 
even the pilgrims in the space between the two chimney nnks.'

The two Schaffer panels seem to be further developments of met de Bless 
Zurich archetype. However, much more than the Berlin painting which stays close to 
Patinirs example, they fully display the 'fantastic* manner of lands<ape painting 
which flourished in Flanders during the second quarter of the sixteenth century. In 
this pericKl. painters like met de Bles and Lucas (iassel f urnished their landscapes 
with imaginary nKk formations, consisting of a piling up of pointed peaks and

*See R. K(x h. yrMr/iim PtUemer. i’rimccnn. 1968. 34.
’For a detailed <ompariMin between the two works, see Kik H. I‘t6.'). 274-27.5.



Altribulcd lo Joachim Fatinir. Mountain iMndsiape (Ij i SainU-Baumf) unih thf Ecstasy of Man Magdalen, c. 
1515-15I9, oil on |>ancl. /.urich. KutiMhaux (Ku/icka'Siiitung. n«>. 24) (photo: W. Drrvcr. Zurich)

Other natural elements, arranged in a loose way, thus relinquishing the firm 
structure favored by Patinirs generation."

As a result of this somewhat chaotic and exaggerated interpretation of nature, 
the two Schaffer panels present a less realistic view of Sainte-Baume than the 
works in Zurich and Berlin. For example, one of the two vertical rwk formations lo 
the left of the mountain-wall has been omitted. However, enough .specific details 
remain to justify the assumption that the same site is depicted. Common elements 
include the w o c k Ic ii bridge over a ravine, the shed in the central part of the 
composition, and (he steeply inclined path leading to the plateau and its small 
group of small buildings. When these two depictions of the mountain are compared 
to each other, differences as well as similarities can he noticed. In the one showing a 
hunting scene in the foreground (fig. 1), the flat mountain wall sharply drops off at 
the right, as in the works in Zurich and Berlin. In the other painting (fig. 2). the

*Src for inMance ibe remarks bv KricHlancler. 24-26. wbeir he chararteri/es the style of met de Bles: “His 
picturrs often look as though their creator has shaken his land.scape elements out of a dice cup.“



4. Atiributrd to Hcrri met dc files. Mountain Ijtndifapf (Im SainU-Haumrl. c. 1540. oil on panel, fierlin- 
Dahlem, (^maldegalerie der Staallkhen Muscen (ph<Ho: |. P. Anders, fierlin)

mountain has a more oblique right side, and its whole upper part makes a rather 
confusing impression: with .some difficulty one can also discover the plateau and a 
sketchily indicated building. Imated on a high spot. In both panels the landscape at 
the foot of the mountain is composed of the same elements; bridge, shed, and group 
of trees, between a rectangular rtxk and a spur of the mountain. Although in both 
cases these landscape elements have been given a totally different outlook, their 
similar forms and placements strengthen the assumption that the paintings were 
made after the .same model.

Some of the figures included in these landscapes are related to the legend of 
Mary Magdalen, providing further proof that they are depictions of I.a Sainte- 
Baumc. The already-mentioned hunting party shows one of the sinful activities of 
the Magdalen during her worldly life, and the elegantly dressed woman on the white 
horse is undoubtedly the Saint herself.'' The foreground figure with a falcon on his

*A similar scene can be found in the background of Lucas van I.evdenk famous prim Thf Doner of thr Mary 
Magadalfn, 1.519. See R. Vos. I.wa.s jwn l.rrdfn, Maars.sen. 1978. 46; and P. Parshall. "Lucas van I.eyden's 
Narrative Stvie." Sedfrlands Kumthtitonu-h Jaarhork. XXIX. 1978. 224-229. The Magdalen's worldly life 
was a very popular theme in late mediesal drama. See Parshall. 225-226.
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hand seems to point at two figures on the extreme right: an old bearded pilgrim 
who holds onto the shoulder of a boy for guidance. These two travellers, heading 
toward the mountain, refer to another legend connected with the Magdalen. This 
story, which occurs in the Legenda Aurea, tells of a blind man and his guide on a 
pilgrimage to the Saints grave. As they approach the holy place, the blind man 
exclaims: “() Mary Magdalen, if only I could see your church," and at once he 
recovers his sight.'"

The same motif appears in figure 2. among the tiny figures walking towards 
the wo<Klen bridge in the foreground." An even more imporant clue to the identity 
of the landscape can be found in the lower left corner of this panel, where a naked 
female figure, the penitent Magdalen, is lying in a small gmtto with an ointment jar, 
a traditional attribute of the Saint.

If considered as a group, these four paintings present an important oppor 
tunity to show how the same landscape composition based on a real site, gradually 
developed from a view with a strongly realistic character to a much more fantastic 
impression in which only a few basic features of the actual site remain. This 
development corresponds with the stylistic changes in Flemish landscape painting 
during the second quarter of the sixteenth century, and it clearly illustrates how the 
artists of this peruxl gave a new interpretation to compositional schemes used by the 
former generation. In this series the Berlin panel (fig. 4) takes the middle position: 
it reveals a change of style, but still follows Patinirs composition very closely. In the 
Schaffer panels, the artist had the opportunity to adapt the same example more 
freely. But it is important to note that although he reduced the realistic aspects of 
the mountain, he stressed its religious meaning and therefore the sites identity by 
adding scenes from the legend of the Magdalen. Fhe scenes are tiny in relation to 
the land.scape, but their presence undoubtedly provided the contemporary viewer 
with sufficient indications to recognize these paintings as depictions of L.a Sainte- 
Baume, a conclusion which nowadays could only be drawn after some research.

rhe identity of the Schaffer panels as depictions of 1^ Sainte-Baume and as 
references to the popular theme of the Magdalen sheds new light on the persistent 
question, most recently posed by M. Dickman Orth, of whether the Flemish painters 
included the mountain merely as a dramatic motif, or whether the mountain was 
included because of its association with Mary Magdalen.The discovery of still

d« Voragine. 481; and K. )onc9-Hcllcrslcd(, "The Blind Man and His Guide in Netherlandish 
Painting." Simtolus. XIII. 1985. r55-I81. esp. I7M7.5.
"The blind man and his guide are probably also present in the Berlin panel on the wooden bridge over 
the ravine.
'^Dirkman Orth. 205.
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Other works in which the mounlain and scenes from the legend are combined 
suggests (hat, to a greater degree than has been previously thought, it was 
considered by contemporary viewers as the mounlain of Mary Magdalen.'' And in 
turn, it would appear that the reason for its frequent representation reflects the 
great popularity which this penitent saint enjoyed in sixteenth-century Flanders.'^

Rijksuniversiteil te Ix'iden 
!x.‘iden, the Netherlands

tollowing is a list of other works in whuh (hr mounlain is atrompanied hv ssriics Irom (hr 
Magdalen's legend. I) Erstas^ of Man Mandalrn. asirilx'd (o Pa(inir. Present l<Ka(ion unknown. See 
Fricdliinder. IXb. no. 2.V2. 2) Ijindscapf with IVnilml Magdaim. asc ribed Herri met de Bels. Prosenaiue; 
Munkb. ,-\u<(ion .1-6-I908. no. 8; present hxation unknown. .S) IVnilenI Magdalen, l.iuas (ias.sel, (signed 
and dated l.'tSti). Pntvenaiue; Ixmdon. Sexheby H-I2-H)77. no. 98; present hxation unknown. 4) l^rnilenl 
Magdalen, ascrilxrd to Lucas (>as.sel. Madrid. (k)ll. V'enaiuio l.<^pe/. de ('.aballas. See Vlaamse Kumt m 
Spaans Besil, ex. rat., Brugge. 1958, no. 89. as A. (irimmer. .'>) t/indscape with l*enttenl Magdalen. as< ril>ed to 
Lucas (>assel. Pmvenance: Paris, (>all. Wertheimer HM7; present hxation unknown, b) iMndscape with 
Pmtient Magdalen. Master of the Female llalf-l^'ngths. Dyon. Must^e des Beaux-Arts. See K«xh, 1968, fig. 
84; and |ones-Hellerstedt. fig. 12.

The first tw«» pictures are of special interest because they sh<)w how a host ol pilgrims visits the 
mountain and enters (he grxxto. This gives us an interesting insight into the function of the site as a place 
of pilgrimage. It can be suggested, but not yet sufficiently proved, that these two pictures and some of the 
others discussed in this article, were made as 'M)uvenirs' for people who had visited the site, or perhaps as 
some sort of replacement for those unable to make the pilgrimage themselves.
'*C^ llarbison, "Lucas van l.cyden. the Magdalen, and the Problem of Seculari/alitut in F.itrlv .Sixteenth- 
Century Northern Art." Oud-Holland. XCVIIL 1984, 117-129. esp. 12.'^, assexiates the great interest in 
Magdalen imagery in northern art during the first decades of the sixteenth century with contemporarv 
theological discourse, especially (he quarrel between Ix-f^vre d'F.taples (who in I.^^H attacked (he 
traditional identification of the Magdalen) and his more conservative opponents. According to llarbison. 
many representations of the Saint, and also depictions of her mountain, can be explained at least partiv in 
terms of (Catholic orthodoxy.

In sixteenth-century Randers. penitent saints enjoved special devotion, for mx onlv was Mary 
Magdalen often represented, but alMi saints such as |emme and (he F.gyptian Marv—sometimes in 
combination with (he Magdalen. In fact, (he /.urich {unel has a pendant in (he same collection showing a 
Landscape u’ltA Sami Jerome. See Koch, 1968. fig. IS. as Master of (be Female HaK-lxngths. Bexh 
compositions are freelv combined in a triptych in the (kdlection of the Prince de I'rabia, Palermo. See 
Koch. 1968. fig. .’16.
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Spanish Drawings as a Model for a Baroque Book of Devotion 
with Etchings by Romeyn de Hooghe

CHRIS COPPENS

A cycle of etchings titled ;Vfiroir de la bonne mort, illustrated by Romeyn de 
Hooghe. bears witness in a unique manner to the mutual influences between Spain 
and the Netherlands during the seventeenth century. This article discusses this 
work in light of the tradition of the late medieval Ars moriendi, and proposes a 
possible source in certain Spanish drawings whose dates of execution and artist are 
also identified.

During the second half of the seventeenth century a remarkable book of 
devotions was printed in Holland in the tradition of the late medieval Ars moriendi. 
Illustrated with forty-two prints by Romeyn de Hooghe (figs. 1,2, and 3). the Miroir 
de la bonne mort by the Franciscan monk David de la Vigne was published without 
name or place of edition, and with no mention of date (it can. however, be dated to 
1673. as discussed below). Few copies of this original edition are extant, but later 
editions with copies of the de Hooghe etchings are widespread and regularly appear 
on the market.' It was through these copies that de Hooghes imagery was 
transmitted on a large scale from Holland to Vienna and Prague, and across the 
Southern Netherlands to Spain. Numerous books and prints found their way from 
Antwerp to the Iberian peninsula, with the result that artists there became familiar 
with the pictorial motifs of the North.^ A Spanish edition of the Miroir de la bonne 
mort was published in Amsterdam in 1700 by the Huguelan brothers under the 
supervision of Georges Gallet. It was unmistakably aimed at a clientele to be found 
among the occupying forces in the Southern Netherlandish province. It is clear, 
however, that this book also made its way to Spain, where it complemented the native 
Ars monendi tradition.’ No less an artist than Francisco Cioya was. it appears.

I wj»h lo express my thanks to Dr. John Dudley of Nijmegan L'niversity, who translated this ankle from 
the Dutch.
'For a survey of the editions of the Mtrotr de la bonne mort, see C. Coppens, “An An .Vionendt with F.tchings 
of Romevn de Hooghe: The History of a Cycle of Book Illustrations." Quarmdo. XIV, Spring and 
Summer. 1984. 125-150, 207-228. J. Undwehr, Romeyn de Hooghe (1645 1708) as Book Illustrator. A 
Bibliography. Amsterdam/New York. 1970. A copy of the first edition (1673) is in the University library in 
Amsterdam. A copy of the French edition of the 1675/1676 twin edition is conserved in the Royal Library. 
Brussels, and a copy of the Dutch edition is in Teyler s Museum. Haarlem. None is included in the NUC. 
Pre-1965 Imprints. A portion of the French language version of the twin edition came on the market in 
1981: see P. Ber^. Pais-Bas anaens (Catalogue 71), Paris. 1981, no. 144.
*J. Callego. Vision et symboles dans le pnnturr espagnole du siede d'or, (Le signe de /’art, III), Paris, 1968, 28-39. 
80-88; I.. Pfandl, Spannisehe Kultur undSiltedes 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts. Erne Emfuhrvng m du Bliiteteii des 
spannufhen iMeralur und KunsI, Kempten. 1924, 120-138. 152, no. I.
*^I he Spanish edition of 1700 was dedicated to Ines de Zuniga e Fonseca, the wife of the governor of the 
Netherlands. See for the Ars monendi tradition. M. Sanchez-dimargo, La muerta y la pintura Espahola, 
Madrid. 1954. 13-17.



1. Romryn de H(M>Khc. illiiMration for D. dc la V'ignc\ Mtrmr df la bonnt mart, plate 15, 1673, etching. 
Ixiuvain. Ixmvain I'nivcriitv Ubrary (ph<»to: P. Suiyvcn. lx>uvain)
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2. Romeyn dc H(H>ghc. illuMralion for D. de la Vigne's Afiroir df 
la bonnf mort. place 16, 1673, ciching. I^mvain. U)uvain Univer 
sity Library (ph<rto: P. Stuyven. U)uvain)

inspired a teniury later by precisely these etchings when executing his Exorcismo de 
San Francisco de Horja.*

Within the oeuvre of Romeyn de Hooghe. the cycle of etchings constitutes an 
eccentricity. Not only did he uncharacteristically choose to illustrate a Roman 
Catholic theme, he also repealed a single scene thirty-nine limes: a sick man lying in 
bed. This man is assisted by his confessor while his guardian angel displays to him a 
painting of a scene from the Passion of C-hrist, held aloft by putti. 1 his deliberate 
display of a painting within a painting was fairly common, and is used here for the 
purpose of presenting the sick man with a mcKlel to be imitated.'

*J. L. Moffit. "{Kjya y los demonios. K1 Autorctraio con cl dwtor Arricia y la cradicion del 'Ars moriendi'." 

Goya. CI.XIIl. 1981. 14.
*Sce A. Chasid. "\j c  tableau dans Ic lablcau." in .S‘/i/ und I'hrrhfffrung in drr Kurul de% Abrndlanda. Aklfn dn 
21. Inlrmaiiormlfn Kongrrws fur KurutgevhirfUr in Bonn /964. Berlin. 15)67. 15-25); |. (•allego. I.e laMeau A 
I’int^rieur du tableau." Colotjuto arU\. 2nd series, no. 17, 15)74. 37-42; W. Kloek and A. Velsheyn. 
SehUrnjm in uhddenjfn. Amsterdam. 1976; and P. (•eorgcl and A. M. laK:oq. Ij i pemturr dans la pnnturr. 
Diton. 15)83.



4«.

Konicvn cic H<K>xhc. illustration lor I), dr la 
Vi){ncs Afimir de la bonnf morl. plair 2H. 1<>7A. etch 
ing. Ijtuvain, latuvain I'nivrrsiiv Librarv (photo: P. 
Stuvvrn. latuvaiii)

i
f.

rhe size of the cycle, the exact number of illustrations, and the repeated scene, 
resemble a series of Spanish drawings (f ive of which were reproduced by I). Angulo 
and A. K. Perez-Sanchez in 1977), which has been variously attributed by dif ferent 
authors to Alonso C,ano (1601-Hib7), Juan dc Valdes Leal (Iti22-l(i90), or Antonio 
Pereda (1608-1678) (f ig.4).'' If the basic element of a sick man in l)ed with an angel at 
his side is not suff icient grounds for relating the two cycles, their elal)orations and 
details are loo similar for there not to be a reference from the one to the other. An 
angel pointing to a painting of various scenes from (Uirists Passion, from the l^ist 
Supper to the C'.rucifixion, is the main element in both the drawings and de 
Hooghes etchings. The changes in the shape and the frame of the painting, which is 
sometimes attached to a wall and at other times carried by putli. follow the same 
pattern in l)oth the drawings and the prints. I'he same is true of the bed. which is 
the centerpiece in every composition. Supernumeraries such as the wife and child.

‘D. Angulo and A. K. Ptirz-Sanchc/. A ('.orpu\ of Spanuh l)rawing\ II: Madnd 1600-16^0, l.ondon. 1977. 
57-5H. plates A1H-A22. Herr the livr drawings are attributed in Pereda. fonathan Brown doubts plate 322 
and attributes it to a later hand (from a written note from Mr. ). Brown).
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the solicitor and his clerks, and the two Franciscans, are present in both versions in 
comparable wavs. In one of the drawings the angel draws the sick man's attention to 
an inscription on the frame of the painting which reads: ESPEXO DE BUENA 
MUKR I E. i.e.. Miroir de la bonne morl.'

Another series of drawings conf irms this relationship (f igs. 5. 6. and 7). It is 
stylistically related to the f ive alK)ve-mentioned drawings, and was prcxiuced in the 
same context. I'his undated album of thirty-two Spanish drawings was in the 
possession of New ^’ork art dealer P. Drey in 1971 and was auctioned by Sotheby's in 
London in 1977. having previously come from the collection ofC. R. Rudolf." This 
album was undoubtedly a set of preparatory drawings for an engraved cycle, as 
evidenced bv the sketchy execution of the scenes and the clumsy quality of the 
accompanving texts. There exists as yet. however, no evidence of a resultant Spanish 
printed edition.

The album of drawings closely relates to de la \'igne and de Hooghe’s A/iroir de 
la bonne mart. \l the IxMtom of the drawings a double register of text appears. In the 
smaller upper register, a pericope from the Bible is written: a verse from the 
Passion, which is illustrated in the painting in the accompanying drawing. In the 
lower register one finds a four-line text w hich recommends the life of Jesus to the 
sick man who is preparing himself for death. This arrangement is precisely the 
same as that which appears in the original de Hooghe edition of the Mtrmr de la 
bonne mart. The Spanish text and the choice of biblical quotations are. with the 
exception of a few variations, the same as the printed texts found under the de 
Hooghe prints. ‘ At limes the texts correspond almost literally, but in other instances 
the resemblance is limited to the spirit of the inscriptions, for no single print 
corresponds exactly to any individual drawing.

|usi as he frequenlly reworked the texts, de Hooghe also gave his own 
interpretations of the visual imagery.'" Sometimes the scenes correspond only by 
means of the text, or texts and scenes which appear separately in the drawings are

'Angulo and Pcrc?-Sam htv. plate S20, The text eannot bo fully deciphered, but begins: IN
KS r HDAS l)K__Sec al.M) |. Bn>wn, "Review of SfMtmh Bomqtu Drawings in Snrth Amenran C.ollerliom,''
Master Drawings. Xlll. 197fi. bl-6‘2. I'he IxMik reviewed wa.v an exhibition catalof^iie fmm the Kansas 
Museum of Art. 1974.

Both drawings must have beltmged to a fairly extensive series illustrating the pre|>aration of the 
Christian soul lor salvation l>erore death.
*The Witt Tibrarv of the (anirtauld Institute conserves phcHographs of six of the drawings; Sotheby’s has 
four of them. The Witt Library attributes them to Ahmso Caro, while the Sotheby catalogue is more 
cautious citing: "Madrid, late seventeenth century." See .Sotheby-Parke Bernet and Co.. Fine luUian. 
French, and Spanish Drau'ings from the (Mllertinn n/ the ImU Mr. ('.. R. Rudolf, I'nrt I. ex. cat., lamdon. May 19. 
1977, no. 1S4. According tt> Sothebv’s. the pen-drawings were made in bniwn ink and black chalk. They 
are set in simple little frames. The images, without text, measure l.^.'i x ISO mm. 'Lw«> small stamps, 
marks of ownership, appear on the drawings: a fleeing lion on the initials VC. and an 1. in a triangle. A 
drawing in the Cabinet des Dessins of the lanivre in Paris is by another hand, but was undoubtedly made 
for the same series. See (ieorgel and I.eCoq. 260. fig. 46.S.
*l he entire album would have to be «om|>ared with the prints in order to further clarify this.
'"^rhe texts of the 167.VI676 twin edition correspond more closelv than those of the Dutch edition of 
167S.
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4. AtlrihiiU'd to Antonin IVri'da. Dralh of a Highuous Man, 
c.1665-166*). pen and ink and blue-grey and sepia washes 
on buff laid paper, taindon. ('.ourtauld Institute (Galleries 
(Witt Clolicctiun)

combined. Thi.s implies ihal the narrative element played a mudi greater role in the 
graphic series, representing a more extensive range than in the KtidoK drawings. 
Whereas the latter always remain fairly sober, and never display much expression, 
the etchings have a bar(K|ue liveliness, with moments of strong suggestive force.

Kven if only a limited number of drawings from the former (1. R. Rudolf 
collection are compared with the prints, the relationship between them appears 
incontrovertible. Whether the thirty-nine prints were an expansion from the thirty- 
two drawings, or whether the album itself is incomplete, is not easv to determine, 
('comparisons to the Spanish drawings published by Angulo and Perez-.Sanchez do 
not provide a solution to this problem. Although the five drawings probably survive 
from a similar cycle, their figures do not correspond to those in the Rudolf album, 
and they contain no text.

Both sets of drawings are elements in the Spanish genesis of seventeenth- 
century Ars moriendi, which in the Netherlands appeared as the sumptuous illus 
trated lK)ok. the Miron de la houne mart. This link to Spain is revealed in a French and 
Dutch “twin” edition of the Miroir de la bonne morl, published between September, 
1675. and September. 1676. in the Southern Netherlands. The Dutch title states:
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Ghetramlateert \Hin het Spaatts in 7 Nederlandts door ten Eerw. Paler i<an de selif Orden,
(“Translated from the Spanish into Dutch by a Reverend Father of the same Order”).
The approbation of the French edition reads:

These pictures with their explanations and applications have been ap 
proved; as regards the Order of their author; by the Most Reverend Fr. 
Joseph Ximenez Samaniego, Jubilee l^eclurer and Provincial of the 
Province of Burgoes: at present Cieneral (Commissioner of the whole 
Order of Friars Minor. As regards the Ordinary; by Monsieur Dr. Don 
Luis de Antiquera &: Arteaga. Parish priest of the parish of the Holy Cross 
in the (City of Madrid, and of the Royal Palace of his Catholic Majesty: at 
present (Confessor to the reigning (^ueen. As regards the Supreme Council 
of (Castille. by the Most Reverend Fr. Ignace (Castroverde. Ordinary 
preacher at the Imperial (College of the (Company of Jesus, and to his 
Catholic Majesty.
In virtue of which Approbations, the following have given their permis 
sion: the Most Reverend Fr. Alonso Salizanes, Minister (ieneral of the 
whole Seraphic Order of St. Francis; in the presence of the Very Reverend 
Fr. Patricio Tirelo, Secretary and (ieneral Definator of the said Order; 
Monsieur Dr. Don Francisco Forieza. V'icar (ieneral of Madrid and its 
dependencies; in the presence of Sire Jean Ribero Munoz, notary apos 
tolic and of the same vicariate; Monsieur Don Jeronimo de (Camargo, first 
counsellor of the Royal (Council of (Castille; by the dispatches which he 
gave, written and signed by him; in virtue of the commission of said 
Council. As the whole appears from the Originals which remain in the 
hands of the Author.”

“C« maps ai<ef teurs rxplication (jf appliftttion, ont rstf appTmi\<eesi Pour re <fut rrprde VOrdre de leur autheur; 
par le Rei'emdivitme Pere Joseph Xmtnez Samaniego, Lerleur JubiU, (d Proi'innal de la Provinrf de Bourgos: a 
present ('.omLisatre General de toute I'ordre des Preres Mmeurs, l\>u re qui rrgarde I’OrdinaiTe; par Monsieur le 
Dorleur Don Lu l s de Antiquera id Arteaga. Cure de la paroisse de Sainte Croix dans la VtUe de Madrid, id du Palais 
Roal de sa MajesU Catholufue: a present Confesseur de la Rejne regerUe. Pour re qui regarde la Conseil Supreme de 
Castille: par le Reiierenduuime /Vrr Ignore (^aslroi'erde, Predirateur ordinaire du (jollege Imperial de la C.ompagnie 
de lesus, id du Roy Catholique.

En iierlu desquelles Approbations, reux qui ont donnf leur pemussion: le Rme. Pere Alonso Saliiones,
Ministre General de toute lOrdre Serafduque de .Vain/ Fraruois: pardexxint les tres R. Pere hitrino Tirelo, Serretatre 
id Diffinileur General dudit Ordrr: Monsieur le dorleur Don Fraruisto Forteua. Viraire general de Madrid id deses 
dependanres; pardeinni de Sieur Iran Ribera .Munoz, nofairr apaslolique id dudit virariat. Monsieur Don leronimo 
de ('.amargo, premier ronseillier du (Conseil Royal de Castille; par les desperhes qu'il A donni, escrites id signers de sa 
mam; en iiertu de la rommiuion dudit Conseil. (^omme le tout paroit par les Onginaux qui restent entre les mains de 
I'Auteur.

Within the ('.atholic Church, canon law provides for the precensoring of publications by its 
members. F.very book had to be appnived. had to receive an 'approbatio.' See D. H. Wiesl, "The 
Precensorship ol Bimks (Canons 1584-1586. 1502-1594. 2518. 2): A History and a Commentary." in The 
C.atholir I'nii'ersity of Amenra Cannn Ixat’ Studies 129. Washington. 19.55; and H. I jckmann. "Die kirchliche 
RUcherrensur nach geltendem kanonischen Recht," in Arbeiten aus dem Biblioihehar l.ehrinstitut des Landes 
Nordrhein-Westfalen. XX. Cologne. 1962.
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5. Altribulcd lo Antonin Prrctla. F.yptjo dr huma 
muerte (Afirror of thr for a Chnslian).

pencil drawing. From the former C. 
R. Rudolf collection, present l<K'ation unknown 
(photo: Sotheby-Parke Rernet and Co., (.ondon)

6. Attributed to Antonio Pereda. Esprjo dr huma 
murrtf (Mirror of thr Ihiing for a rAn.i/ian|, 
c.1565*1669. pencil drawing. Fn>m the former 

R. Rudolf collection, present IcKation un* 
known (photo: Sotheby-Parke Bernet and (k>.. 
Ixmdon)
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7. Aiiribu»c<l in Antonio Prreda. Espejo dt buma 
muertf (Mirror of the thing for a (Ihrislian). 
c.l665-IW)9. pciuil drawing;. From the former C. 
R. Rudolf tolIettuHi. present Iwation unknown 
(photo; Sothehv-Parke Bernet and O),. l^ndon)

In a case such as this, a priest from an order needed the blessings o! three 
authorities in order to publish a b(M)k: his superior in the order, the bishop (the 
ordimjniiv of the clitKese), and the civil authorities representing the sovereign. Each 
of these of ficials had a censor in his service who investigated the btx)k for orthodoxy 
and presented advice for confirmation to the titular authority. De la Vignes 
Franciscan superior, Ildephonsus Salizanes, gave his impnmi potest as minister- 
general of the Order, a position which he held from May 31, 1664 until May 24, 
1670.'' The bishop was represented by Don l.uis de Antequera y Arteaga, Don 
Francisco Fortezzsa, and the lx>rd Jean Ribera de Munoz."' Those who sanctioned 
the project for the soveriegn were Fr. Jean Ignace de Caslroverde and Don Jeronimo 
de Camargo y Quijano.''

Through the intervention of Philip IV, Fr. David de la Vigne was dismissed as 
director of the charity house in Saint-Andr^s-des-Flamandes near Lille in Sep-

'*M. R. l*azo». "FiiMyo bi<)KralHo del P. Alon«» .Salizanes. (). F. M. Ministn) (k-neral y obispo de Oviedo y 
Cordoba (IblT-lbH.S)." Archnio Ibero-Amencano. 2nd scries, no. 5. 1945. .565ff,
'*Fram is< t) Fortezza was probably the later bishop of Syracusa. elected March 5.1677 (d. 1695). See P. B. 
Gams. Srnes rptsfoporum Ecrlesutf ('.atholuof. (iraz. 1957. 954; and HierarctuacaihoUrawuduetrecentwrisann, 
V. Padua. 1952. .566.
'*Fr. lean Ignace de Caslroverde was born in C^idiz in 1625 and was pnjfcssed in the Society of jesus in 
1656. He died in Madrid on August 25. 1681. having been for thirty-three years preduateur ordiruurt du 
colUgf mpenat (as reported by the Bibliotcca C. (k>millas. Madrid).

Don )eronimo de Camargo y Quijano. who signed the appnival in the name of the sovereign, 
became a member of the (amnei! of ( jstille on January 6.1655 (d. 1671). See J. Fayard, “Les Membres du 
Conseil de (astille ^ I'epoque moderne (1621-1746).'' in Memotm et documents pubUis par la Soo/U de I Erote 
des C.hartes. XXVI. Genoa. 1979. 245. 255.
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lember, 16(>4. and was replaced l)\ a secular priest. He llierealier lef t for Spain at an 
undetermined date.'' The Kudoir drawings, or at least their approval, can thus he 
dated with certainty alter the death of Philip I\’ on Septeiiiher 17. 1665 (the 
approbation refers to "the reigning Queen." Maria-Anna of Austria), and before de 
la Vigne returned to the Netherlands, prior to October 1671.

Certain events in the career of lldephonsus Sali/anes are also of relevance to 
the dating of the drawings. He acted as Minister-Cieneral of the Franciscan Order 
until May 24. 1670. He also l>ecame bishop of Oviedo on May 14. 1669. The absence 
of reference to this high office in the approbation indicates that the approval took 
place before this dale. I hus. the execution of the drawings can l>e situated 
provisionally l)elween Sepieml)er. Ki65. and May. ll><)9."' Fvenis in the lives of other 
persons mentioned in the approbation provide no further clues to the dating of the 
drawings.

The book for which the Rudolf drawings were indisputably intended probably 
could not have been completed owing to de la Vignes departure for Holland, where 
he resided from at least 1671 as chaplain to the Spanish envoy.'* Here it appears that 
the Franciscan was finally able to realize a long-standing dream. In the preface to 
the twin edition of the AHroir de la bonne mart of 1675/lf>76, he referred to his “major 
work" on the same topic. Despite this somewhat lx)astful comment, the work can be 
recognized as a little lx)ok he wrote in Paris in IW6 after the death of his bishop and 
protector Philippe de Cospdan. with the aim of winning the favor of the queen- 
regent. This b<M)klet of forty-seven pages bears the title: Miwir de la bonne morl. ou 
mHhode pour bieri mounr.

From an overall comparison between the prints of Romeyn de Hooghe and the 
text of the small Parisian treatise, it is clear that the same topics are dealt with in the 
same order and with the same emphasis, (lonfession. Communion, and F.xtreme 
Unction are found in the same sequence. At the end of each lx>ok the names of Jesus 
and Mary are strongly placed in light of devotion. I'he symlx)lic interplay of

'*J. Cuvelier. ed. (in collaboration with ). Ixfcuvrc), (',orrr%f>oruiatur dr la ('.our de VEspagne sur Its affaires des 
Pays-Bas du XVtIe sU(U. IV. Precu de la correspondaner de Phdippe IV (1647-166^), Bru.wb, I9S3. HOO-801, 
no. 20.«)l.
'‘Pazos. .W2ff.
'’The first sure sign of de la Vignes presence in Holland is a letter to him dated October 9.1671. fmm the 
apostolic vicar Joannes Baptisla van Neercas.se! (I62.‘>-1686). See C. (x)ppens. “Pater David de la Vigne. 
een rusteUms recollect, inspirator van ecn unieke bamk-dn monmdi-iconographie." Erannsrana. XXX- 
VIII, 1988. 71-94. His dismis.sal fn»m Saint-Andrt's. near Lille in France, was the <nitcomc of dif ficulties 
with a Spanish official who was tnmblesome to him and others in the liKalitv. 'The backgnnind of this 
matter is unclear fn>m the d«K-uments available. The cemvent was founded by Flemings living in Madrid 
and thus was not supported by public funds. A rea.wm for his defurture from Spain mav perhaps be 
found here: he may have been invited to go there and have received a post fmm the envov while on his 
way. quite pos.sibly in compensation for his di.smissal. The reference in the appn>bation to "les ongtnaux 
ipa rrsUni entre Us Morru de rAtUrur," may perhaps be another indication that the planned Spanish edition 
was never printed.
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numbers, particularly the number three, is found in both works.'" Relatives, friends, 
and domestic staff, both in the Parisian edition as well as in the illustrated books, are 
treated with distrust. While in the French booklet the figure of Cosp^an was of 
foremost importance, in the later version the bishop disappeared from the pious 
text: the Mtroir look on a more direct and universal significance. The intermediary 
of the holder of the high office had lost its significance by that lime, and would not 
perhaps, even in Spain and the Netherlands, have constituted an appropriate point 
of departure.

The parallel drawn between the sufferings of Christ and the deterioration in 
the condition of the dying person is a distinctive structural comparison. This 
twofold articulation is decisive in the construction of each of the thirty-nine prints in 
the cycle, and to a large extent constitutes the particular character of the Afiroir 
illustrations. I he fact that this parallel was present already in de la Vigne's Parisian 
text makes it possible to attribute to him. with certainty, the inspiration for the 
remarkable illustrations. Thus, it seems that the Rudolf drawings, approved 
between lb(>5 and 1669. were created for an illustrated edition of the Mtroir which de 
la Vigne had planned to publish during his stay in Madrid. Unable to realize this 
project. <le la Vigne brought the album back to the Netherlands where it served as a 
nunlel for de Hooghe's etchings of 1673.

An attribution for the five Spanish drawings, so closely related to those in the 
Rudolf al)>um. may now be posited. Of the various artists who have been identified 
as possible authors of the drawings, only Antonio Pereda lived and worked in 
Madrid between 1665 and 1669.’'' Alon.so Cano lived from 1660 until his death in 
1667 in (iranada^'. and juan de Valdes l^al came to Madrid in 1674, living fn)m 
1665 mainly in Seville.^' Furthermore, the style of the drawings corresponds most 
closely to the hand of Pereda.

i'his remarkable cycle bears witness in a unique manner to the mutual 
influences between Spain and the Netherlands, and to the Ars moriendi tradition. 
After the Cxmncil of 'Freni, the (3iurch eagerly returned to popular medieval 
devotions such as the Ars morietidi. Fhe heritage of thought from old. woodcut block- 
books received different emphases due to humanism, but this heritage was resumed 
with little change (although the newer treatises were rarely illustrated). The posi- 
Trideniine reawakening gave new life to literary pnxluction. Baroque attendance to

‘'The ihrrc aposilcs in (iclhscmanc arc, for example, compared in (he same way with the theolojjkal 
virtues in (he Parisian treatise of 1646. in (he drawings, and in the editions from the Netherlands. 
‘'Reported by Mr. ). Bn>wn. whom I wish to thank for his patience and kind assistance.
*”F. Pompey. Alomo ('.ano (Trma.\ HnpaAoUs, IfiJ). Madrid, ly.^.*). 25-27. 29; H. K. Wethey. Alonso Cano: 
hunUr. Sfulpior. ArckUfft. Princeton. I9.5.'i; J, Bernales Balles-steros. Alonso C.ano m Srvilla, Seville. 1974. 
*'I. (iestoso y Perez. Bwgra/ta del fnntor Sex'iUano Juan de Vald/s l^al, Seville. 1916. 79-108. An examination 
of (he stvie of (he drawing in plate 62 clearly shows a different hand from that of the Rudolf album. F. 
Pompev.yuan de VaUUs leal (Temas F.spaAoles. /95). Madrid. 19.^.‘>. l,'>-25. 27-28.
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death, however, was iiu reased ihrouKh the power of conviction ol words rather than 
by appeals to images.

The lact that the Miwir dr la btmne mart employs a paroxysm of ima^^es is, 
however, far from foreign to the spirit of the age. The application of images was 
indeed helpf ul in education, and the Jesuits eagerly used them. The market bears 
witness to this. The Mmnr had an unmistakably educational aim, and to judge f rom 
the numerous editions and copies of it in circulation, it met a need not satisf ied by 
other non-illustrated treatises.

Katholieke Lhiiversiteit 
l^uven, Belgium
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New Unravellings of the Real? Autre Art^ Threadbare Subject Meets 
the New Universalism

YULE F. HEIBEL

Indeed, il i.\ possible to feel that Henri's oil the European free 
abstractionists of the late !94()s and early 1950s suffer from a 
thinness of emotion and a restnction of technical means. At 
the same time, one mnsi sympathize with their predicament. 
can be seen from the u>ork of WoLi and Eautner, they were 
exploring a kind of painting which had aho attracted the 
leading Americans. The European experiments were, 
howei>er. less radical and less sure of their direction than those 
being made in Sew York. The long-standing European (and 
especially Erench) tradition Iwlle pcinlurc—of the paint 
ing as a beautiful and luxunom object, a bed of delight for the 
sen.ses—stood in the way of radicalism.
—Edward Luiie-Sniilh, Mo\>ements in Art Since 1945, 
80-81.

Siiuc the eiul of ilie Second World War and through the ('.old War in the 1950s, 
French avant-garde painting, of which Wols, Fauiricr, and numerous other abstract 
artists are representative, in retrospect has not been able to escape comparison with 
the peri<Kl's newly dominant American Abstract Expressionism. According to most 
art histories. Ixrth European and American avant-garde artists were trying to 
overcome figuration and were lighting to establish the primacy of abstract art; this 
is part of what constitutes their radicaiity. However, the consensus regarding the 
New York vSchools hegemony has. as the above quote indicates, also often resulted in 
a levelling of the complexities of the Parisian postwar art scene.'

With “radicalism" def ined as something inherent in art but independent of 
S(Kial and political context. French art is seen to be hobbled by its tradition (belle 
peinture) while American art. unencumbered by tradition, appears as the incontesta 
bly stronger aesthetic. Yet while in America the art public had to be convinced of the

I would like to thank Dr. .Scr^c (tuilbaui ot the L'niversitv of British (ailumhia for hi» reading and 
critk'iftn) of this text during various stages <>t its production. (.Ml Kngiish translations in the notes of text 
originally quoted in French are mv own as is any responsibility for error.)
'The dominance ol the New York Schtxil among other things depended on a particular kind of definition 
of McKlernism as a self-retlexive formalist activity separated Irom social activity. American modernist 
painting pursued—often with the guidance of Clement (treenherg—this path with rigor. This mtxfernist 
paradigm fell apart in the 1970s under the onslaught of pluralism and post-mcxlernism. Since then, there 
seems, curiously enough, to have been a concommilant resurgence of interest in the F.uropean postwar 
art scene. The catalogs for f\ms-Pan.\. Aflrrmalh. and VtVuAuau attest to this.
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merits of abstraction per se over figuration (or oi avant-garde art over academ 
icism), Parisian artists faced a more complex set of circumstances. lx>th politically 
and artistically. Besides having vital figurative traditions—assixiated in their turn 
with the S<hool of Paris. Surrealism, or Scxial Realism—Paris also ha<t a tradition of 
abstraction since the 1930s through artists like Kandinsky and Mondrian. At the 
same time, this observation should not di.stract from the indubitable primacy of the 
School ol Paris painters, best represented by Picasso and Matisse, over and above 
abstract artists. I'heir vitality was not diminished after the liberation of Paris in 
19‘14. and they in fact functioned in cultural politics as a symbol of freedom.*

By the mid-19r)0s. however, western cultural freedom was as.s(Kiated with 
something else: audiences for advanced art became accustomed to identifying 
.\merican Abstract F.xpressionism with f reedt)m.' and the French painters who had 
elalx>rated a parallel aesthetic approach appeared weaker in comparison. The 
reasons given (or this are of ten indicated in the opening quotation: “ The Furopean 
experiments were... less sure of their direction than those... in New \ork;’’ however, 
the different values attached to American and Furopean “abstract expressionism" 
have to be explained as well in the context ol changing definitions of univers^ility, 
individualism, and creativity. Fhe coincidence of a kind of abstract expressionism 
cKcurring in Paris (where it was. by 1952. called un art autre) and in New Sork should 
not obscure the fact that the abstraction exemplifietl by artists such as Wols, 
Mathieu, or Faiitrier is a form of painting also addressing problems and issues 
particular to postwar Furopean politics and culture, and not just to the art histories 
of mcKlernist internationalism. .Although there was a commonality of concern 
amongst some American and Furopean painters at (his time (the rapid spread and 
populari/.ation of “existentialism” is indicative of a basic postwar tenor), an 
emphasis on the differences between Furopean and American culture is appropri 
ate insofar as it helps us to understand that the exemplary facade of “western” 
culture is a construct. Thus, an examination of the themes and issues (Kcupying 
Parisian intellectuals and their re.sonance in this art is an essential first step, because 
Parisian “abstract expressionism” or “autre" art f unctioned in the gap between the 
transfer from School of Paris painters as symlx)! and guarantor of “freedom" to 
American Abstract Fxpressionists as symlx>l and guarantor of “f reedom.”

Because of the existence of a prewar tradition of abstraction, the (|ucstion for 
Parisian critics and those publics accustomed in varying degrees to avant-garde art 
was not whether or not abstract art as such had validity, but rather what kind of art 
had the greatest validity in representing postwar s(x:iety. This is not to suggest that 
abstraction was not passionately contested by various artistic groups in Paris

*Sce Barbican Ccnlrc for An* and ConfcrciHcs. Aftermath Frarue 1945-^4: New Images of Man. cx. cal.. 
1982. II. and "Masters ol the Older (ieneralion." 27-28. Immediately after the war. for example. 
I’iras,v>-—symbol of R/usianfe—was shown at the Salon de la Liberation.
'How and why American Abstract Kxpresionism came to be seen as a symbol of freedom has been the 
topic of several articles, notably F.va (aKkcrofl. "Abstract Kxpressionism: Weapon of the (aild War." 
Artforum, XII. |une. 1974. S9-4I; and. more recently, bv Serge (>uilbaut in the exiensivelv d(xumenied 
How SfU’ York Stole the Idea of Modem Art: Abstraet F.xpressionLsm. Freedom, and the ('.old War. Chk agi>, I98S.
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(notably by the practitioners of Social Realism)/ but for the sake of an in-depth 
examination. 1 will here be concerned primarily with the public for abstraction. 
Within this audience there were strong disagreements over the validity of a 
rationally developed geometric abstraction versus an autre abstraction without 
reference to rationally arrived at aesthetic categories. The Parisian gallery-goers 
exposure to autre art began in 1945 with Jean Fautrier's Hostages series and 
continued through the decade and into the 1950s with other, no less startling works. 
Among the practitioners of a new type of painting are Dubuffet, W'ols, Mathieu. and 
Bryen. as well as some American painters, notably Pollock, de Kooning. Sam 
Francis, and Mark Ibbey.

At first glance these works share few common characteristics, but a critical 
umbrella was eventually created under which could be assembled artists as varied as 
Fautrier. who applied thick layers of paper and pigment to a support, building up 
contours which allude to the outlines of faces, of bodies, or body parts; Dubuffet, 
the most figurative artist in this grouping, who perhaps resembles Fautrier 
somewhat because of a similarly deliberate crudity of approach; W'ols, who is even 
more of an enigma: here, a soft, amorphous looking ground has suddenly been 
wounded by flung paint (figs. 1-2); and Mathieu. who puts a more elegant scrawl on 
his supports, but who often retains a maniacal look actually in conflict with the calm 
balance of belle ftemture (fig. $).

ItKlay. we bring ready-made categories to these paintings in order that we may 
talk about them in a way which naturalizes them as legal citizens of official art 
history. We explain them in terms of American Abstract Expressionism, we talk of 
composition, line, balance, or color, and we bestow pedigrees on them. But for the 
postwar individual confronted for the first time by autre art. simply to look at these 
paintings could leave him or her with the feeling that they were too subjective and 
hermetic to communicate. From where, then, did these works draw their support, 
and to whom could the viewer turn in order to understand them? That is, who 
provided the categories that could make this art speak since the works themselves 
refused to communicate in a recognizable style?

The Parisian critic most instrumental in defining and popularizing what later 
came to be known variously as Informalism, I'achisme, Action Painting, and Art 
Autre was Michel lapi^. He became a spokesman for this art in May, 1948 when he 
wrote the text for an exhibition entitled “H.W.P.S.M.T.B." at the Cialerie Colette 
Allendy;' in July, 1948 he provided the text for the exhibition “Black and White” at *

*Obviouxly abslraclion was n<>l accepted by everyone, but artists and audiences were asked seriously to 
consider its ptKcmial. as Camille Bourniquel's “Rt^alisme et r^alit^; enqu^te sur la peimure," Esprit, 
XVIII. June, I9.'>0, 897-‘>60. makes clear. The inquiry, directed at artists and critics, begins with questions 
such as “If we admit that there is a general 'abstractionist' tendency, in what measure d«>es art which uses 
abstraction express our age?" "Does the problem of communication pose itself for y«>u? nr d«> you think 
the public should catch up on its own with you?" "Is it right to restrict the 'French tradition' only to 
figuration?" “Can the abstract sign be testimony of a faith, a erv of resolt, carry a mes.sage of conviction or 
of human aspiration?"
The exibition included Hans Hartung. Wols. Pkabia. Stahiv. Mathieu. Tapi^ himself, and Bryen.
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I. Wols (Alfred (>lto Wolfgang Schulze), Compositton, 1946, oil on canvas. Stuttgart, Slaalsgaleric
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2. WoU, C.ompoiUton jaune, 1947. oil on canvas. Berlin (Wcsi). Staatlichc Muscen Pre- 
ussiKhcr Kulturbesilz, Nalionalgalcnc (photo: Jorg Anders)

ihe (ialeric Dcux-Iles;'’ in Seplember, 1948 I'api^ was again present when, together 
with Andr^ Breton. Jean Dubuffet, jean Paulhan, Charles Ratton.and Henri-Pierre 
Rtxhd he founded the “Compagnie de Part brut. ” located first in the (iaierie Ren^ 
Drouin and later the publishing house of (iailimard: in March, 1951 Tapi^. together 
with (ieorges Mathieu. organized “V^h^mences confront^es,” the first group show 
in Paris of new French and American, as well as several Italian, painters;’ in 
January, 1952 lapi^ again provided the text for a one-man exhibition by Cieorge 
Mathieu at the Studio Facchetii; and his critical services were repeated for Jackson 
Polkxks first one-man exhibition in Paris at the same gallery in March, 1^52. He 
accomplished his best remembered task in December. 1952 when he organized an 
exhibition entitled “Un art autre” at the Studio Paul Facchetti, a gallery Tapi^

•The cxhihilion included Arp. Bryen. Faulrier. (^rmain. HartunR. Mathieu. Pkabia. Tapi^. Ubac, and 
Wols.
’The exhibition included Bryen. Capogmssi. I)e Ktwning. Hartung. Mathieu. Pollock. Riopelle. Russell, 
and Wols.



3. Georges Mathicu, Painlmg, 1952, oil on canvas. New York. .Solomon R. (>uggcnhcim Museum (photo: 
Robert K. Mates)

mana^^ed while simultaneously working as an art critic and writer on art. He 
published a book to accompany this exhibition. Un art autre; ou il s'agit de noui'eaux 
dh'idages du rM* which made the author the self-appointed prophet oi autre art: art 
opposed to and outside of everything the bien-pensatiLs deemed worthy in painting. 
When I'api^ began to write about the art of his time, calling on it to be .stupefying, 
declaring that its inescapable message was untranscribable outside of the magical, of 
the exceptional, of total ecstasy, what did he mean? By whom was this art and Tapir's 
writing on it underslotxl, in what sense, and why?

A superficial reading of 'I'api^s book would make it possible to dismiss his 
language as indicative of a romantic, even mystical and juvenile oppositional stance. 
But two crucial factors require that Un art autre be read more carefully: 1) autre art’s 
affinities to the intellectual di.scourse of postwar Paris, primarily the philosophical 
and political stance of Existentialism; and 2) the gradual depoliticization of that 
stance as 0)ld War polarization made American cultural hegemony in Europe 
increasingly inevitable. I propose analyzing lapis’s text in relation to the period’s

*Michrl lapi^, I'n art aulrr; ou tl i'agU de nouifaux dh’idagrs du riel. E^ris. 19.^2. I'he title can translate as 
"another art; or. concerning the new unravellings of the real." Besides the artists mentioned in notes 6. 
and 7. I’n art au/rr alM> included Tobey. (tormann. Sutherland. C'tuiette. Soulagcs, .Serpan. t^raves. 
Rrauner. Appel. (>illet. Rothko. Ronel. Arnal. Phillip Martin. I)ova. Kline, and the sculptors ('>ermaine 
Richier. Maria Baskine. Butler. Paolozzi. Kopac. and C.laire Falkenstein.
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intellectual discourse in order to answer the questions of why these artists, who 
shared no common style, could be gnjuped together, why they wanted to oppose 
themselves to the status quo, and why they could develop from being considered 
“un-French” (i.e.. opposed to the School of Paris aesthetic) in the late 1940s to being 
the exemplars of a new type of French painting in the 1950s. This will involve 
asking some questions about Tapir's success in promoting this art from circa 1952 
onward, versus his relative failure to do so previously.

The critical culture to which autre art relates has to be undersUKxl in the 
dialectical context of engagement and degagement:** Fapi^, like several other key 
intellectuals, insisted on arts degagement with politics as a way to avoid and even 
negate arts entanglement with propaganda. But while this sort of degagement was, 
for a while, an expression of criticality, and hence was actually a form of critical 
engagement with the ADVF'N FURK (to use Fapi^’s own terms) of the time, it is my 
contention that—in the wake of increasing anti-communism during the postwar 
perkxl and the concommitant attacks on the French (k>mmunist Party (PCT),“* the 
Korean war, the stepping up of la sale guerre in Indtxhina, and the increased 
inlluence of American culture and power in France (events which all culminate in 
the 1950-1955 period)—degagement slopped being a critical attitude and became, 
in spite of itself, one of acquiescence. In relation to these events, autre an began, as 
the Ck)ld War deepened, to function as a complement lo a generally American, but 
increasingly western, mythology which undersiocxi the alienation of the artist as an 
allegory of individual freedom,*' an ideological “freedom” in opposition to the 
colleclivi/ation of Russia, and a freedom whose value was to become universal.

Fapi^'s description of what he called autre art is indicative of his, and 
presumably many of the discussed artists' desire to oppose a conformist status quo.

Hwo quotes from Andre Breton, published under “Mots rn>ises“ in l^s Temps Modemes, III, 1948, 1919, 
point to the amhif^uity of these terms: “(.'ignoble m<M d’ 'engagement.' qui a pris cours depuis la guerre, 
sue unc servilite dont ia pocsic et I'art ont horreur." —Andre Breton. Second Arche. Fontaine. November. 
1947.
“Chaque fois qii'un homme aime. rien ne peut fairc qu'il n'engage avec lui la sensibilite de tous les 
hommes. Pour ne pas demeriter d'eux. il se doit de I'engager i fond.“—Andre Breton. LAmour Fou,

Wh-mr
"The P('.F was expelled from the Ramadier (iovernment in 1947, a move which, it can be argued, 
signalled the start of the ('.old War in France. See Wilfried I.oth, "Frankreichs Kommunisten und der 
Beginn des Kalten Krieges; Die Fmtiassung der kommunistischen Minister im Mai 1947.“ VierUljakvJufU 
ftir Zeitgeschichie. XXV'I. 1978, 9-6.'>. See Alexander Werth. France /940-/955. tx>ndon. 1956. pauim, for 
the stepping up of official anti-(^ommunism within subsequent conservative governments.
"This view was elaborated by Arthur Schlesinger in his btKik The Vuai t'.enier: The Politics of Freedom, first 
published in l‘M9. See Serge (>uilbaiit. Hou' Sew York Stole the Idea of Modem An. 191-2 and 200-20S. for a 
discussion of Schlesinger's definition of freedom as incorporation of alienation: totalitarian regimes (i.e., 
Russia) create the anxiety-free “totalitarian man." characterired as an inhuman automaton, ('.ompared to 
this, “free sexiety can only offer modern man devoured by alienation and fallibility.” (vSchlesinger, 56; 
quoted in (>uilhaut. 192.) Anxiety and alienation thus become the indicators of freedom.
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As Tapi^ wrote in a later text, his purpose had been to

reroute into a real future that mass of a so-called advanced public, 
hardened like a sclerosis around around a cubism finished long ago. (but 
much prolonged), a misplaced geometric abstraction, and a limited 
Puritanism which above anything else blcnks the way to anv possible, 
authentically fertile future.'*

The aim. it seems, was a revolutionary art capable of overturning those aesthetic 
conventions inherited from the prewar pericnl. This recpiires absolute existential 
fearlessness, according to Tapirs opening remarks in I’n art nutre. The text Ix'gins 
with a dramatic description of the real artists heing-in-lhe-world: its dangers, 
challenges, pitfalls, and victories. It also explains where autre arts most important 
precursors come Irom. and whom it calls its sworn enemies. As much as I'apic* is 
acting as spokesman for autre art. he is also critici/ing all other art. especially in 
relation to the viewing habits of the postwar gallery-goer who was oriented toward 
several powerful establishment styles; the f igurative tradition, which could be either 
conservative, scxial realist or surrealist; the firmly entrenched School of Paris, with 
Picasso and Matisse in the forefront as representatives of Cubism and Fauvism. 
which were both seen to “assert the continuity of the French tradition with its 
creative fusion of emotion and reason”;’' and an abstract art based on rationally 
developed ae.stheiic precepts, usually expressed in a geometric .style."

The exhibitions organized by Fapi^ presented a very different kind of art: he 
branded all academicism, mannerism, and humanism as ways of cheating man of 
the experience of the Real." Since Nietzsche and Dacia, he tells us. art. in order to be 
real, has had to present itself as the most inhuman of adventures, something that 
has little to do with the pleasurable ae.sthetics elal)orated by the alx>ve named 
traditionalist nicxlernisms. Art tcxlay, in order to be real, partakes of the most

'*Michcl Tapi^, “Fjpaccs ct Kxpressions.'' in t^rrmer tnlan He I'atl neluet. 19.').S, 102. quoted in Aftermath 
Franee /9¥5-5¥.- Sew Images of Man. l.t.
'^Aftermath. 27,

Aftermath. 12. recounts Andr^ Lhote's advcKacy of a "conciliatory form »)f modernism, capable of 
smoothing contemporary neun>ses. (...) But to Andre I.hotes declaration ‘Blasphemy isn't French.' the 
writer )ean Paulhan replied 'Why not? If I were a painter that's what would immediately make me want to 
blaspheme.'"
’’^Michel I'apie. I'n art autre. 3. Note: this book is not paginated; page numbers given here start counting 
page I at "il ne peut eire d'art aufourd'hui. que stupefiant....’’
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dizzying ordeal or irial ever given to man:

.. .seulc r(K*uvre digtie de le nom justifie les actuels pionnicrs, et ce qu’elle 
apporle ii'a pas grand those ^ voir avet le plaisir. niais bien plut6t avec la 
plus vertigineuse ^preuve qui soil donn^e ^ rhomine d’affronter. qui esi de 
se penther sur soi-inenie sans le moindre garde-fou. A te prix li. pas mal 
de notions appareniinent imnuiables sont remises en question, quand elles 
ne son! pas balavt^es une Ibis pour tomes."’

The individual who undertakes this task soon realizes that what he sees has little to 
do with rational pleasures, hut rather with often terrifying complexities which 
sweep away old certainties.

A complete rejection of all traditional aesthetics is required. I'api^ admits that 
since Impressionism the notions of Beautv, Form, and Aesthetics have been more or 
less pul into question, ‘ mais ju.s(|u';\ maintenant les oeuvres les plus agressives 
malmenaieni ces notions, leur tournant le dos on les attaquant. voire les nianl, en 
lous cas allani contre (ce qui est encore une fa<,<>n de les reconnaitre)."'* Thus, autre 
art has to avoid merely going against aesthetics since this is still a form of 
acknowledgement, and it has instead to go outside, to outlaw itself. The only 
precursors to which autre art will admit affinity, according to Fapi^. are Dada, 
German Kxpressionism. an<! Surrealism."' Surrealism became, despite its authentic 
practitioners such as Krnsi. Arp. Mirb. and even Dali, loo ftKused on the motif than 
on the pnKcss of painting, but the positive legacy of the movement is that it 
emb(Klied a visionary sense, capable of showing a troubled reality. Only Dada and 
Surrealism are acknowledged as antecedents. It is fitting that both these movements 
were linked to the critical intellectual discourse in their lime, versus being confined 
only to visual art. since autre art also has to be understotxl vis-^-vis an intellectual 
current.

Dada and Surrealism, with their orientation toward the tmubled. toward 
destruction, violence, and the ecstatic, represent an authentic desire to transgress 
both aesthetic and scxial norms which prevent the individual from experiencing the 
reality of his/her existence in the world. Traditional aesthetics lie aixmt the world 
because they resolve it in harmony, in balance, and in rationality. This is illustrated 
by the conservative critic jean Bourets lament in a 1949 review of the Salon de Mai 
which had included some geometric abstraction: "A vrai dire.je pense que Tinvasion 
abstraiie ristjue de gAier ce que nous aimions en lui, celte atmosphere de bonne 
peinture leniemeni nulrie, de recherches un pen rares el pr^cieuses qu'il avail alors

'“/fcirf.. 7; ".. .only wf>rk worthy of this name vindicates current pioneers, and what it contributes has not a 
great deal to do with pleasure, hut much rather with the most di/rying trial ever given to man to confront, 
namely to lean over oneself without the slightest safety rail. At this cost, not a few apparently immutable 
notions are called into question, if not overthnrwn once and for all."
''Und.: “but to date the most aggressive works have misled these notions, turned their backs on them or 
attacked them, or even repudiated them, in any case gone agom.it them (which is still a form of 
acknowledging them)."
’VM.. 7-9.
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qu'il n’dlail cjircnibi yonnaire....Compared lo this, llie negalive attiiiuleof Dada and
Surrealism holds a revolmionary potential of great importanee lo the post war art 
propagated by Miehel lapic^.

Nonetlieless. art obviously could not continue lo repeal in a changed environ 
ment the critical attitudes already emlxMlied in Surrealism or Dadaism, nor could it. 
according to the practitioners of aulre art, express an authentic position through 
S<Kial Realism. Already in 1947. in response to a Surrealist exhibition at the Cialerie 
Maeght. Esphl. the left Catholic journal, wrote that the movement was no longer 
scandalous: “lx* surrealisme esi mori. ni plus ni moins.Espnl added that the war 
had made a readapiaiion of Surrealism difficult because it had shown man things 
which surpassed any and all surrealist visions and that the movement now. in 1947. 
seemed to be consolidating itself into a kind of classicism.-' ScKial Realism did not 
fare well, either, in this critique. Espnl'% response to Fougerons depiction ol the 
worker slain by police while postering for the PCF was that it was cold, emotionally 
barren, and that it was unconvincing: "C.ome s’il sulfisait de reprt^senter le drame 
pour le rendre prc^sent et de moiurer le sang qui coule pour que le sang coule 
r^ellemeni."" Kxactly what options could remain open to artists was not made clear 
by these reviews, however, nor was autre art unanimously considered an acceptable 
alternative.

It remained a (act that autre art had trouble establishing an audience, that it was 
either ignored or rejected by most establishment critics and gallery-goers, and that it 
did not achieve widespread recognition until the early 1950s. Its audience in the 
peri(xl prior to its populari/^ition was among writers, poets, and intellectuals, many 
ol whom were asscxiated with Fxistentialism. Unlike Marxism, which was during 
this lime almost exclusively asstxiated with the PC:F’s Stalinist line and hence 
shackled in any attempts to respond unoriluxloxly to stxieiy's problems. Kxisien- 
lialism u.sed Marx’s own insights into alienation in order to develop a theory of 
consciousness and subjectivity capable of coming to terms with postwar reality. 
Philosophically it insisted on a critical concept of individual freedom, and propaga 
ted the intellectual’s engagement with stxiety as a way of acquiring that freedom.”

'“lean Boiirct. qinMcd in “Criliqiic de la critique," Art tfAujourdhui, I, )uly/Augu.M, 1949. back cover; “In 
(act, I think that the alMiraci invasion threatens to spoil what we liked abimi it, that atmosphere of go<xl 
painting lingeringly brought to fruition. «»l the somewhat singular and precious quest it had at the time 
when it was only embryonic."

lapi^ of course would als<) have rejected the attitude des«ril>ed as "euphoric"—as opposed lo 
"ecstatic"—by Camille Bourniquel in his "R^alisme el rt^alit^; Kqu^tcsiir la peinture," XVIII. |une, 
I9.'»0. <)0I: "Leuphoric: ri^ponse <?manani de visiteurs attires des Salons, tailles unites sur le rntnlele 
suivant: |e sais qu une oeuvre est belle quand clle me plait, quand clle me fait plaisir. Si j ach^le tin 
tableau, e’est pour I'accnKher dans une des pi^es oil je vis. sur tin miir oti tout le mondc poiirra le voir, 
ma femme, mes enfants. mes amis. J nai pas I'iniention de les chcxpier. et d’autre part. |e nai pas 
l iniention non plus de me compliquer la vie. 11 n y a pas de probleme; il n'y a que des amateurs." 
*"Camile Bourniquel. “Magie. surrealisme et lliberte." XV. November. 1947, 77^: “Surrealism is
dead, no more no less." See also n<nc 26.

”(^mille Bourniquel. “Parti des peintreset peintresdu parti."XVIII, December. I‘M9. 9.56; “As if 
it sufficed lo represent the drama in order to make it real, and to picture spilled blmxl for bl<x»d thalk 
actually spilled.
^'See Mark Poster. ExistnUuil Marxum m Pbstwor Franer: fmm Sortrr to Althusser. Princeton. 197.5; and james 
Miller. History and Human Exulmre; From Marx lo Mrrleau Poniy. Berkeley. 1979.
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In so doin^ ii aiiempied to avoid taking an anii-Communisi stance, although the 
PC^F, partly in reaction to Existentialism’s popularity, missed no opportunity in 
denouncing Jean-Paul Sartre as an agent of Wall Street. This (mutual) distrust did 
not cease until Sartre published " Fhe Communists and the Peace” in 1952,” a not 
unimportant year for the change in autre art’s fortunes. Existentialism’s popularity 
had already grown enormously during the postwar years prior to 1952. prompting 
the question of how the revolutionary themes of autre art resonate within the postwar 
intellectual discourse centered on Existentialism.

A survey of the most important Existentialist journal. Us Temps Modemes, 
founded in 1946 by Jean-Paul Sartre. Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Simone de Beauvoir, 
and others, reveals many analogies. Autre art cricitized the French tradition as well as 
the geometric abstraction derived fn)m Mondrian because they were based on a 
bankrupt rationality; that is. the war. the Occupation, and the Nazi alixKilies had 
given irrefutable evidence of the bankruptcy of prewar values. It was felt that man 
had shown his most bestial and irrational side, a part of “human nature” which no 
rationalism could ever subjugate nor explain away. Now peace had come to Europe, 
but it was purchased at the price of even greater insanity, the atom bomb, which 
threatened the total annihilation of culture and life.

The abstract aesthetic of Mondrian (prewar) and the Salon des Nouvelles 
Realitds (postwar) ignored the violent and painful subjectivity of modernity and 
instead proposed a regurgitation of a bankrupt rational objectivity. The School of 
Paris meanwhile functioned as “pn)of’ that traditional liberal values had been 
“saved ” from Nazi barbarism, but the old ideals of balance and harmony which this 
art represented looked out of place in a polarized postwar world threatened by 
atomic war. Stxial Realism, linked to the PCF, required an undifferentiated faith in 
the “objective" reality of the inevitability of proletarian revolution wherein subjec 
tive anxiety was dismis.sed as bourgeois decadence. Fhe problem of confronting 
modernity without relying on the crutches of liberalism or Stalinism, and without 
denying subjectivity was common to both the artists associated with autre art and the 
intellectuals as.s<K:iated w ith Existentialism. The necessity of starting over from zero 
was stressed by both.

Art was seen as integral to those political and moral issues, and this explains 
why the issue of style or aesthetics could often become the subject of serious 
intellectual debate. Fhu.s. the partisanship of a well-known writer for an artist often 
still unknown was not unusual during this time; artists could become known not just 
through exhibition activity, but also through the attention of well-known intellec 
tuals. critics, and poets.^' Although Sartre did not often address the topic of visual

**This study appeared in three pans in l^s Temps Modemes: ]u\y 19.52. Ortober-November 1952. and April 
1954. Sec Poster, chapter 5. “Kxistenlialists in Motion. 19.50-1956.“ 161-205.
^'See Paris. (Centre (icorRes Pompidou. fhtru-hiTv; (^rentuins en Frarue, 19)7-1957, 181. 38. Jean Paulhan 
came to admire )ean Fautricr. then becoming familiar in 1944 with the work of Jean Dubuffet who was 
still completely unknown and who was pointed out to Paulhan by another writer, (»eorges limbour. 
"L’int^r^t passionn^ qui'il manifesta alors pour I'oeuvre de ces deux artistes a cenaincment beaucoup 
contribu^ it les affermir I'un et Taut re dans leur capacity d’audace ei de liberty ergatives." And: "Paulhan 
devait bientot faire aussi et avcc' enthousiasme la connaissance de Wols."
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an. il is si^niikanl ihat he would choose to talk alxnii artists like Wols and 
(iiacomelti. a stulptor whom Iapi<^ failed to discuss even though he expresses an 
ttutrr aesthetic.

Of (Hacoinetii. Sartre says that he nej^ates the idea of j)rogiess. that he goes 
back to the l)eginnings of the world, rejecting ail the refinements of Fine Arts 
progress; instead, there is a terror of the void, of nothingness, which implies a 
confrontation with freedom.*'’ Wols. according to Sartre, sees with the eves of an 
alien—that is. like someone outside the realm of our language—and this makes his 
tratiMripiions authentic: they are completely "other.” aiul looking a these paintings 
forces the viewer to conf ront himself. The result is vertigo. This, it w ill be obvious, is 
highly reminiscent of Fapie's description of leaning over oneself without a safety 
rail.*'

Satres emphasis on the necessity of starling anew, of ulterlv rejecting pre 
viously elalxirated concepts dear to the birti-prmanh. was fretjuenlly ecluK'd by other 
writers for I^s Trmps Modmies. In 1946 the maga/.ine discusseci Surrealism and 
Abstraction as the two most interesting movements to date, but emphasized that 
they would have to be rethought since during the prewar peritnl they had relied on a 
spiritual order which the war subsc'quently had completely cancelled out. (ieomelric 
abstraction was too restricted because of its disregard of the emotional faculties; 
these, and the powers of imagination, are crucial, however, since imagination is lurt 

Reason or rationality had crumbled under history; the postwar discourse 
repeated this theme at length; "Aujourd’hui la raison a pay^ ses erreurs; elle a failli 
p^reir sous I'assaut hilldrien. D autres assaillants la menacent.”^* I he Nazi assault on 
Furopean values seemingly left everyone, including the young, feeling old: |ean- 
Fran<,()is Lyotard, writing in 1948 a column entitled "Born in 1925.” states. "We were 
twenty when the Camps vomited up what they had not had the time or the appetite 
to digest. Fhese hollowed faces tormented our own reflection: Kurope here had 
assassinated its liberalism, three or four centuries of greco-lalin tradition." In this

*jcan-Paul Sartre. “I.a Recherche He I’abiiolu." Trmps Mndrmrs. 111. 1*MH, 1154 5. Note also that in 
(lamilic Bournkjuels earlier cited review of the (iaierie Macght Surrcali.si exhibition in MM7. Sartres 
critique o( postwar Surrealism is cited: "lx- surr^alisme pouvsait cette curieuse entreprise de r^aliser le 
nt^aiit |wr un tro|>-plein d’etre." (Espnl, XV. November. l‘M7. 779.) Kven th<niKh it claimed to. Surrealism 
never really destniyed anything. accordiiiK t<> Sartre's critique: ‘Quite the <ontrary; by means of the 
symbolic annulment of the .self by sleep and automatic writing, by the symbolic annulment of objc“<ts by 
producing evanescent obiectiviiics. by the symbolic annulment of language by producing aberrant 
meanings, by the destruction of painting by painting and literature by literature, surrealism pursues this 
curious enterprise <»f realising nothingness by t«K) much fullness of being. It is always by rrraling, that is. 
bv adding paintings to already existing paintings and bcMiks to already published b*K)ks. that it destroys." 
Jean Paul Sartre. Whal Is I.ilrraturr?. trans. by Bernard Krechtman. New York. HKi5. 171-172. This study 
first appeared in article form in Ij 's Trmps Modrmrs and in b<K)k form. Qu'rsl-rr mu la Imfraiurr* in Paris 
l«H7.
'’|ean-l*aul Sartre. “Doigts el non-doigts." cited in (ailogne. Museen dcr Sladt Koln. Wnrtuai/; 
T.ritgrnossischr Kunst .sri4 /9?9. 1981. 152-S.
^laure (farcin. “I)e I'urgence de reconsiderer les diverses tendances de I’art contemporain." lus Trmps 
Modrmrs. ll. November. 1946. 446.
’'Kliemble. “lx- Requin ei la mouetle ou les acmes miraculeuses." Us Trmps Modrmrs. HI. 1948. 1111; 
“loday reason has paid for its errors; it has had to perish beneath the hiilerian assault. Other assailants 
menace it."
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climate, art abandoned the depiction of the external world— “Raphael nous 
ennuie.”'" The notion that abstract art rejected depiction of the outside world 
because of the sense of despair over, and condemnation of. that world is repeated by 
Cieorj^es l.inibour in 1949." And the theme is taken up by other journals, as. for 
example. Kspnt's 1950 survey on painting, which closes with the following remark: 

.peu a pen, la propagande. les slogans, tons les asservissemenis de rintelligence, 
r^duisent. dans mrtre nionde. le royaume libre de Tesprit.”'^

Not only had recent history destroyed all previously held categories, but the 
very continuance of language, of naming, ensured the further destruction of 
everything real. In a text written by Dubuffet for a 1947 exhibition of his Portraits at 
the (iaierie Rene Drouin. he pointed out that we destroy something by naming it: an 
indivi<lual is able to leave behind a veritable wasteland of destruction by naming and 
classifying realitv incessantiv.*' This must Ik * understo<Kl as an attack on con 
ventional philosophies as well as values. Thus Dubuffet presents the reader with an 
allegorv of the impossibility of language, of its destructive capability. This despair 
was weil-lounded. as every critical political commentary pointed out. People were 
living under “the logic of fools.”'* since peace was assured by the absurdity of the 
atom l)omb. which, if ever used, would require the sacrif ice of “toutes les forcces et 
tout les activity's qui donnent un sens ^ la vie de la nation en temps de paix.”" In a 
world where “peace" is “as.sured" by the possibility of utter annihilation, some artists 
found that no language was appropriate.

I his attitude contrasted sharply w ith the establishment art world's view of art 
and language. The spokesman for geometric abstraction. lx.*on Degand. writing in 
Art d’Aujourd'hui on numerous <Kcasions lambasts automatism's and I'achisme’s "lack 
of language.” a deliberate lack which could be interpreted as an attack on 
conventional ways of speaking. In Degand’s view language is a rational and mutually 
agreed upon set of conventions which in painting is used to express the balance, 
beauty, and grandeur of art: in short, the sort of thing I'apiy would have mwked 
fertKiously. While lapit^ had praised expressionism’s violence and irrationality as a 
source of inspiration. Degand made it clear that he wanted to sec it disappear: “Dans 
I'ensemble de la jeune peinture d’avant-garde on observe, selon le cas [...) une 
asihy*nie de I’Exprcssionisme. prdludant i sa liquidation—In the same article. 
Degand summed up painting history from 1900 to 1950 as the smooth, rupture-free 
development of “une conquete progressive de I’autonomie de la peinture comme 
langage et comme expression."'' The aim for Degand was pure and calm geometric

'"Jean-Franrois l.wMard. “N^s cn 192.5." Trmpi Modrrrm, 111. 1948. 20.5S; “Raphael bores us. 
'T»c«>rKes Limbour. "I.'arl abstrait ct Ic d^sespnir." l^\ Trmps Modems. V. 1949. 143.
”(4iniillc Boiirniqiicl. “R^alismc e« r^alit^; cnquiic sur la peinture." 960; “Bit by bit. pmpaf^anda, 
slogans, all the enslavements ol intelligence reduce, in our wc»rld. the free realm of spirit."
"lean Dubuffet. "Causelte." in t^nspfrtus et tous ferUs iwiwnti II. quoted in Weslkuml. 153-4.
"P. I.aiirin. “I.a logique des fous." I.es Temp* Modemes, IV. 1949. 720-728.
"Ihtd.. 720; "all the faculties and all the activities which give meaning to the life of a nation during times 
of peace."
“l.e»»n Degand. “1 j  peinture de 1900 k 19.50; essai de clas.sificalion." Art d'Aujourd'liui, I. March. 1950. 3; 
"()n the whole, one observes in young avant-garde painting, according to circumstance. (...) the 
weakening of F^xpressionism as a prelude to its liquidation..."
''Ibid.: “a gradual conquest of the autonomy of painting as language and as expresskin."
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abstraction diametrically opposed to tlie impure and violent abstraction ol painters 
like Wols or Malliieii. Demands painterly precepts could be didactically communi 
cated'" in a language unchanged Irom its prewar inception, despite the lad that this 
was the language or c<Kie of a failed t)ourgeois liberalism. I his uncritical attitude 
could not be more removed f rom Dubuf let's impossibility of naming or WOls's wav of 
seeing as the alien “other.'

If speaking or naming thus meant engaging in the propaganda lor yfifiturf" 
and all it connoted in terms of a corrupted traditioit, degaging through a refusal to 
speak became the only viable way of expressing w hat one felt alMuit one's world. Jean 
Paulhan. writer and friend to atUrr artists, founded the journal Cahirrs dr la Plemdr 
m l‘M7: its motto was: “Ki vive la litterature d^gagt^e." But as Merleau-Ponty 
pointed out in a review of Paulhans journal, l.es Temps Modenirs—the Journal, 
founded by Sartre and Merleau-Ponty. which s u x k I for engagement—was itself far 
to “paulhanian” to accept this at surface value l>ecause:

Au sens large, toute litterature esi engagee dds qu elle dii quelque chose 
puisqu’elle dit tt>jours nos rapports.—po^tiques on profanes.—avec le 
monde et avec les homines. Kn nieme temps, comme elle n’entend changer 
ces rapports que par la vertu de I'expression et les moyens de la verite, elle 
est en conflit avec les propagandes et les techniques profanes de I’action, 
elle est. si Ton veut. degagde.'"

I hus, degagement is a form of engagement implying a critique of the status quo. 
Autre arts refusal to employ generally accepted aesthetic norms was in this sense not 
only a criticism of the tradition of art but also a critique of the scKiety which had 
formulated tho.se norms. According to the elalxirators of this kind of adversarial 
stance, criticism of .stniety is unable to f(KUs on politics, however, lest it get caught up 
in the power bl(K propaganda of the Cold War. But as a result of this suspension, 
autre art’s critique of nuKlernity (the postwar atomic age) could appear at some point 
solely as a critique of iiKKlernism (the cultural tradition); it is at this point that 
modernism a.ssumes the critique being made of it and incorporates its own 
opposition, for autre art to make this transition, some important changes in the 
public's expectations of what to expect from art had to take place first, especially in 
terms of understanding and accepting autre art's position.

In attempting to avoid entanglement with propaganda, autre art's solution was 
to fcKus on man: on individuality, subjectivity, and expression as a way to criticize 
without becoming an accomplice to the status quo. One way to do this was to become 
outlaw in the sense of transgressing against accepted smial norms and exploring the 
theme of violence. This theme was also explored in Kxistentialist philosphy. which

Noic ihai in I9.'i0 un alclirr d art atMirail" was founded with the ptirfKise of teaching abstract art; this 
prompted the critic Charles K.stienne to ask. 'i.'art abstrait est-il un AcadCmisme?"
**Maurice Merleau-Ponty. "Us Cahiers de la Pl^iade. avril 1947. (iailimard. ^ileur." U. Temps Modemes. 
in. 1948. ! lf)2; “In a bn>ad sense, all literature is engaged as «K>n as it savs something since it always 
speaks our relations—pi»etH or profane—with the world and with people. .At the same time, as it can only 
intend to change these relations hv virtue of exprevsion and the means of truth, it is in conflict with 
propaganda and the pmfane technkfues of praxis, it is. if one wants, degaged."
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A. Jean Fauiricr, Sudf. 1^4. (>cn and ink. E*aris, Centre National d'Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou 
(photo: Musw National d’Art Mcxlerne)

analyzed the paradox that it is necessary to destroy in order to exist. De Beauvoir 
presents a clear disc ussion of this in her 1946 essay “For a Morality of Ambiguity.”*® 
To illustrate this idea, she de,scribes the huge celebrations vkhich followed on the 
heels of the Liberation of Paris in 1944. Even though there were those who 
cautioned against this unrestrained Joy by pointing to the problems to be faced on 
the morrow, others refused to see those hours as anything but an absolute victory, 
unthreatened by the future. This, de Beauvoir explains, is the modern meaning of 
both public and private celebration; one affirms one’s existence through the 
celebration, and in this sen.se there is attached to this confirmation the component 
of destruction. Fhe morality of Being is the morality of saving: one hoards in order 
to attain the immutability of in-itself. To exist, however, implies squandering; one 
exists only by destroying.*'

The ambivalence—“morality of ambiguity”—expressed here can be seen as the 
result of an awareness of living in a highly violent period, threatened after all by 
annihilation, and as the philosophical coming to terms with the reality of a polarized 
postwar world. This awareness permeated the critical, intellectual, and artistic 
stance of the period. For example. Henri Michaux, included in autre art through his

“Simone ric Beauvoir. "Pour uiie morale de I'ambiguil#.” part one first published in l^\ Trmpf Modrmes, 
M. November. I9.S- 211; 1 am using the German translation. “Far einc Moral der Doppelsinnlgkeit.** 
contained in the collection Soil man <U Sadr wThrmnenf Ihri Kysay\ rur MoraJ drs Exi-Urruudumus, trans. 
Alfred Zeller. Reinbek bei Hamburg. I98.S. 77-192.
*'tbid.. 166-167.
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(irawiiigs. is a wriuT whose work puness was des< i ihe(i as follows in I9’)l: "I.’asci^se 
(In travail t rilupic esi la sublimation de I’anibivalciuc amour-haine dc raKiessivitc. 
Cc travail torture les mots pour leur arrac her Texpression (ju'ils n'eusseni jamais eue 
dans leurs relations smiales.”^' Aggression is mediated in the very way the writer 
handles his formal elements, the words. Ambivaleme could thus be expressed 
through sul)ject matter as well as through the way a writer or. in aulre art's case, an 
artist dealt with his or her medium. In literature, taking words out of context, 
creating neologisms, and/or subverting Ibrinal devices (punctuation, word order, 
etc.) contributed to this critical attitude of ambivalence. In a 194-1 pen and ink 
drawing of a Xude by Kautrier (f ig. 4) we can see this dichotomv working picioriallv. 
A traditional subject—the nude—is here almost brutallv reduced to a cipher of 
female identifying sexual markers (nipples, labia, etc.) so that the subject itself is 
torn out of its usual aesthetic context. This is to a large extent achieved through the 
handling of the medium. The pen has seemingly scourged the paper as in a highlv 
violent attack on what this drawing signifies. At the s;ime time, it cannot be said that 
the image is one-sidely aggressively hateful, but rather it illustrates the "am 
bivalence" of the aggression of "love-hate.” The "torture” of what one loves (words, 
images, the others, and even the self) is designed to wrest from the objects of this 
love-hate "the expression which they would never have had in their l"normar) s<Kial 
relations.”

For rapid al.so. conventions had to be negated through a "|oveuse epreuve de 
violence, tdmoignage chaud d une foi dans le Vivre a l extrcme... This is done 
through the material as much as through the subject matter, as Fapit^'s description of 
Dubuf fet indicates: "Sa recherche de puissance violonte (...) I'amena vite a violenter
la matiere elle-meme. les habitudes vis-a-vis de la matidre__The Surrealist
painter Andre Masson put it aptly in 1949. "L'idde d’aggression substitude a celle 
d’agrdmcnt dans I’art,”^' an idea which Masson had already been exploring for many 
years with the themes o{ Massacres and Rape (fig. .5). Overcoming convention was 
essential in order to "lose one's footing." to enter a stale of ecsiacy or dementedness 
through this confrontation with the unknown, "dans quelque stupefiante violence 
que ce soit.”^'’

If the valorization of aggression and violence was linked to the analysis of 
postwar bankrupt rationality, that analysis was also concerned to understand how 
individuality could be preserved—or maintain its sovereignty—and at the same time 
become inaccessible to the harm that obviously surrounded it. While I'apid. for 
example, might write about the “cruel vertigo"^’ capable of transporting the

”Yvon Hciaval. "Henri Michaux; une magic ratMincllc," l^s Trmp\ Mi>demf\. VM. 4.'>7; "'rhe
aM'clicism of critical work is (he .sublimation of the lovc-haic ambivalence of aggression. I'his work 
t«)rturcs the words in «)rder tcj wrest from the expression which they would never have had in their siKial 
relations."
’M'api^. t'n arl aulrr, f>3; “fovlul trial of violence, eager testimony of a belief in living in extremes..."

"His violently powerful inquiry (...) quickly led him to violate the material itself, the habits vis-4- 
vis the material..."
*'Andrt Masson. "Divigation sur I'espace." Temps Modemes, IV. 1949. 964; “In art. the idea of 
aggression is substituted for that of agreement."
“Tapi^. I'n art auire, 49; “into whatever a.stounding violence there may be."

23.
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5. Andre Masson. Rape, 1941 (primed 1958). drypoim. 12Wi x 16". New York. Cxillection. Museum of 
Modern Art

individual to a “pure" stale, or talk of “la violence cruellement exordsanie d’un 
Henri Michaux,"” it is clear that he does not advocate submission to the “adventure" 
in order that one become a victim of it, but in order that one triumphs through this 
“trial”:

Alors, il nest plus question pour I'individu, cr^ateur ou amateur, d’enirer 
dans un syst^me hors duquel rien ne peui 6ire, mais d'essayer d’etre soi- 
m^me, de vivre k I’exir^me sa propre experience, en perpeiuelle dis- 
ponibiliie pour toute passionnante aveniure k propos^e, sur une infinite 
de plans.^"

*/6id.. 57; “the cruelly exorcizing violence of an Henri Mkhaux."
45; “Thus, it is no longer a question t>f the individual, creator or connoisseur, entering into a 

system outside of whkh nothing can be. but of attempting to be oneself, of living at the extreme of one^ 
own experience, in perpetual accessibility to any passionate adventure proposed, in an inPinity of 
design.**
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Clearly, (he “Individual" is not viciimi/ed by the “adveniure.”
To better understand the logic l>ehind this confrontation with violence, I 

believe we have to understand the notion of the hommme souifrahi explained by 
Maurice Blanchot in his 1947 study of de Sade (whose moral universe became a 
focus for analysis for many postwar intellectuals including Jean Paulhan, friend and 
critic to several autrr artists). The sovereign man is one who

est inaccessible au mal, parce que personne ne peui lui faire de mal; il est 
rhomme de toutes les passions, et ces passions se plaisent ^ lout. (...) 
L'homme d'e^goisme integral est celui qui sail transformer lous les d^gouts 
en gouts, toutes les repugnances en allrails.'"

For the postwar individual, faced with the legacy of death camps and other 
atrocities, threatened in the maintenance of his or her individuality by the corrosive 
effects ol propaganda, the question of l>eing inaccessible au mal, without sacrificing 
integrity or sovereign individuality, was crucial.

I'he solutions which were suggested at times were indicative of an unreal 
attitude toward history, however, as Francis Ponge's review of Fautriers 1945 Hostages 
makes clear:

...A I'id^e intolerable de la torture de l’homme par l’homme m^me, du 
corps el du visage humains defigur^s par le fail de l'homme rndme. il 
fallait opposer quelque chose. Il fallaii, en constatani I’horreur. la stig- 
matiser. I’eterniser.

Il fallait la refaire en reproche, en execration, il fallait la iranformer 
en beaute.'*

The similarity between "...il fallait la (i.e., the horror] iratisformer en beauie" and 
Blanchot’s "L’homme d’egoisme integral est celui qui sail transformer lous les 
degoiits en goiits. toutes les repugnances en aitrait.s" is obvious, but Ponge’s elegant 
but ennervaled proposition that this strategy could be u.sed to transcend the reality 
of Nazi death camps glaringly illustrates its failure. Fapie exemplified the same 
mystifying attitude toward history when he wrote:

...la condition humaine avec tout ce qu’elle nous propose de fantastique- 
meni merveilleux en ^preuves de force ou I’ivresse du dynamique peut 
aller aux limites de I'extase dans un transfini oil s’explicilent totalement 
les notions de Beauts, de Mysldre. d’Fnrtisme. de Mystique—voire meme 
d’esth^tique. L'art. alors, ne pourra ^tre autre chose qu'une operation

“Maurice Blanchot. "A la rencontre de Sade." Uy Temps Modemes. Ill, 1947. 590; “is inaccessible to harm, 
because no one can do him harm; he is a man of all passions, and these passions are pleased by 
everything. (...) The man of integral egoism is one who knows how to transform all distaste into a taste* 
for. all aversions into lures."
‘'Francis Ponge. from Note sur Us Otages. quoted in Pans t'ans: CrHUiom en Frame. I9J7-I9S7. 120; “One 
must opp<ise something to the intolerable idea of man tortured by man. of human bodies and faces 
disfigured bv the acts of man. One must, in ascertaining the hormr. stigmatize it. eternalize it.

"One must make it over as repn»ach. as execration, one must transform it into beauty."
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magique exir^mcment grave, nous amenant k aborder en touie lucidii^ Ic 
magnifique veritge d’une ^preuve de hauie violence par dela loutes les 
considerations de "critique d’art."”

This essentially aestheticized view of the world could provide no real opposition to 
the reality of politics and propaganda.

In fact, this type of oppositional stance was particularly vulnerable to the 
propagandists use of concepts such as freedom and individualism. A representative 
American view of French intellectuals was that even though they could agree on 
what they were against, they were unable to agree on what they were for. precisely 
because they were all individuals.” Although mostly on the left, their individualism 
prevents them from joining the PCF and in fact acts as a kind of guarantee of the 
western worlds democratic functioning. Yet even this leftism had to be prevented 
from moving too close to the (Communist orbit lest it get sucked in:

It seems obvious that the only hope of saving democracy from the threat of 
a C^ommunisi police stale lies in the formation of a new democratic Left— 
or at least of a Left that is not a fifth column of the Soviet totalitarian 
state.”

What this means is that the left must, under all circumstances, avoid the threat of 
totalitarian ideology posed by the USSR; hence an encouragement of individualism 
is essential even if it means that the status quo which the left objects to remains in 
place because, "The only way that still lies open to the democratic Left is to abandon 
revolutionary mystification."” Thus, it seems that totalitarianism and revolution are 
linked, with the only guarantors against both being individualism. Tapi^, who 
represented artists from the left (Victor Brauner. PCF) as well as crypto-fascists 
(Mathieu), could write about revolution nonetheless, because his revolution was 
aesthetic and strictly individualistic.

The propagation of individualism was given priority by the CIA funded 
Congress for (Cultural Freedom’s bid for the minds of France, the monthly Preuves, 
which began publishing in 1950. Here it was clearly stated that freedom of culture 
could only mean one thing: “Libert^ de la culture, il esl bon de le dire clairemenl, 
signifie 'individualisme';..."^ Moreover, individualism began to be used in a way

'*Tapi^. Un art autre, 27; “...ihe human condition with all that it offers us of the fantastically marvellous 
in potent trials where the intoxication by the dynamic ran lead to the hounds of ecstasy in a 
iransfiniicness wherein the notions of Beauty, of Mystery, of Erotkism, of Mystkism—in fact even of 
aesthetics—explain themselves fully. Art. then, will not be able to be anything but an extremely serious 
magical operation, leading us lo touch upon, in all lucidity, the magnifkent vertigo of a trial of exalted 
violence beyond the pale of all considerations of 'art criticism.
"Sherry Mangan. “ The French Intellectual Merry-(k>-Round," Commentary. VII. June. 1949. 550*558. 
"Herbert l.Uihy. “France^ Homeless I.eft; the Slow Awakening from the Communist Dream," Commen- 
lan. X. 1950. 102- 
"/W.. 110.
“C'.arlo Antoni. “Socialisme et liberty de la culture." Preuw. II. January. 1952. 9.
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VVoIs, Pmtuurr. 1946-1947. oil on canvas. Berlin (Wes(). Suatlkhe Museen 
Prcussischer Kuliurbcsitz, Na(ionalf{alerie (photo: Jorg Anders)

which contradicted the possibility of the individual being “engaged”:

... les artistes et les savants doivent pouvoir exprimer et communiquer “ce 
qu’ils ont en eux,” ce que leur personnalil^ individuelle cr^e ou d^couvre. 
sans ing^rence ni limitations ext^rieures. Les aulres formes de liberie, 
celles qui “s'engageni” et se “conformeni” et, par cons^uent, ob^issent k 
une autorit^ ext^rieur—^irang^re aux exigences de la v^rii^ el de la 
certitude iniime—ne sont que des mots doni on abuse, et des formules 
d’hypocrisie sociale.”

For “real” liberty to be restricted, in 1952, to the terrain of individualistic expression 
is particularly suspect because it is being propagated at a time when the ruling MRP 
and Conservative coalition government is consolidating the ghettoization of the PCF

''Ibid.: "artists and intellectuals should be able to express and communkaie 'what they have inside.' what 
their individual personality creates or discovers, without interference or outside limitation. The other 
forms of liberty, those whkh ‘engage themselves' or 'conform' and. consequently, obey an external 
authority—one whkh is a stranger to the exigencies of truth and intimate certitude—are only words 
whkh deceive, and formulas of social hypocrisy."
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and discouraging public—or intellectual—sympathy for its cause.
The expelled from the Ramadier government in 1947, had combatted its 

marginalization through various tactics, notably its “peace campaign” which was at 
its height fmm 1949-50, and a call for a dockworkers' strike in January. 1950 
designed to prevent the shipment of American arms to Indochina.*" The strike 
could not sustain support however, and fell apart by April, 1950. On 25 June, 1950, 
the news reached Paris that the Korean war had started; again the PCT was 
marginalized since public opinion tended to favor the American argument that 
North Korea had attacked ^mth Korea. Among the bourgeois intellectuals, only 
Sartre—along with the PCT—opposed this dominant interpretation by taking 
(k)mmunist North Korea’s side.

In November, 1951, the warmongering mo<xl of the United States was aired in 
a Pans-MaUh interview with funeral Kisenhower in which he stated that there might 
have to be a “showdown” between East and West, and that the Western armies 
“might have to march into Southern Russia or into ‘the area around Leningrad.’”” 
Yet despite this, the Pleven government was “determined to be as popular as 
possible with the USA,”“ even to the extent of making Eisenhower’s move to Paris as 
head of SHAPE in early 1951 coincide with some anti-Communist measures, such as 
dissolving three (Communist dominated “world organizations" and instituting an 
anii-C^ommunist purge in the upper level of the civil service. Meanwhile, neutralism 
was violently attacked by conservative-reactionary papers like Figaro.^' The general 
election in June. 1951, resulted in a greater shift to the right, underscoring the 
bourgeoisie’s hegemony over the working class.

In early 1952 the PCF planned a protest against the arrival of the new SHAPE 
commander, Cieneral Ridgway, referred to in the PCF press as “General Plague” 
because of his alleged involvement in bacteriological warfare in Korea. This 
resulted in a major altercation between the PCF and the government because it 
seemed that some members of the Pinay Government were intent on maneuvering 
the outlawing of the PCF by arresting Jacques Duclos, a PCF Deputy, on trumped- 
up charges and in violation of his parliamentary immunity.*^* The government’s 
actions were so outrageous and at the same time so whitewashed by the press, that 
the KT' called for a general strike on 4 June. 1952. The strike, however, was a 
failure. largely because the workers did not think that it would be effective and 
because they feared the risk of losing their jobs.It was because of these incidents 
that Sartre began to reassess his position vis-<t-vis the PCT; the result was “The 
(Communists and the Peace,” a signal of solidarity with the Party, and an influence 
on many other left, but uncommitted, intellectuals to become politicized in favor of 
the (Communists. This was the political backdrop to Michel Tapir’s critical activity as 
propagator of degaged art at a time when one of France’s leading intellectuals

'•Werih, 440-442.
'•Quoted in Werlh. 476.
“/6id,. .«>07.
^'Ibtd. The institutions were: the WFTU, the International Democratic Womens Federation, and the 
World Federation of Democratic Youth.

.‘>73-.'>86. for a dcuiled discussion of these events.
‘VW.. 380.
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became openly partisan for the PCF and when American-backed maga/.ines were 
calling for the intellectual's degagement in the name of individualism and f reedom 
of culture.

Against this backdrop of real violence, the paradigm of “freedom” ideology 
encouraged the mdtx'idxuil expression of transgression and violence through art:

II pent se montrer brutal, indiscret. acerbe; il peui aussi tracer des voies 
nouvelles. b^lir, ^largir ses vues, attaquer les idoles de I’heure et renverser 
leurs autels. d^voiler les faiblesses de I'individu et de la s<Ki^t^. partir en 
guerre contre les erruers de I'Etat et les fautes du gouvernement, cela fait 
partie de son message et de son t^moignage. II a le droit d'^prouver en 
tout, partout. la v^rit^, sans craindre la faculty d'etre un indwidu libre—et. 
par la meme—un serviteur \>olontaire de la communaut^.*^

As is obvious from this quotation, taken from the speech given by the Swedish writer 
Kyvind Johnson on the (Kcasion of the founding of the Swedish (Congress for 
(Cultural Freedom in I)eceml)er. 1952, and reprinted for the French public in Preuxfs 
in January, 1953, the individual is encouraged to do anything, except not be an 
individual. And in the Cold War Nmabulary espoused here, that meant refusing to 
engage in group causes, notably Communism, which, as Preux>es was diligent in 
pointing out. was an intolerable subjugation of individualism. Slowly but steadily, a 
general or non-specialist public was being trained to be suspicious of oppositional 
groups, but to accept, on an individual basis, themes deemed unacceptable or 
shocking before. The “^pater les bourgeois” credo of oulsiderdom is invited to come 
inside, and the inside is coached to see in alienated outsiderdom the individualism 
and universality of freedom.

Yet a recurring theme in Tapir’s text Un art axUre is. on the one hand, that of 
creativity—all true artists are authentic creators—but on the other, a rejection of 
“humanism.” It might seem that autre art. by declaring itself to be an antihumanism, 
would effectively preclude its incorporation into the universalism propagated by an 
ideology like Preux^s\. Autre art opposed, as Tapid was passionate in pointing out. all 
forms of classicism; a rejection of all previously held humanist values was in order 
because classical humanism was dead. How, then, could this stance be incorporated 
into a new universalism when it in fact rejected the accessibility which universali.sm 
supposes?

Sartre’s es.say on Ciiacometti had also stressed this negation of a classicism which 
makes the represented object accessible to appropriation for the viewer."' Classicism 
is a humanism because it enables appropriation and functions in a commonly held 
language. Autre art, it will be remembered, denied this language-in-common.

"^Kyvind )ohiiM>ti. "Fonclion MK'ialc dc la /Vrui‘r.«. Ill, january. I9.'>3. 67; “He can show himself lo
be bnilal, imprudent, harsh; he ran also follow new paths, construct, enlarge his visions, attack the idols 
of the day and topple their altars, unmask (he weaknes-ses of the individual and of stKiety. go to war 
against the .State's ermrs and the government's faults, that is part of his message and his testimony. He has 
the right to test everything, especially (ruth, without being fearful concerning the right to be a free 
tndnndual—and. by the same token—a voturUarj servant trf the community."
"'Sartre. "Ij  Recherche dc I'absolu." 1159.
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Jean Fauirier. Nudf. 1945-1947, pen and ink. Paris, Onire National d'Ari ei de Culture Georges 
Pompidou (photo: Mu sm National d’Art Moderne)

Moreover, some writers argued that Existentialism's emphasis on the individual was 
also an antihumanism because it did not pretend to negate differences between 
individuals, versus humanism's emphasis on their common ground. Because the 
differences between individuals are stressed, Existentialism negates universal ac* 
cessibility: “L'existentialisme consequent est un individualisme absolu. C’est en quoi 
il ne peut pas se presenter comme un humanisme. c’est-i-dire comme une doctrine 
‘k qui rien d’humain n'esl etranger.’"** To understand how this absolute individu 
alism which actually should not be able to present itself as a humanism could 
function as a new universalism, it has to be recalled that alienation was central to the 
Existentialist analysis as well as to the new American ideology of individualism. 
However, this American individualism was being repackaged as a new universalism.

Absolute individualism presupposes a diversity of expression, and auire art— 
with its varied practitioners—is an excellent example of this credo: its absolute

“jean (ircnier. “tine renai».«anrr dr I’humanismc?" Cahfrs dt la PlrvuU. no.6. Fall-Winlrr, 1949. 42; 
“Consisirni rxistrmialism is absoluir individualism. Because of this il cannol present itself as a 
humanism, that is, a doctrine 'to which nothing human is strange.'"
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individualism should preclude its incorporation into universalism. Yet this is what 
Preuvfs had to say in March. 1952, about diversity and universalism:

DhfrsiU ft unix>frsalhme
libre recherche ei la libre expression prtKluisent une vari^t^ de formes, 

de styles, de d(Klrines qui peut apparaitre chaotique. Kn revanche, Tordre 
que les lolaliiaires imposeni it I'art le r^duit ^ la condition servile: il aboulit 
^ Tuniformit^. k la monoionie et k la sidrilii^. Seule, la liberty crdalrice 
d^bouche sur I’universel.'*’

Thus, the critical thrust of an absolute individualism, expressed throuj^h trans 
gressive creativity, whose original purpose had been to avoid subsumation under 
general headings, suddenly finds itself in the vanguard of (k)ld War propaganda 
aimed against (a)mmunism.

While artists are admonished to keep their art aloof from politics lest they lose 
their individuality to “totalitarianism," they are simultaneously told that cultural 
neutralism is impossible: “Oder, ou faire de la critique, c’est exactement le contraire 
de rester neutre. puisque crder, c'esi opdrer des choix perpdtuellemeni—”**" But 
this putting into operation of perpetual choice all the same precludes choosing 
politically; paradoxically, neutralism as a cultural ideal is impossible, yet culture is 
denied a political role:

C'est centre ce mensonge-li que nous devons lutter, je veux dire:—centre 
cette manidre de mettre la culture au serice de la politique, dr n'importf 
qufllf politiquf, mdme neutre. et mdme ddmtKratique; car dds I'instant ou la 
culture se subordonne k une politique quelconque, cette politique tend k 
devenir totalitaire, par un penchant inexorable.'*

It is this “de-politicized" culture, however, which lends itself to precisely the political 
intents of the ideology of anti-0)mmunism. What was not realized here was that 
culture could be put into political service regardless of its creators intentions. And 
within this context, a formerly hostile public is acclimatized to the acceptance of 
autre art.

This process can be followed thmugh the growing attention which autre art 
garnered in the art press fn>m 1950/51 onward. Michel Seuphor, a critic who

”“Lc 8 d^bals lilldraitTft dc i.'ocuvrc du XXc Prruxfs, II. March. 1952. 61; “Diiienity and
umvmaiixm; Fire inquiry and free expression produce a variety of forms, of styles, of doctrines which can 
appear chaotic. In return, the order which totalitarian systems impose on art reduce it to a servile 
condition: it abuts on uniformity, on monotony and servility. Only creative freedom opens unto the 
universal."
“Denis de Rougemont. “Neutrality et neutralisme." /Vuies. I. May. 1951.21; “ To create or to criticize is 
the exact opposite of remaining neutral, since to create is to carry out a perpetual choice."

“It is a({ainsi this lie that we should battle. I should say: against this manner of putlin({ culture at 
the service of politics, of no mtUler what fHtlain. even neutral, and even demtxratk; because from the 
instant when culture subordinaters itself to whatever politics, this politics tends, through an inexorable 
tendency, to become totalitarian."
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championed abstract art but generally disdained “autre’' type abstraction (including 
american Abstract Expressionism), is representative of this changed receptivity. By 
1951, Tapi^ and Malhieu had apparently engaged in enough exhibition activity to 
warrant a review in the geometric abstraction-oriented magazine Art d’Ajuourd’hut, 
but Seuphors review of “V^h^mences confronldes” insists on skirling “vehemence” 
by emphasizing this arts “pretty” and elegant aspects:

...il me semblait que je confroniais bien plus de finesses que de v^h^- 
mences. (...)
En somme, nul effei de surprise, du moins pour moi, dans cette exposi 
tion oil seules les deux petiles loiles de De Kooning pouvaienl, k la 
rigueur. passer pour "v^h^menies.” Car ni Tomlin, ni Kline n’^taienl l«i. ni 
De Niro, ni Pietro l^zzari. Quant k Pollock, il esi devenu le plus aimable, le 
plus calme ddcoraieur de grande surface qu on puisse r^ver.’”

In 1951 Seuphor was still convinced that autre arts insistence on aggressiveness and 
“originality k lout prix” spoiled the true purpose of art. Therefore his review 
attempts to take the edge away from the strident jargon surrounding autre art by 
instead emphasizing its “decorativeness” and “finesse.” Art d’Aujourd'hui even quoted 
another review which had appeared in the magazine Opera to bolster the view that 
there was really nothing shocking about autre art:

Pourquoi vyhymence, grands dieux! Rien n’est plus calme, plus morne et 
plus monotone que ces agencements de couleurs ou ces monticules de pilte 
dont sont ygalement responsables. sans qu'il y ail de complications 
diplomatiques, leurs auteurs amyricains, italiens et francais, el dont aucun 
nom ne paraii, d’aprys ces travaux, devoir yire signaiy.”

Thus the conservative establishment critics could deal with autre art by denying its 
vehemence and individuality: the individual practitioners need not even be men 
tioned by name, according to Opera.

This situation changes considerably by 1953. In June of that year Michel 
Seuphor wrote a glowing report of American abstract art for the French public in

™Michcl Seuphor. “V^hCmcnces confninltcs; (ialerie Nina Daus.^ct. 19. rue du Dragon. Paris." Art 
d'Aujourd'hui, II. April/May. 19.51. 29: "ii seemed to me that I found more finesse rather than vehemence. 
(...) In sum. no surprise effects, at least for me. in this exhibition where only the two small canvases by De 
Kooning were able, strictly speaking, to pass as 'vehement.' For neither Tomlin nor Kline were there, nor 
De Niro, nor Pietro Lazzari. As for Pollwk. he has become the most likable, the most calm decorator of 
large surfaces that one can imagine."
‘‘Qucjted under “C.rittque de la critique." Art d'Aujourd'hut. 11. April/May. 1951. back cover. The review was 
written by Michelle .Seuriere for Opera: “(Wh k I heavens, why vehemence? Nothing is more calm, more 
dreary, or more monotonous than these flutterings of color, or these little heaps of paste, for which their 
American. Italian, and French authors arc equallv responsiWe—without there having been any 
diplomatic complications—and of which no name, appearing after the works, needs to be especially 
noted."



Pierre Soulages. Pitinttng, 1953. oil on canvas. New York. Solomon R, (;iiKgcnhcini Museum <ph«Mo 
Roben E. Mates)
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ihe magazine Freuifs.^'^ Here ihe French public is weaned from its (nationalistic) 
attachment to the School of Paris toward an embrace of universalism:

11 est n^essaire d'affirmer que tout grand art, m^me s’il pone des racines 
profondes dans le terroir, se reconnalt k des resonances plus universelles 
que nationales. (...) En exprimant sa plus profonde identity particuli^re 
lartiste exprime en m^me temps un myst^re qui est au fond de tout £tre 
humain et dans lequel, t6t ou tard, tout etre humain se reconnait. (...)
C’est par cet universalisme d’un Pollock, d'un de Kooning, d’un Glarner, 
d'un Tobey. d’un Clifford Still, d'un Hofmann, d'une vingtaine d’autres, 
que I'Am^rique a. depths quelques ann^es. une peiniure.’'

Universalism is best achieved through the expression of what is must profoundly 
individualistic, because individualism is indicative of a universal desire for freedom.

Seuphor, however, never fully accepted the decline of a more geometric 
abstraction which he personally preferred. A year after his article for Prrui>es he 
reviewed Mathieus I^s Cap/tiem partoui, la Bataille de Bouvines in Art d'Aujourd'hui, 
ending with a re.signed but bitter. “Monsieur le Cap^tien, vous avez vaincu, je vous 
apporte mon ^p^e. Et maintenant qu'allez-vous faire? Moi, je retourne aux choses 
lentes.’’’^ Seuphor had no choice but to hang up his (geometric) sword because Art 
d'Aujourd'hui, the premier venue for geometric abstraction, had written in March/ 
April, 1954, that “...le I'achisme me semblait, en effet, avoir tout naturellement sa 
place dans I’Abstraction. k cot^ du (i^ometrisme, puisqu’il forme avec ce dernier, un 
des dements de la non-figuration.”’' As can be inferred from this statement, the

’’Mkhel .Seuphor. “l.’Am^riquc i Paris," Prruiies, III. June. 1953, 79-81.
”/6u/.. 81; "It is imperative to affirm that all great art. even if it has deep roots in the ground, identifies 
itself more with universal than nationalist resonances. (...) In expressing his most profound, particular 
identity the artist at the same time expresses a mystery which is at the n>ot of every human being and 
within which every human being, sooner or later, recognizes himself (...) It is through this universalism 
of a Pollock, of a de Kooning, of a Garner, of a Tobey. of a Clifford .Still, of a Hoffman, of twenty-odd 
others, that America has. since several years, an art of painting."
’^Michel .Seuphor. “(ieorges Mathieu; (ialerie Rive I)n>it.” Art d'Aujourd'hui V. November. 1954, SO; 
"Monsieur Ic ('.apenticn. ytm have won. I give you my sword. And now what are you going to do? Me, 1 am 
returning to things tranquil."
’'Pierre (iufguen. “Matkre el maltrise une Evolution: le lachisme." Art d'Au)ourd'hu*. V, March/April. 
1954. 52: “ rachisme seemed to me in effect naturally to have its (4ace in Abstraaion at the side of 
Geometric Abstraction, since it is. with the latter, one of the elements of non-figuration."
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most important thin^ in cultural change is that it appear “natural.”’'’
What had happened that geometric abstraction, which had jealously guarded 

its role as a school or movement, should admit to this dissolution? In 1953 Esfmt 
asked, in relation to the old School of Paris. “l.a succession de l Ecole de Paris, est- 
elle ouverte?”” While wanting to affirm the vitality of the Parisian art scene, the 
author nonetheless admitted that Paris no longer had an “Ecole.” but only 
“Painters." that is. individuals.’" The “fxole" was a prewar phenomenon. This 
profound change in self-image should be seen in relation to Sartre’s “European 
Declaration of Independence," published in Commmtary in 1950. He clearly stated 
that, "...cultural ideas, quite independently of their internal value, have a potential 
of diffusion that depends upon the economic or military importance of the country 
supporting them. They acquire a certain universality.”’’* Moreover, the stronger 
economic and military power determines the definition of what is universal; ideas 
do n(« rise from weak to sin)ng. but in fact only descend from strong to weak. Or,

...they do rise, but they exhaust their energ> in rising and end by making 
no claim on the new community, by being nothing more than a cultural 
fact, and not a cultural possibility.**

By 1952/3, the United Siaies’s military and economic power was such that univer- 
salism l)ecame “naturally ” redefined according to American standards. Freedom 
expressed thnmgh individualism would have universal value: in painting, therefore.

*Roland Rarihcs in Paris. 1957 published Mylhologifs. an imporianl critique of "the natural. ‘ As Barthes 
noted in his preface. “The starting point of these reflections was usually a feeling of impatience at the 
sight of the ‘naturalness’ with which newspapers, art and common sense constantly dress up a reality 
which, even though it is the one we live in. is undoubtedly determined by history....I resented seeing 
Nature and History confused at every turn, and I wanted to track down, in the decorative display of what- 
goei-wtihoul-ioymg, the ideological abuse which, in my view, is hidden there." Roland Bathes. Mylhologifs. 
irans. by Annette Ijvcrs. New York. 1972. II. The fcKUS is on an analysis of myth, its manifestation and 
function in contemporary society. It can be argued that the creation of autrf art—the critical umbrella 
referred to at the beginning of my text—is a prime example of mythmaking. Tapi^ dcxrs what Barthes 
would call "stating the fact" of “otherness" without explaining it historically; he thereby. protcstati«ms 
notwithstanding, “assures" the public that “othernes-s" is natural and "goes without saying”: "In pa.ssing 
from history to nature, myth acts economically: it abolishes the complexity of human acts, it gives them 
the simplicity of essences, it does away with all dialectics, with any going beyond what is immediately 
visible, it organizes a w»)rld which is without contradictions because it is without depth, a wt>rld wide open 
and wallowing in the evident, it establishes a blissful clarity: things appear to mean something by 
themselves." Barthes. M.S. Indeed, it is economical for a critic to say that tachism “naturally" has its place 
within abstraction: the simplification and elimination of possible contradiction which is thereby achieved 
mythicallv allows a Wols and a Faultier to mean something all by themselves.
"(Camille Bourniquel. succession dc I'Fxole de Paris, est-elle ouverte?." t.sprU, XXI, August, 1953, 
161-181; "Is the successMjn to the Sch<K>l ol Paris open?"
’•/M.. 169.
’’Jean-Paul Sartre. "A F.uropean Declaration of Independence." Commmtary. IX. January-June. 1950. 
408.
•/W.. 409.
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the “Ecole de Paris” began lo look anachronistic, while American Abstract Expres 
sionism represented a “cultural possibility.” Benefitting from this newly defined 
universali.sm. autre art, displacing geometric abstraction, could lake its place beside 
the new “possibility” as a real, but nonetheless weaker, “cultural fact." As an idea 
which exhausted its energy in rising from a position of weakness (vis-^-vis the Paris 
art establishment) to strength, its inability to make a claim on the new community 
dominated by American Abstract Expressionism is signalled by its loss of political 
context, a context which this essay has tried to recreate.

The University of British Columbia
Vancouver. Canada
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I. Ptggy Bacon. IJoyd (ioodnrh, C.I9S4. pastel. (Collection (»f Uoycl (Goodrich, (photo: Geoffrey Clements 
Photography)
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Interview With Lloyd Goodrich

DONNA GUSTAFSON AND CHRISTINE W. LAIDLAW

On June 10,19S6, we spoke to Lloyd Goodrich in his Manhattan apartment. Mr. Goodrich has 
tong been a major figure in American art. Among his many activities, he has sensed as Director 
of the Whitney MiLseum of American Art from 195H-196H, headed gox>emmental committees 
on art, founded the American Art Research Council (1942) and published extensively. Since 
his retirement from the Whitney Museum, he has remained actiie in the field, publishing books 
and organizing exhibitions of American art.

INTERVIEWER: \’<)u have had an interesting and varied career.
LLOYD GOODRICH: Yes. if I may say so. 1 am probably the only art historian 
living u'ho saw the Armory Show. 1 saw it when 1 was a high school student, fifteen 
years old. It was a revelation, a marvelous experience, and 1 went several times. 1 
rememl>er particularly liking (>e7.anne. (>auguin and Van Gogh, which shows how ill 
prepared we were for European mcxiernism. 1 do remember the Cubists, to some 
extent, but 1 was struck more by the Post-Impressionists and also by Brancusi. Mile. 
Pogany was shown at the Armory Show and 1 remember seeing her. 1 met Brancusi in 
Paris later when 1 was European editor of 7^^ Arts.' We had to talk practically by sign 
language, though we did talk some French. 1 also had the good fortune to meet 
Picasso very briefly and to see quite a bit of l.eger; he had a remarkable, exuberant 
personality.
INTERVIEWER: (^an you tell us how you got started in art history?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Yes. 1 think my career has been a little unusual. 1 was born 
and brought up in Nutley. New Jersey, which had a small artists colony—Albert 
Sterner, C.harles Hawthorne, and Fred Dana Marsh. Reginald Marsh’s (father, all 
lived there. So from my early days I was art-con.scious. From my early teens I wanted 
to be a painter. I had the choice of going to Amherst, my father's and my 
grandfather's college, but I wanted to go to the Art Students league in New York. 
My father, who was a very understanding and cultivated man with many artist 
friends, was agreeable. I studied painting for five years, four years at the League 
and one year at the National Academy. Fhen I had what I suppose a C>atholic would 
call a loss of faith. I think it was because my fellow students were so much more 
talented than I was in certain ways. Although I think I had a better color sense than 
most of them, they had more graphic skill and more drive than I did. In any case, I 
was a bit of a perfectionist, I suppose, having looked at pictures and books about 
painting since I was in my early teens. So I went on a five-year detour into business, 
five years which I very much regret.

' All of (kKxtrk h's ariiclcs and rev iews for The Arts and The New York Times wrir donated by Edith Havens 
(kxxlrirh lo the Sicdman Art (>allcry of Rutgers Univrrsiiv. Camden ('.ampus.
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INTERVIEWER: 1 hat was a mistake?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Yes. and four of them were in the steel business—of all 
things. But then I got back into art through writing alK)ut it. first for The Arts 
maga/ine which was sul)sidized by Mrs. (iertrude Vanderbilt Whitney and which was 
the most progressive art magazine in America, particularly devoted to younger 
American artists. I became as.s<Kiate editor for four years and European editor for a 
year. I'hen tlmmgh 71te Arts 1 met the people at the Whitney Studio Club and the 
future Whitney Museum of American An and. in particular. Juliana Force who was 
the director of Ixrtli. Mrs. Force was a remarkable woman, very unorth<Kiox in her 
ways. For years, she was the only woman director of a mu.seum in this country.

When the Whitney Museum was started. Mrs. Force asked to see me and said 
they were going to publish a series of monographs on leading contemporary 
American artists and she wanted to know if 1 would write some of them and edit the 
series. I had just started my first book on E;ikins‘ and I was obligated. I felt, to do 
that. So I declined with thanks. The next thing that happened was she asked to see 
me again and offered me a salary to write the lxM)k. I had a salary of $5,000 a year, 
which was g(Mxl money in those days—a wonderful act of generosity on the part of a 
remarkable woman. Of course. Mrs. Whitney herself was behind everything that 
Mrs. Force did.
INTERVIEWER: Your first full-length book, published in 1935. was on Thomas 
Eakins anti your most recent large publication was again on Eakins.’
LLOYD GCk)DRICH: I started my first book on Eakins in 1930. because I 
admired him and because there was no book. He had been very much neglected in 
his lifetime. My best friend. Reginald Marsh, with whom I grew up. was also an 
admirer of Eakins. Fhe bcM)k was published in 1933 by the Whitney Museum. Then 
through the years. I have continued to gather material on t^kins. My 1933 book 
catalogued 515 works, but thmugh the years I have found about a hundred more. 
Also 1 have found a great deal of biographical information, dcxumenls and so on 
connected with his life. When 1 wrote my book in 1933. Mrs. Eakins was still living. 
She was a wonderful woman who helped me a great deal. She was devoted to him. 
had saved every single thing he had ever pnxluced and every d<xument connected 
with him. including the records he had kept of his work. While she was still living. I 
was reluctant to publish some things about him. There was nothing derogatory, but 
he was considered a very unconventional person in Philadelphia. So through the 
years. I have gathered all kinds of material on Eakins and have been making records 
of his paintings. Finally, I wnHe the two-volume book which was published in 1982. 
by the Harvard University Press, and which I think is my most important and be.st 
book. It took me about seven or eight years to write.
INTERVIEWER: Has your opinion of Eakins changed in the space of fifty years 
and if so, how?

* L Goodrich. Thomas Eakins. His Uft and Work. New York. I9SS.
* L Goodrich. Thomas Eakins, 2 voU., Cambridge. Massachuseus. 1982.
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LLOYD GOODRICH: The 193S lM)ok was that of a youn^ man. 1 was in my thirties, 
you know, and very enthusiastic. I tlon'l lliink it was biased, but I did not make as 
nuich as I could liave of some of the shortcomings of Kakins work. Naturally, no 
artist is perfect. They all have limitations and Kakins had his. Also. 1 didn’t make as 
much of what I now consider to have l>een. in a sense, the tragedy of t^kins’ artistic 
life, rhai was his failure to l>e accepted by the public; in particular, the public of his 
native Philadelphia. He wanted to receive portrait commissions, he wanted to 
receive honors, but he did not. On the contrary, he received abuse, misunderstand 
ing and complete neglect. I think this did have an effect on his work.

One of the greatest pictures that Kakins painted, probably the greatest, and one 
of the greatest pictures of nineteenllwentury American art is The Gross (Uinic. This 
picture shows F.akins at the fullest expression of his particular genius. The Agnew 
Clmif is also a terrific and very great picture, although it does not have quite the 
intensity of emotion and composition that The Gross LVmic does. In the beginning 
Flakins painted many pictures of outd(H)r life in Philadelphia and its envin)ns. He 
himself was an outdoorsman. a rower, a hunter and a sailor. His n)wing pictures, his 
sailing pictures, his hunting pictures are some of the most interesting works he ever 
did. But after the mid-18K0s, as I remember, he stopped working outd(M)rs and he 
turned into a portrait painter. I'he rea.son. I think, was chiefly the lack of 
recognition for his early work and the lack of sales. These pictures did n<M have the 
charm of. well, the minor genre painters and they just failed to reach an audience.

The greatest tragedy of his life was his being forced to resign as head of the 
Pennsylvania Academy school l>ecause of a silly taboo about showing a completely 
nude male mcKlel in fn)nt of women, something that today would l>e laughed at. 
'This was a great blow to him. It meant a loss of prestige for him in his community, as 
well as the loss of one of his greatest interests, which was teaching. He started his 
own school, or his students did, the Art Students league of Philadelphia. It never 
had any financial backing and it only lasted about seven years. So. all of these events 
made the life of Kakins more complex than I had shown in 1933. more complex and 
tragic in a way. At the same time. I think some of his later portraits are so 
extraordinarily rich and powerf ul that they made up for whatever loss there was. 
INTERVIEWER: Why are you so drawn to Thomas t^akins, Winslow Homer and 
Albert Pinkham Ryder?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Well, 1 felt that in contra.st with Whistler, Sargent, John 
i.,aFarge aiui William ('.ha.se. that F^akins, Homer and Ryder were indigenous artists. 
In the first place, they did not .spend much of their lives abroad. They also expressed 
certain things about America that other artists did not. In other words, the native 
quality in their work was what interested me. even though Ryder was more native to 
Shakespeare than he was to the U.S.A.

Homer had always attracted me. As a matter of fact, my family owned a Homer. 
My grandfather had bought an oil called The Brush Harrow, which is now in the Fogg 
Museum at Harvard. This painting had all of that complete authenticity that
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Winslow Homer had f rom the very f irst. He was a man who was, in my opinion, very 
little inf luenced by other art. In fact, he himself s^iid when he was young that a man 
who wanted to l>e an artist should never look at pictures. Well. 1 don't know whether 
he really meant that, but it did represent one side of his miiul. His art certainly grew 
out of the actualities of contemporary America, particularly outd(H)r America.

I'hen, of course. Homer’s career was so interesting. He had a habit of going 
deeply into one particular kind of subject. Kor example, in 1873 he spent the 
summer in (doucester, and in the summer of 1880 he lived on Ten Found Island in 
the middle of (iloucester HarlK)r, all by himself except for a lighthou.se keeper and 
his wife. He did scores of watercolors and drawings there, and concentrated on life 
acn)ss the harbor, schooners coming and going. l)oys playing, swimming, fishing. 
n)wing and so on. The very next year he went to Kngland and spent a year and a half 
in a little fishing village on the North Sea. There he l>ecame completely a part of the 
life of the f ishing folk, particularly the women. He did this continually throughout 
his life, moving from one subject to another and one place to another. Each time he 
gained in artistic strength and technical mastery. Yes. his career was a very 
intere.sting one. His popularity was much greater, of course, than that of Kakins. 
However, it was not until the latter part of his life that he began to be generally 
thought of as the greatest painter living in America. Kakins himself was asked in his 
old age who he thought was the greatest living American painter and he said. 
“W'inslow flomer."
INTERVIEWER: Did Homer and Kakins know each other?
LLOYD GOODRICH: The two of them met only once that I know of. when they 
.served on the jury of the (Carnegie Institute. Both men were silent and taciturn 
human iK'ings, so it would have lK‘en interesting to l>e a witness to that meeting. 
Kakins. of cour.se, as a teacher could l>e quite verlial but he did not talk much 
otherwise, and Homer never talked to anylxxly. Homer was a quirky kind of 
individual, very Yankee and very much his own man. a bachelor all his life. His early 
works certainly show that he was interested in women. His illustrations are filled 
with the figures of young, gotxl-looking women though always somewhat of a type. 
Homer never married. There is a story, his family told me thi.s. that he had been 
very much in love and that the girl would not marry him because he did not have the 
income to marry. I do not know whether this is true or not. I know he was attached 
very much to one woman who married .someone else. But. in any case I think of art 
as being Homer’s mistress.
INTERVIEWER: And Ryder?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Ryder interested me from the very beginning; I had always 
loved his work. And then my friend Bryson Burroughs, of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. had mounted a Ryder Memorial Exhibition in 1918—a year after 
his death. Ryder interested me becau.se of his singular genius. He was to my mind, 
the mo.st genuine mystic of nineteenth-century American painting. His work was 
heavily forged in his own lifetime. He probably prcnluced about 175 paintings but
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today there must be two or three times as many forgeries. This is a problem which 
intrigued me early on and I felt that it needed settling. Frederic Newlin Price had 
written a book on RyderV probably the most misguided and misguiding book ever 
published on an American artist, because half the reproductions were forgeries. 
The fact that a situation like this had been allowed to develop showed the lack of 

s( holarship in American art. So. beginning about 1933 I began to concentrate on 
Ryders work and on the problem of forgery.
INTERVIEWER; How did you do that?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Well, as it happened, Frederic Price had a sizeable collection 
ol “Ryders". There was an exhibition of his collection and 1 was convinced that a 
pretty good proportion of them were forgeries. So 1 asked Price if 1 could borrow 
them and examine them. I made contact with the Brtwklyn Museum where Sheldon 
Keck was conservator and John Baur was curator of American paintings. 1 borrowed 
Price's collection of so-called Ryders. We examined them in depth, using x-ray, 
ultraviolet light and micn>scope. and came to the conclusion that a very large 
portion were forgeries. When the centenary of Ryder’s birth came up in 1947, I put 
on an exhibition of his works at the Whitney Museum. Almost all of the pictures 
were genuine, but I did. in error, include two forgeries.
INTERVIEWER: You did?
LLOYD GOODRICH: One of them was owned by the Metmpolitan Museum, as a 
matter oi fact. I know who painted it. a f riend of Ryder’s. He did not simply take an 
uni ini.shed Ryder and finish it. He painted it right fmm the ground up and signed 
it “Ryder”.
INTERVIEWER: Did you come acmss other American artists who were as heavily 
forged?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Yes. Ralph Albert Blakelock was perhaps even more forged 
than Ryder was. Blakelock’s pnxluction was greater, but he was heavily forged in his 
own lifetime. He went insane, as you know, because he could not sell his work and 
was unable to support a family of nine children. He was put into an asylum and, 
ironically, then his work became popular and began to be forged and sold at high 
prices. BlakeltKk’s life was one of the worst tragedies in American art. It is like the 
Van Ciogh story.

I also came to realize that there were some forgeries of Homer’s work. These 
were, for the mt)st part, not deliberately forged works, but pictures painted by other 
artists of the period, with forged signatures.
INTERVIEWER: Who would you name as the most interesting or most important 
American artist that you have known personally?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Well, there are a number of them. I suppose 1 would say 
Kdward Hopper. I was never an intimate friend of his. I don’t think many people 
were. He had a few old friends, not necessarily in the art world. He was a rather 
taciturn person—I seem to make a specialty of that sort. I began to admire his work 
in the twenties when I was as.s<Kiate editor of The Arts, and I wrote the first article on

* F. Price. Ryder 0847-1917): A Stu/h of Apprmatwn, New York. 19S2.
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his oils. I got to know him and atlmired him grc'atly. Hopper was lull oi ideas, 
without expressing them in words. 1 idimd that the way to gel inidrmation out of 
him was to go to his studio and have him bring out his pictures and look at them with 
him. asking him questions like. “When did you paint this? Where did you paint it? 
What does the subject mean to you? How did you compose it?" His creative inelhtKls 
were unusual. F.very picture was based on American actuality (except, of course, the 
work he did in Paris when he was a young man), but he never painted it literally. He 
always composed his paintings by combining elements. For example, in the painting 
(ias at the Museum of Mexiern Art. the gas station was an actual gas station in 
Pn>vinceiown on Cape C<xi and the road was an actual road, but from a different 
)(x:ation. He had placed them together and they l>ecame an imaginary landscape 
Ixised on actual facts. In a way he was almost as much of a visionary as Ryder. 1 
found that talking to him and getting him to talk alxml his work in this way t>ecame 
an interesting pnxess of exploring an artists mind and in Hoppers case, doing it 
the hard way.

In the fifties and sixties I had pul on two major retrospective exhibitions of 
Hoppers work at the Whitney Museum. One day he called me up and said. “I’ve got 
to .see you right away.” I thought. “What’s happened?” Well, he and Mrs. Hopper 
came to see me. and it seemed that neither had a will. They owned thirty acres of 
land on Cape Ccxl. a house, his work and her work, and they owned a certain 
amount of cash and securitie.s. In their typically thrif ty way. they had gone to a bank 
to gel a will form. I told them that they should see a lawyer, and I recommended 
joseph Walker, who was a gcxxl friend of mine; he had done Reginald Marshs and 
Charles Burchfield’s wills. So joseph Walker wnMe the Hoppers' wills. He was so 
discreet as a lawyer that he never told me the terms. I did not discover until after 
lx)th Hopper and Mrs. Hopper died that they had left all their works to the Whitney 
Museum, which touched me greatly. Fhe Hoppers were childless, you see. and they 
had no family at all. Fhe Whitney Studio Club had recognized him very early and we 
had put on two exhibitions in the (lub, and then the two retrospective shows at the 
Whitney Museum. It was a unique bequest. Fhe nearest thing to it in America was 
the Frank Duveneck bequest to the (ancinnati Museum. But the Hopper beque.st 
was much fuller. Mrs. Hopper left me. personally, four pictorial records of his work, 
in the form of ledger volumes. On each page he had listed three pictures painted by 
him. with drawings of them. I have since given these records to the Whitney 
Mu.seum. I don't know of any other record of an artist’s work quite like this. Fakins 
left written records of his work, in fact, two of them, but Hopper's records have his 
drawings by him of the pictures together with a description of where they were 
painted, to whom they were sold, and the pigments used.
INTERVIEWER: Who were some of the other artists you knew?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Well, 1 have spoken about Reginald Marsh, who was my 
closest f riend. He died too young, in his fifties, which was one of my great griefs. 1
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admired Reggie’s work from the lx?ginning and did a book alxml him published by 
Harry Abrams.'

The Whitney Museum in the beginning had a policy agaimsi retrospective 
exhibitions. I suppose the reason was that we felt that there might be undue 
inllueiue on us. I thought it was a short-.sighied policy and I was against it. My 
colleagues and I on the staff succeeded in getting the Whitney to change this policy. 
I he first retrospective we gave of a living American artist was of Yasuo Kuniyoshi. 
Kuniyoshi and I had been students together at the Art Students league.

Then there was Max Weber, a pioneer of modern art in America and a very 
intelligent ntan. We did a rcln)spective of him. and he and I became good friends.

I loved John Sloan. He was such goixi company, he had such a lively mind and 
such a memory. We planned a retrospective in the 1950s which unfortunately turned 
into a memorial show, because Sloan died that summer before the exhibition 
opened. I still have a postcard fn>m him. I had sent him a telegram on his eightieth 
birthday. He sent back a postcard showing himself sliding into home base marked 
“HOth Year” and he wrote. “Made it by gosh!” Well. Sloan was fun. and was a 
remarkable artist. I enjoyed putting on that exhibition, very much indeed. Since 
then. I have had cordial relations with Helen Sloan, his widow, who, as you pn>bably 
know, is doing a catalogue raisonne of his work, with the Delaware Art Museum at 
Wilmington. Delaware.
INTERVIEWER; Would you tell us something about your working methods. In 
your remini.scences, you described how you appmach writing about art. “The main 
things for me are accuracy, accumulation of first hand material, going back to 
original sources, never expressing an opinion that you can’t back up with evidence."* 
How do you go alx)ut collecting information?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Well, 1 always start by looking at the artist’s work, because, 
alter all. that is what it is all about. I he biographical side can be very interesting 
indeed, and has been with the artists that I have had the good fortune to write 
alxnit, but the main thing is their work. Whenever I start to work on an artist, the 
first thing I do is to get together the largest po.ssible body of his work. This is true 
not only for the books 1 have written, but for the one-man exhibitions I have 
organized. 1 spend days looking at works, writing notes on each one: the subject, the 
technique, color quality, graphic quality, everything that might be raw material for 
writing about the artist. I think there is no .sulxstitute for this. You cannot study an 
artist from lK>oks. You study him through his work. Then you study the books about 
him and either agree or disagree, or find additional biographical information. 
INTERVIEWER: How do you organize your information so that you are able to 
work with it?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Sometimes the information is just in the form of notes for a 
catalogue of an exhibition. If it does go further than that and becomes raw material 
for a catalogue raisonne, my methtxl is to take every known work by the artist and to 
start putting down every possible bit of information about it on an individual

' (KMMlrich. Reginald Marsh, New York. 1972.
• “Lloyd (kxxirich Reminisces: Part I." Interview with Harlan Phillips. Archives of Awurican Art Journal. 
XX. S. 1980. 14.
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catalogue page. If the work is a portrait, for example. I collect all the information 
about the sitter. Then the medium, the si/e, signature, date and so on. I'hen 1 list 
exhibitions and published references, any letters that may l)e related to this work, 
and so on. And, of course, the provenance. I put all this information on one sheet, or 
many sheets; 1 may have ten pages of raw material like this. It is unorgani/.ed, since 
it is recorded simply in the ortler in which the information came to me. The next 
step is to put that in a logical form.

Right now 1 am engaged in doing a catalogue raisonne of t^kins' work. 1 am a 
little more than halfway thn>ugh. The general structure of each entry is: first, 
information about the subject; then the physical data; if it has been recorded in 
Kakins' own records—exactly what he said, the provenance, and exhibitions includ 
ing every lifetime show, and publications. Recording all the posthumous exhibitions 
presents a pniblem; they can become so numerous that there is no point in listing 
them all. So I simply record one-man exhibitions, the most important shows like the 
“(Century of Pn)gress” in (Chicago and other big hi.storic American shows, and those 
which have gocxl catalogues. Catalogues are getting larger these days and are good 
and scholarly. Published references arc the final category. There again, you have to 
be selective because you cannot just take a single small reference in an entire history 
of American art. You either have to list the most important histories, or the most 
important actual references. The whole point being to give the user of the catalogue 
raisonne the factual information about a particular work, and what has been said 
about it. I have also a complete record of Winslow Homer's work, which will be the 
raw material for a catalogue raisonne.
INTERVIEWER: With all of your commitments to museum work and government 
activities and committees, how have you managed to publish so extensively? 
LLOYD GOODRICH: My wife, Edith Havens Cioodrich, was my partner in 
everything I ever did in the field. I could not have done all these things without her 
help. While I was director and a staff member of the Whitney Museum and involved 
in outside activities, she did all the library research and actually kept the records on 
Homer, on Eakins, and to a lesser extent on Ryder, because I did not work on Ryder 
much after the forties. 1 read her everything I wnue, every word! She had some very 
gotxl criticisms and good ideas. It was a refreshing experience for me. after sitting 
at a desk beating my brains out. to be able to read to a person whom 1 loved, and see 
what the reaction was. And I think she enjoyed it. she never said she did not. 
INTERVIEWER: How do you feel about being credited with the founding of 
American art history?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Well, it is very nice of you to .say that. I do not feel that that is 
really correct. I think you can say this, that perhaps I was one of the first to write 
from a more modern viewpoint, even though I never did write a full-length hi.story 
of American art.

I was more a biographer, let's say an art biographer. 1 do think that a generation 
came along, most of them somewhat younger than I (because after all, 1 was born in
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2. A1 Hirschfeld. F.duh Havens Goodruh and Uoyd Goodrtrh. 1973, ink on paper. Gift to Uoyd 
and Edith ('foodrich from the Friends of the Whitney Museum. 197S
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the ninctcenlh (cntiiry), who lK‘gan lo look at American art in a tlitiereni way than 
their predecessors like Samuel Isham. Henry V. ruckerman atid (». W. SheUlon. 
They wrote with the knowletlge ol advanced art here and abroad, with more 
sophistication, and in doing so they have rewritten American art history. People like 
Milton Brown and William (ierdts have brought American art history much lurther 
than it was when 1 first began to write.

One of the articles that I wrote for Vir Arts in the 1920s. alKuil the Hudson 
River S< h<H>l,’ presents a bit of a problem Ibr me now. One of my great admirations 
at that time was for l.ytton Strachey, who had just published EmttienI Vtrlonom. I 
liked hi.s combination of great knowledge and a slightly nuKking tone. My article 
was a bit mocking, I am sorry to say. of the artistic limitations of the Hudson River 
painters and their romanticizing of the American land.scape. At the same time. I did 
give them recognition as visual pioneers of the American continent. Well, if I were 
writing that article Unlay. 1 would write in a much more affirmative way about (k)le, 
Kensett, Oopsey and the others.
INTERVIEWER: How has the approach to writing about American art changed? 
LLOYD GOODRICH: 1 think that one of the great changes in the whole attitude of 
scholars toward American art has been in this recognition of artists' schools which 
were very much denigrated in the early part of this century, largely due to the 
influence of younger artists who thought the old schools, the Hudson River Sc hool 
and the American genre school, were pretty provincial. There has l>een a profound 
change. Artists who were not appreciated at all forty years ago have become major 
figures.

But there is too little discrimination these days l>etween painters of the face of 
America and the leading artists of the nineteenth century who were great plastic 
artists. Kakins was definitely in that category, even though he was somewhat 
fru.sirated in his full development by his environment. Ortainly Ryder was. There 
has been a tendency to overlook the.se es.sential formal qualities. When I say “formal" 
1 mean in the f ully developed sense of the old masters, who were great creators of 
form and design. 1 think more distinction should be made l>etween those who were 
creators of plastic design and those who were illustrators.
INTERVIEWER: In 1963 you wrote an article for Art in America entitled “What is 
American in American Art?"" You praised the diversity of American art in 1963. 
finding American characteri.stics in the use of new technologies, open space and 
expressionisiic tendencies. Do you think that we are still looking for an “American 
art" tcnlay in 1986?
LLOYD GOODRICH: 'The question of what is American in our art has been 
troubling us for years, less .so nowadays than in the past. 1 think we have all 
recognized that there is no such thing as a central tradition in American art, that 
one of the great characteristics of American art is its great diversity. You have at the 
same time artists as different as, say. Edward Hopper and Arshile Gorky, each valid 
in his way.

’ L. (Mxxirich. “The Hudson River .SchiK>l." The drti. VIII. November. 192.'). 24<v2.'>4. 
• L. (foodrirh. “What is American in American Art." Art in Amrrua. U, IW.S. 24-29.
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The search lor an American quality was. I think, partly l>ecause there had been 
a more coherent Kreiu h tradition. Alter all. you tan trace the development from the 
Komantits like Delacroix and (ieritault to the Realists like Courbet, to the impres 
sionists Manet. Renoir and Monet, then to the Post-impressionists ami so on right 
up to the l>eginning of modernism. You could almost call it a logical pmgression. It 
was logical in the sense that you found increasingly that the language of the work of 
art bee ame more and more independent of repre.sentation. it l>ecame a language of 
its own. a language of form, color and design.

1 think this relative logic in the development of French art made all of us in 
America want to see something like that happening in our own country. I don’t 
think it did. I'here were great transformations, in many cases due to influences 
fn)m abn>ad. like the iniluence of Impressionism in the late 1870s, 1880s and 1890s. 
I'hen. too. the l>eginning of mcxiernisni in the 1900s was largely stimulated from 
abroad, although there were some native mcxlernists like C^orgia O’Keeffe, John 
Marin and a iiumirer of others.

You know, the desire which we all had inside of us to find something equivalent 
to the development of French art was a sign of inncxence. Henry James would have 
analyzed it very well, if somewhat snobbishly. I come to somewhat the same 
conclusion in that article you refer to. “What is American in American Art?” There 
is even more diversity icxiay than when 1 wrote that article, because there are so 
many technical experiments, like combining movement with form and sound and 
with everything else you can think of, synchronizing photography and machine- 
made art. and so on. I'here is a tremendous explosion in the different media 
themselves.

Well, you asked if I think we are still looking for an American art. Not as much 
as we were then, that search was at its most intense about thirty or forty years ago. 
I'hat was the beginning of some of the be.st writing about American art. 
INTERVIEWER: What do you think alx)ut a recent trend in scholarship which has 
been to hiok at late nineteenth and early twentieth-century American art in relation 
to European art? I'his is a dif ferent point of view from that of the 1950s and 1940s. 
which was more concerned with defining an American art apart from the influence 
of Kun)pe.
LLOYD GOODRICH: I think it is a very healthy thing that scholars in the 
American field are finding parallels and influences in European art and also 
Oriental art, the art of Egypt and that of the Near East. Also, I think it can be 
overdone. In fact, there is a type of writing about American art in which the author 
practically says, for example, that the rea.son Thomas Eakins painted rowers was 
because (ierbme painted rowers in Egypt. Eakins was a very go<xl oarsman himself. 
He did not need to look at (ierbme to paint his great picture Max Schmitt in a Single 
Scull. That painting is all about the American climate, about how the American 
landscape looked at a particular lime of year and at a particular lime of day. It seems 
to me that it owes very little to his training in the Ecole des Beaux Arts.
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rhe iciidcncy ofcertain writers on Amerkaii an lo see things so much in terms 
of what happenetl in Kurope. with no real evidence that there was a direct influence, 
is a belittling way to look at contemporary creation. It is much more interesting to 
l(M>k at the work of art itself and for itself, for its own qualities. I'lie whole question 
of inf luences is overdone. It reminds me of what Adlai Stevenson said alx>ut the 
Republicans. “ They are people who think that nothing can be done for the first 
time." I think that applies to the emphasis on influences in our scholarship. 
INTERVIEWER: How then do you think sdiolars should approach a work of art? 
LLOYD GOODRICH: 1 would hope that more and more scholars would concen 
trate on the work of art, not to the exclusion of anything el.se but to make that the 
center of their interest and what they write. The work of art in it.self has so many 
fascinating a.spects, which is one reason that 1 am interested in traditional subject 
matter and style. I remember l>eing somewhat taken aback, when my very g(MKl 
friend Alfred Barr said. "Of course, you are a con.servative." I suppose I was. I do 
feel that representational art does offer us certain things which pure abstraction 
cannot.

1 particularly fell that way alxuit the so-called New York School, that is. the 
action-painting school. I felt that subject matter was l>ecoming so limited. They were 
extraordinary in their visual power and their ability to overcome the viewer just 
with ihe strength of the physical properties of the work of art. That was their great 
contribution. Where I differed from them was in their making a school of it. I don't 
feel that way alx)ut the leaders like Jackson PolltHk, Rol)ert Motherwell. Mark 
Rothko or Willem de Kooning. But the rank and file were very intolerant of 
anything else but their own viewpoint, and there was a group of critics who felt and 
wrote the same way.

My friend. John (>anaday of the New York Times, was criticized when he first 
came lo New York lo write for the Times and said that “ The king has no clothes on.” I 
don't remember whether he said those exact words, but that was the gist of what he 
said. I always thought that Canaday was a very balanced critic.
INTERVIEWER: In 1959, the United States sent an exhibition of American art to 
Moscow as part of a cultural exchange program. One pn)blem you experienced as a 
member of the exhibition committee was the issue of government cen.sorship. Would 
you tell us about it?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Well, it was great fun to organize the Moscow exhibition and 
to be able lo show the Russian people thirty years of American art. We went back to 
the generation of the American scene and scKial realist painters, because the 
Russians were so completely unaware of American art that contemporary art alone 
would have been incomprehensible to them.

We were lucky in the fact that this exhibition was not censored in any way 
whatsoever. There had been a long history of censorship. 1 do not mean just cutting 
a work of art out of a show, but on some (Kcasions cancelling the entire show. 1 am 
talking about shows financed and organized by the government but selected by
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professionals. I here had l>een one case where an entire exhibition had actually been 
assembled and prepared for shipping and then cancelled. (Censorship was a big issue 
in those days, the days of Senator McCarthy.

In the case of the Moscow show, we were lucky because it was actually in 
Moscow before Francis Walters, (Chariman of the Un-American Activities Commit 
tee of the House of Representatives discovered the horrible fact that some of the 
artists in the show might have once belonged to the Communist Party. When Walters 
got up in the House and talked about this terrible thing which was happening, the 
press began to badger President Fisenhower about this show of “pinko artists.” 
Eisenhower said. ”1 don't know anything about it.” But he had appointed our 
committee, and the announcement of ouf appointment had come from the White 
House. Well, 1 had a lot of fun with that one. 1 sent him a long telegram 
congratulating him because he had said he was not going to censor the show, even 
though he verv much disliked Jack Levine's painting of the general's banquet. 
INTERVIEWER: WeUome Home?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Yes. He said it was a caricature, but he would not censor the 
show, rhis was the f irst time any official had said that. Then the press began to see 
the ridiculousness of the whole McCarthyite viewpoint about cultural exchanges. 
INTERVIEWER: How had the art world reacted to this sort of censorship? 
LLOYD GOODRICH: Fhe art world fought it. I'he fight was chiefly carried on by 
the American Federation of Arts, because we were asked on several occasions to 
organize exhibitions to be shown abroad. Fhis was when I was a trustee of the 
Federation. It culminated finally in a statement on artistic freedom, which a small 
committee of the Federation agreed on. We discussed it thoroughly, and the 
committee asked me if 1 would put it into words, which 1 did. It was adopted by the 
Federation as a statement of policy and it did have some effect.
INTERVIEWER: The Whitney Biennial has frequently been criticized. What is 
your view of the Biennials?
LLOYD GOODRICH: I feel that they are a very interesting and lively feature of the 
New York art scene. 1 am still .so much, I suppose, a s<K'ialist or whatever, that I 
would like to see a show like the old S<x:iety of Independent Artists in addition to the 
Whitney Mu.seum selected shows. I always liked the Independent. The basis, as you 
know, was that you paid your $5.00 membership and you could show anything you 
wanted to. 'I'here was no jury.

It was an outgrowth of the French Society of Independent Artists, and for 
about ten years it was one of the liveliest shows in New York. John Sloan was the 
president of it for a numl>er of years. For years, Mrs. Whitney supported the Society 
and its annual exhibitions. After a while, her support of it was superceded by her 
support of the New Whitney Museum.

1 think the present biennial exhibitions at the Whitney are very lively (Kcasions. 
1 always enjoy them. 1 do not have a hand in them any more, because I am no longer 
an active member of the staff of the museum. In fact, I retired in 1968, and since
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have had lime to write my secoiul lx>ok on Kakins, my lx>oks on Hopper," Marsh and 
Soyer and to organize a Winslow Homer show which went to other museums. 
INTERVIEWER: What are you working on now?
LLOYD GOODRICH: My two particular cKcupations these days are the catalogue 
raisonne ol FUikins. and a lK)ok on Ryder with William Innes Homer. 1 have made 
arrangements so that my work on Kakins. Homer and Ryder will not stop with my 
death. Alter all, 1 am eighty-eight years old. and 1 don’t want my recorcls ol these 
three arti.sts to l>e preserved only as archives. I want them to 1k ‘ continued; that is, 
kept up to dale, added to and made available to the art world. So we have made 
written agreements l)etween the Whitney Museum and myself on the one hand, and 
three institutions on the other, who will take on these records after my decease, or at 
any time when 1 feel 1 cannot work on them any more.

The flakins records will go to the Philadelphia Museum of Art, which has the 
largest collection of Kakins' work and a large archive on those works. My K;ikins 
records go beyond their present archive in that they include all the known work of 
Elakins. 1 am glad to say that Anne d'Harnoncourt, Director of the Philadelphia 
Museum, and Darrel Sewell, the curator in charge of American an. are pleased with 
this arrangement.

In the ca.se of Winslow Homer, these records will go to the Graduate Sc hool and 
University (a;nier of the (lily University of New York. William (ierdts is the head of 
the (graduate School of Art. He is a first-< lass sc holar, and we are gocxl friends. His 
wife. Abigail BexHh (ierdts. is also a first-class scholar and knows more aixmt the 
present art world than I do. After my wife's death, she volunteered to help me with 
the Winslow Homer records. She comes once a week to my apartment to do so, and 
then takes the records lor the summer to work on them continuously. She works 
with me on Homer in every respect, including looking at pictures which may or may 
not be Homer. I'hat's a problem, believe me.

As (or the Ryder record, 1 did not work on it very much after the 1940s. A few 
years ago William Innes Homer, head of the art department of the University of 
Delaware, began to hold seminars on Ryder. He and I have agreed to write a joint 
book on Ryder. 1 had written one short book in 19.59 as part of a series of 
monographs published by (ieorge Braziller."’ The lx>ok that Bill Homer and I are 
working on now will go further than any publication on Ryder .so far. Actually, aside 
from my 1959 lx)ok, there is only a short monograph by Frederic Price, which is very 
misleading, and Frederick Fairchild Sherman’s book done in 1920. Both of these are 
open to attack on the forgeries they include. Bill Homer and 1 will go into that 
aspect of Ryder’s career in depth.
INTERVIEWER: l.ooking back over your long career, which includes museum 
work, scholarly activity, public and government committee work, what do you feel 
are your most important contributions to American art history?
LLOYD GOODRICH: 1 find that an answer to that last question would seem rather 
immcxlest. • ••

• L. (Joodrk-h. Edward Hopper: ISS2-I967. New York. 1971 and L. (Kmdrkh. Edward Hopper Retrospettive, 
Whitney Museum of Amcrkan Art. New York. 19.W.
•• L. (xKxlrich, Albert Pmkham Ryder. New York. 1959.
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INTERVIEWER: Wdl. what work did you like the best?
LLOYD GOODRICH: Myself personally?
INTERVIEWER: ^es
LLOYD GOODRICH: I enjoyed them all, and I suppose in certain ways I did 
spread inyseli a hit thin occasionally. For example, in the 1950s 1 started a book on 
Ihoinas Nasi, the nineteenth-century cartoonist. 1 finished about half of it and then 
abandoned it.

I have enjoyed all those activities. And as far as the importance of the 
contribution g(K‘s, in the long run, what lasts beyond a scholar's life is his actual 
publications. 1 think iny l)ook on fUikins is the best b(M)k I have done, the longest and 
the iullesl. Mv l>ook on Winslow Homer published in 1944 is still the standard 
biography." I wish I had been able to add to it and to incorpt)rale so many of the 
distoveries of younger scholars since 1944, but I never found the lime to do it. Also 
that 1944 lx)ok had no color repr<Kluclions and, of course, with Winslow Homer 
Kilor is vital. I rather like the books I wrote on Hopper. Marsh and Raphael Soyer.** 
Als<i I like the one on (ieorgia O'Keeffe which I did in collaboration with Doris Bry. 
who was then representing (Georgia O'Keeffe in many ways.”

In addition, there are those contributions in the form of activities, such as the 
Camimittee on (iovernmeni and Art, the Joint Ariists-Mu.seums Committee, the 
American An Research Council, the American Federation of Arts, and soon. I like 
to think that 1 played some part in the establishment of the National Endowment for 
the Arts, first as Chairman of the Committee on Ciovernment and An and then as 
Vice (lhairnian of the National ('.ouncil on the Arts and (iovernment, which was the 
successor to the C(iA. But, of course, there the chief credit goes to Hanild Weston, 
who lobbied for the National Endowment for the Arts and was indefatiguable in his 
work on l)ehalf of the Endowment.

(,)a va?
INTERVIEWER: Yes. Ehank you.

" L. (fOCKlrkh Wttulou’ Homrr, New York. 1944.
” L (KKidrich. Raphael .Voyrr. New York, 1972.
'* L (kmetrirh and D. Bry. Ctforpa O'Krrffr. New York. 1970.


